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NATURAL OAS H0TES.

The Allegheny River was recently the scene of a seri

ous accident, occasioned by the collision of the tug

boat Iron City with the natural gas main crossing the

stream. When the boat struck the pipe, a leak was

made, and the natural gas forced the water twenty feet

into the air. This was quickly followed by an explo

sion, and the whole hull of the boat from stem to stern

was torn to pieces. The gas came up on both sides of

the vessel, and filled the hold. As soon as it reached

the engine room it became ignited, and the explosion

followed. The flame of the burning gas hissed and

roared around the boat, and had the wind not carried

it down stream, none of the crew could have escaped.

As it was, they were all, with one exception, more or

less seriously injured. • This accident deserves notice

from its exceptional, nature, and it should carry a

strong warning not to be forgotten in the future.

Natural gas has, in common with its great industrial

merits, a number of less desirable qualities which call

for extreme caution in its use. Especially should the

pipes used in its transportation be so constructed as

not to leak, for its suffocating nature is but too well

known, and so located that there is little or no chance

of disturbance from surface movements. It seems

almost inexplainable that a main should be placed in

so unguarded a position as to make a river collision

possible.

Among the most important of the late discoveries of

natural gas is that at Cleveland, Ohio. For more than

a year the Cleveland Rolling Mill Company has been

sinking a well for gas on a lot near its wire mills. A

vein of shale or surface gas was struck at a depth of

750 feet, but the flow was almost cut off by a strong

body of salt water, which made it necessary to put a

casing in the well.

At a depth of 2,050 feet a large bed of rock salt was

encountered. Several mishaps occurred, and decided

the company to limit the boring to 3,200 feet. For

tunately, a little before this point was reached, at a

depth of 3,160 feet, a strong vein of gas was struck,

and when lighted the stream gave a flame 18 feet high.

It has since decreased to ten feet.

The supply is believed sufficient to heat several boilers

and light the company's offices. The boring will be

carried somewhat deeper, in the hope of securing an

increased flow. Other wells will be started at once,

and the discovery, it is hoped, will be of great import

ance to the iron industries of the city, which have un

doubtedly suffered from the superior fuel advantages

of Pennsylvania localities.

It is possible that the gas monopoly which is in full

force in Pittsburg, or soou promises to be, may prove

a serious drawback to that city, securing the national

foundry for ordnance. The Philadelphia Gas Co.,

which has control of the greater portion of the city's

supply, has a capital stock of five millions, and is al

ready regarded as a monopoly almost as [powerful as

that of the Standard Oil Company. Mr. Andrew Car

negie, our author ironmaster, has associated several

leading firms with him in a scheme for building the

largest steel plant yet known in America, and it is

their ambition to make themselves the only firm in the

country able to cast the great guns wanted by the

Government. The proposed plant consists of a pair of

open-hearth furnaces, two seventeen ton Bessemer con

verters, and hydraulic machinery capable of forging

the heaviest armor plating needed. Mr. Randall, how

ever, looks with disfavor upon the gas monopoly, and

while he admits the advantages of natural gas, he sees

a power which may at any time make it more expensive

than coal. He has expressed himself as believing that

this consideration will seriously interfere with Pitts

burg's prospect of securing the national contracts.

Mr. Westinghouse, the patentee of the famous com-

presstsd air brake, and other gentlemen identified with

the natural gas interests, have been experimenting with

the Flannery process of making water gas. There are

already one hundred and fifty cities in the United States

which use this gas as their sole illuminant. The gas

has strong heating qualities, but needs carbureting be

fore it can be used as an illuminant.

Natural gas has'almost the same defects, and it is

believed that the process used to prepare the one for an

illuminant will be equally successful with the other.

The contract for the erection of the necessary ma

chinery for carrying this proposition into effect has

now been made, and it is expected that the plant will

be ready for operation some time in January. The in

ventor of the process, Mr. Jos. Flannery, of Philadel

phia, has taken out a number of patents, and claims to

be able to produce an excellent illuminant free from

impurities and smoke. Should his claims be substan

tiated by the practical test, the illuminant will find a

large field in Pittsburg and the vicinity.

Subscribe for the Scientific American and Sci

entific American Supplement for 1886—$7 a year

for both papers—and you will surely have all the latest

and best scientific, mechanical, and engineering news

of the period from every part of the globe. A new

volume commences next week on both papers. Sub

scribe now for one or both.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MOTES.

Rendering Paper Negatives Transparent.—Castor oil

is generally recommended to be used in making paper

transparent, but, as it soon drys out in spots, its value

is only temporary; a more permanent method we find

recommended in the Photographic News is as follows:

" A mixture of one part of lubricating paraffine is

made with three or four parts of vaseline. This is

thickly smeared on the back of the negative, and the

front of thiB latter is held in the steam issuing from the

spout of an ordinary kettle, at a distance from it of

about an inch. Almost instantly the back of the nega

tive turns white opposite to where the steam is play

ing. This is always a sign that the material used has

sunk into the paper, and that when the negative has

become cool it will be transparent. The action of the

steam keeps the negative quite limp, and prevents it

from curling up, a matter of greater importance than

those who have not tried the process of rendering paper

coated on one side with emulsion transparent might

imagine. The whole operation can be gone through in

about half a minute with an ordinary kettle, while a

degree of transparency is produced which we have not

obtained by any other method which we have yet

tried. We imagine that by constructing a special flat

nozzle for a kettle, so as to produce a flat jet of steam,

the operation could be performed in a few seconds.

" It might be supposed that the emulsion films would

be melted by the heat of the steam, but we have not

found it so. Indeed, a jet of steam will not affect the

film of a pyro developed negative, even on glass,

although in this case water enough is condensed, before

the glass is heated, to melt the film readily enough were

it sufficiently soluble. In the case of a paper negative

the film heats so instantaneously that no appreciable

amount of water is condensed, and, as is well known,

dry heat will not melt gelatine.

" We should mention that it is always advisable, es

pecially in damp weather, to thoroughly dry the paper

negative in front of a fire before the vaseline compo

sition is applied. The excess of greasy matter may be

removed from the back of the negative, after trans

parency is gained, with a dry rag. If any get on the

front, it is well to use a cloth wetted with methylated

spirit to insure the removal of the last trace of grease,

which might, if it remained, affect thejprinting

paper."

The oil referred to is heavier than ordinary paraffine,

and is such as is used for lubricating purposes.

Direction* for Working a Four-wick Oil Lantern.—

The advantages of an oil light for a magic lantern are

thus concisely stated by Mr. Thomas W. Thornton in

the British Journal ofPhotography : "A large majority

of amateurs do not care to have a disk more than ten

feet in diameter, and for this purpose I maintain the

four-wick lamp is not only the cheapest, but the most

easy to manipulate, and will answer the purpose better

than a lime light. True, it will smell in bad condition,

but I will undertake to show my four-wick lamp in any

drawing room in the presence of the most fastidious

without causing them the least inconvenience in con

sequence of the smell or dirt. My method of working

is as follows:

" First and foremost, clean your lamp yourself, and

after every exhibition pour out the oil into a bottle,

take out the wicks, carefully dry them, and cut the

tops into a very flat arc or segment of a circle; when

the lamp is again required, pour in the oil very care

fully, so as not to spill on to the lamp, and. as an extra

precaution after filling, wipe it thoroughly with a dry

duster, and then polish with a wash-leather; by keep

ing the lamp scrupulously clean, any slight trace of

dirt or drop of oil is readily seen and as easily removed.

Then light your wicks, turning them down very low,

and allowing them to burn at least ten minutes before

they are turned up full. If this is done, the lamp will

burn for at least two hours and a half without atten

tion, or smell, or dirt, and give a brilliantly illuminated

ten foot disk, with the minimum of cost, and work, and

worry. But let the lamp get into the hands of one

who does not understand its peculiarities, and it will

smell and fume until it drives its possessor to the use

of bad language or worse."

Loss of Plate blasts.

Upon the steamer Critic were shipped eight cases of

plate glass for conveyance from Newcastle, England,

to New York. The British and Foreign Marine In

surance Company insured the plate glass against dam

age caused by stranding, fire, shifting of cargo, or con

tact with water. The voyage was made in tempestuous

weather, and by the tilting forward of four cases the

glass in them was broken, although the cargo had been

properly stored. The owners, Semon, Bache & Co.,

having made claim upon the company for indemnity,

the loss being $816.26, the question of liability turned

upon the meaning to be attached to the phrase "shift

ing of the cargo." Ex-Judge Fancher, as arbitrator,

has decided that the change of five inches in position

of the tops of the cases came within the meaning of the

clause, the language to be taken most strongly against

the party using it, and that the claim for the insurance

money was valid.
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ASPECTS OF THE PLANETS FOB JANUABY.

VENUS

is evening star, and easily wins the first place on the

January record, for during the month she takes on her

brightest phase. On the 13th, at noon-day, she reaches

her period of greatest brilliancy as evening star. There

are two of these periods. One occurs thirty-six days

before inferior conjunction, when she is evening star,

as at present. The other occurs thirty-six days after

inferior conjunction, when she is morning'' star.

On these occasions, she is 40° distant from the sun,

and appears as a waning crescent, with about one-

fourth of her disk illuminated. Before the period of

greatest brilliancy, her increasing diameter as she ap

proaches the earth more than counterbalances the

loss of light as less and less of her illumined face is

turned toward us and her light increases. After this

period, the loss of light more than counterbalances

the increasing diameter, and her light grows dim.

When she first becomes evening star, her diameter is

10". When she closes her course, her diameter is

about 64'.

There is no necessity for calling attention to this

beautiful star during the month, for no one can look

at the -western sky in the early evening without feel

ing the spell of her presence, and wishing to im

prison her there forever. This fascinating planet

will repay close attention under her present condi

tions for observation. For, when most brilliant, she

casts a perceptible shadow, as may be easily seen. She

is also visible at noon-day to the naked eye, when her

position is known, and the atmosphere is clear and

calm, appearing like an intense white point in the sky.

She is most lovely in the telescope when seen in day

light as a crescent of pearly luster growing larger,

sharper, and thinner as she pursues her course. The

fact of her approach to the sun may be easily veri

fied by intelligent observers who watch her position

night after night, and note the lessening time of her

stay above the horizon. Her light will be lost in the

evening sky, 36 days after she glows in her brightest

colors, and 20 months must pass before she comes

round again to her present position in the heavens.

Venus lacks but one element for making her condi

tions for observation as perfect as possible. She is

not in her highest northern declination, although she

is turning her steps rapidly northward.

The right ascension of Venus on the 1st is 21 h. 53 m. ;

her declination is 13° 4' south; her diameter is 34";

and she is in the constellation Capricornus.

Venus sets on the 1st soon after 8 o'clock in the eve

ning; on the 31st she sets about a quarter after 7

o'clock.

SATURN

is evening star. He wins the second place on the

monthly record, for he is the sole planet visible in

the early evening sky in the eastern portion of the

heavens. He is almost bright enough to dispute the

starry sovereignty with his fairer rival, who holds her

court in the west. He has this advantage, for while

Venus sinks below the horizon a few hours after sun

set, Saturn graces the sky the livelong night, serenely

shining among the brilliant galaxy of stars that

sparkle in the winter sky. He is one among them, but

not of them, for while they pierce the star depths with

their own inherent light, his light is borrowed from

a sun far less in size than many of the bright points

sparkling around him. Saturn is still beautiful to

behold; though perihelion and opposition have passed,

he has not yet reached his highest northern declina

tion. He scarcely changes his position during the

month, though slowly retrograding in his course.

On the 10th, Saturn occults Mu Geminorum, a star

of the third magnitude. Unfortunately, the phenome

non occurs at 5 o'clock in the morning, when Saturn is

too near the western horizon for observation; star and

planet will, however, be near each other during the

night. The oceultation of a large star by a planet is a

rare occurrence, and observers may thank their stars if

they are so situated as to see the sight.

The right ascension of Saturn on the 1st is 6 h. 19 m. ;

his declination is 22° 32' north; his diameter is 19'4";

and he is in the constellation Gemini.

Saturn sets on the 1st a quarter before 7 o'clock in the

morning; on the 31st he sets soon after half past

4 o'clock.

JUPITER

is morning star. Those who watch the breaking of the

dawn will find him a superb object in the morning sky,

brightly glimmering in the rosy or golden light that

heralds the sun's approach from his high position in

the zenith.

Jupiter and Uranus, who have long been near each

other, meet and pass on the celestial road. The con

junction takes place on the 24th, at 8 o'clock in the

morning, Jupiter being at the time 1° 51' northwest of

Uranus.

Jupiter is becoming more favorably situated for ob

servation as he approaches the earth. Astronomers

have already begun to take advantage of the improved

conditions. Mr. Denning, a specialist in Jovian inter

pretation, observed the famous red spot on the morn

ing of the 25th of October. He describes it as plainer

than it was when seen on the 8th of July—his latest

observation before the conjunction of the planet—

though not so dark as the equatorial belt, nor nearly

so conspicuous as it was five or six years ago. The spot

was distinctly outlined, notwithstanding the low alti

tude of Jupiter, and retained nearly the same size and

shape as when previously seen. This marking has now

been observed for seven years, and its present aspect

seems to foretell that its existence will be indefinitely

prolonged. It may therefore be regarded as a feature

of singular permanency. The prospect is that during

the coming opposition the red spot will attract general

observation. Astronomers have always the excitement 1

that something unexpected may reward their patient

work. It is not impossible that during the present

year light may dawn upon the meaning of the myste

rious red spot, so long an unsolved problem. Amateur

observers sometimes find prizes where scientists fail;

astronomical triumphs are gained by those who have

not yet won their laurels.

The right ascension of Jupiter on the 1st is 12 h. 22 m. ;

his declination is 0° 58' south; his diameter is 35 ,8"; and

he is in the constellation Virgo.

Jupiter rises on the 1st about a quarter past 11 o'clock

in the evening ; on the 31st he rises about half past 9

o'clock.

MARS

is morning star. He keeps on his monotonous course,

meeting with nothing of importance on h's way, but

growing larger and taking on a more ruddy tint as he

draws near the earth.

The right ascension of Mars on the 1st is 11 h. 35 m.;

his declination is 5° 48'; his diameter is 9-6"; and he

is in the constellation Virgo.

Mars rises on the 1st soon after 10 o'clock in the eve

ning; on the 31st he rises about half past 8 o'clock.

MERCURY

is morning star. He is at his greatest western elonga

tion on the 8th, at 7 o'clock in the morning. He is

then 23° 26' west of the sun. If it were not for his great

southern declination, he would be visible to the naked

eye, at and near elongation, in the morning sky before

sunrise. A sharp-eyed observer who knows his exact

position may succeed in finding him.

The right ascension of Mercury on the 1st is 17 h. 18

m.; his declination is 20° 32' south; his diameter is 7"6";

and he is in the constellation Scorpio.

Mercury rises on the 1st at half past 5 o'clock in the

morning; on the 31st he rises about a quarter past 6

o'clock.

URANUS

is morning star. His conjunction with Jupiter on the

24th has already been referred to.

The right ascension of Uranus on the 1st is 12 h. 29

m.; his declination is 2° 22' south; his diameter is 3'6";

and he is in the constellation Virgo.

Uranus rises on the 1st about half past 11 o'clock in

the evening; on the 31st he rises about half past 9

o'clock.

NEPTUNE

is evening star. At the close of the month, Neptune,

Saturn, and Venus are on the western side of the sun,

and are evening stars. Mars, Jupiter, Uranus, and

Mercury are on the eastern side of the sun, and are

morning stars.

The right ascension of Neptune on the 1st is 3 h. 24

m. ; his declination is 16° 50' north; his diameter is 2'6";

and he is in the constellation Taurus.

Neptune sets on the 1st about half past 3 o'clock in

the morning; on the 31st he sets about half past 1

o'clock.

THE MOON.

The January moon fulls on the 20th, at 2 h. 45 in. A.

M. The waning moon is in conjunction with Mercury

on the 3d, at 1 h. 40 m. A.M., being 2° 34' north. A

close conjunction between the moon and Venus takes

place on the 9th, at 1 h. 45 m. in the morning, the

moon being 38' north. Moon and planet are invisible

at the time of conjunction, but the three days' old

crescent and the evening star will make a charming

picture on the evening of the 8th, as they approach

their nearest point. On the 15th, the moon pays her

respects to Neptune, at 11 h. 36 in. A.M., being 2° 58'

south. On the 18th, she is at her nearest point to

Saturn at 7 h. 59 m. A.M., being 4° 8' south. On the

23d, she is in conjunction with Mars, at 8 h. 43 m. P.M.,

being 2° 56' south. On the 24th, 48 m. after noonday,

she is very near Jupiter, being 17' north. On the 24th,

she is also near Uranus, at 8 h. 5 m. P.M., being 1° 9'

north.

OCCULTATIONS.

The moon occults both Jupiter and Uranus on the

same day for the enjoyment of some favored mortals on

the earth's crust. The oceultation of Jupiter takes

place on the 24th, 48 m. after noonday; that of Uranus

on the same day at 3 h. 5 m. P.M., Washington mean

time. Observers whose position corresponds with the

position of the moon, as seen from the center of the

earth, if they are on the dark side of the earth, and be

tween the limiting parallels of 52° north and 20° south,

may see the oceultation of Jupiter. Under the same

conditions the oceultation of Uranus will be visible be

tween the limiting parallels of 88° and 36° north. Ob

servers in this vicinity will find on the evening of the

24th that Jupiter has survived the oceultation, and is

shining with his usual luster, near the moon. The

moon also occults Aldebaran. The oceultation occurs

on the 16th, at 2 h. 4 m. P.M., Washington mean time,

an unfavorable hour for our side of the earth.

JANUARY

bears testimony to a quiescent condition of the sun's

family. All days are not field days, and our celestial

brothers pursue their tireless course with but few

meetings and partings on the road. Those who fol

low the movements of the planets learn to take warm

personal interest in these celestial wanderers, feel for

them a kind of reverential friendship, a personal own

ership as it were. Especially is this the case with the

three planets that will brightly shine in the January

sky. Venus, to lovers of the star, is the queen, the

fairest of the stars. Jupiter is the symbol of royalty,

and Saturn is the magnificent potentate among the

brotherhood. Venus in the west, Saturn in the east in

the early evening, and Jupiter looking down from the

zenith in the early dawn, will crown the star-lit beauty

of moonless nights throughout the first month of the

new year.

Driving at Night.

How to illuminate a road in front of the horses in

driving at night is an important matter.

The usual side lamps on carriages, or the attaching

of a lantern to the dash board, fail to reflect the light

where it is most wanted, and the suspending of a lan

tern to the front axle is objectionable for many rea

sons, but it is the best plan for shedding the light

where it is the mo3t needed that we have seen tried.

But a Philadelphia physician suggests the attaching

of the lantern to the breast collar of the harness, which

he says he has tried with perfect satisfaction; and he

has evidently had some experience with the ordinary

methods of lighting, for he says the various forms of

dash lights are pretty much the same, in that they put

the light just where it is not wanted, illuminating the

horse's tail and hips and the buggy thills with a bril

liance quite unnecessary, which intensifies the black

ness of the shadow cast by them just where one most

wishes to see clearly.

"My light is a common tubular lantern, with a reflect

or, and a spring for attachment to the dash. In place

of putting it on the dash, I slipped the spring over the

middle of the breast collar, directly in front of the

horse. Every part of the road in front of me was

plainly seen, so I could drive with as much confidence

as in broad daylight. The conditions necessary for

success are a level headed horse, with fair breadth of

chest, and a shoulder strap attached to the check

hook, to prevent the lantern sagging down between

the horse's legs when for any reason the traces slack.

It would be well to have a short strap sewed to the in

side of the breast collar, to slip the spring through, so

as to prevent any lateral motion.

To ITIako Translucent Paper.

Take a negative on the paper and pin it, paper side

up, on a board. Apply butter (cold) all over it, with

the fingers; put on plenty. Then hold the negative

over a paraffine stove, with the flame turned low. The

butter will at once begin to melt. While it is melting,

hold it in the left hand, and with the fingers of the

right keep the melting butter moving over the less

greased portions, and with the left hand move the

negative about. Continue till an even surface is ob

tained, which will be in about five minutes or less, de

pending on the size of the negative. Then lay, paper

side still up, on a board or cloth, and, while warm, rub

off the surplus butter with tufts of cotton wool; it will

probably be necessary to rewarm the negative several

times during this operation. Should any butter, by

chance, get on the film side of the negative, warm it

and rub it with cotton wool, and it will at once come

off. Give a final rub with cotton wool dipped in al

cohol, and the negative is ready to print from, and

has a fine ground-glass appearance.—J. Ville, Photo.

News.

Invest Wisely.

The remittance of $3.20 for one year's subscription to

the Scientific American for the coming year will be

a good investment; but there is one that will pay bet

ter, and that is to send $7 and receive both the Scien

tific American and Scientific American Supple

ment during 1886. With the weekly receipt of the two

papers, the subscriber will have placed before him all

the scientific, engineering, and mechanical news of the

day.

Engineering works, new machines, inventions of im

portance, and novelties of all kinds will be illustrated

by superb engravings as heretofore; and if the sub

scriber preserves his numbers of both editions, he will

have at the end of the year four large volumes, of 416

pages each, containing information and illustrations of

great practical value and interest, not obtainable

elsewhere. Remit by postal order, check, or regis

tered letter to Munn & Co., publishers, 361 Broadway,

New York.
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DRAUGHT DEVICE FOB VEHICLES.

The device herewith illustrated is designed to assist

the draught of vehicles of all kinds by utilizing the

jars of draught and the jolting of such vehicles to ac

cumulate power on the axle, in order to give such part

a forward motion. The wheels, B, are fixed to stub

axles, A, journaled in bearings, as shown in Fig. 1. On

each axle is a ratchet wheel, C, having peripheral

teeth engaged by a pawl, and edge teeth engaged by

what the inventor for convenience terms a "second

 

PAESSLER'S DRAUGHT DEVICE FOR VEHICLES.

wheel,'' D. The whiffietree, F, is pivoted in a slot

supplied with a spring to ease the forward motion, as

will be understood. From each end of the whiffietree

a cog band, F', passes back around the second wheel,

and is secured at its rear end to a spring supported by

the framing. When the whiffietree is drawn forward,

the band turns the second wheel, which also turns the

ratchet wheel and contracts the spiral spring, E. The

pawl holds the wheel at the point to which it is moved,

and the axle is given a forward impulse by the action

of the spring seeking to relax itself. The band is

drawn back by its spring, when the draught is released

by the stopping of the horse or other cause. This back

ward and forward motion of the connections alter

nately tightens and permits the spiral spring to impart

a forward motion to the axle. In the construction

shown in Fig. 2 the chain is connected at one end to

the body, and after passing under the second wheel is

secured to the spring, G; in this case the operation of

the second wheel depends on jolts to depress the body,

which in rising will revolve the second wheel.

The inventor of this device, Mr. T. H. Paessler, of

Malvern, Ohio, claims that it would be of great use

where heavy hauling is done with drays, lumber

wagons, etc., and that its

use would greatly reduce

the labor of running a bi

cycle or tricycle.

AUTOMATIC PULLEY TURNING ATTACHMENT FOR

LATHES.

This attachment consists of a tool holder bolted to

an ordinary lathe carriage in place of the tool post.

A stand is fastened to bed piece of lathe near the head

stock. A small rod from this stand connects with a

lever on the attachment. As lathe carriage feeds

along, this device causes the tool to describe the

segment of a circle. By simply moving the slide on

the lever to or from the tool, it will turn all the

shapes shown in sections, or any desired shape from

a flat to a round face. The attachment will give cor

rect shape to face of pulleys up to 36 inches wide.

As lathe centers do not have to be set over out of

line, it will take a heavy

chip, and increase the ca

pacity of the lathe from

one-third to one-half. It

is a simple, practical, and

positive working tool. It

is manufactured by Ameri

can Twist Drill Company,

Meredith, N. H.

Power of an Ocean Wave.

In a paper by the Rev. Philip Neale, late British

Chaplain at Batavia, in Leisure Hour, speaking of the

great inundation from the sea caused by the Kra-

katoa earthquake, Java, he says: " One of the most re

markable facts concerning the inundation remains to

be told. As we walked or scrambled along, we were

much surprised to find great masses of white coral

lying at the side of our path in every direction. Some

of these were of immense size, and had been cast up

more than two or three miles from the seashore. It

was evident, as they were of coral formation, that

these immense blocks of solid rock had been torn up

from their ocean bed in the midst of the Sunda

M. Bartholin In America.

The eminent sculptor, M.

Bartholdi, who has just re

turned to France, after a

visit of a few weeks in

America, had several inter

views during his stay in

this country with the Sec

retary of War and other

members of the committee

who are to decide upon the

design for the statue of

Lafayette soon to be erected at Washington. While

no definite contract has yet been made, it is understood

that M. Bartholdi will in all probability be the artist

selected for the execution of the work. His models

are considered by far superior to those submitted by

any of the competing artists.

The erection of the statue of Liberty naturally en

grossed much of the sculptor's attention. The pedestal

cannot be completed before midwinter; and as the

statue is of such great size, and must be put up slowly

and with the greatest care, the entire work can hardly

be completed under about five months. M. Bartholdi

proposes that the dedication shall take place on the

3d of next September, the anniversary of the signing of

the treaty of Versailles, which secured peace after the

war of the Revolution, and guaranteed the recognition

of the American republic.

 

AUTOMATIC PULLET TURNING ATTACHMENT FOB LATHES.

Straits, borne inland by the gigantic wave, and finally

left on the land several miles from the shore. Any

one who had not seen the sight would scarcely credit

the story. The feat seems almost an impossible one.

How these great masses could have been carried so

far into the interior is a mystery, and bears out

what I have said in previous papers as to the height

of this terrible wave. Many of these rocks were from

twenty to thirty tons in weight, and some of the

largest must have been nearly double. Lloyd's agent,

who was with me, agreed in thinking that we could

not be mistaken if we put down the largest block of

coral rock that we passed as weighing not less than

fifty tons.

Underground Wires.

The Standard Underground Cable Company, of Pitts

burg, have lately laid in this city an experimental elec

trical cable, connecting the headquarters of the Police

and Fire departments. A trench about 4 feet deep was

dug along the gutter on the north side of Houston

Street, in which a wooden box to contain the cables

will be laid. The cables consist of six insulated copper

wires pressed in a malleable lead pipe and laid side by

BUOYANT PROPELLER FOR

STEAMBOATS.

The two hollow cylindri

cal floats that support the

body of the boat are pre

ferably made cigar-shaped,

and each is placed upon a

central shaft journaled at

their ends in uprights at

tached to the body, so that

the floats may be revolved

for propelling the boat.

For this purpose the floats

are provided with spiral

blades at their rear ends.

It will be noticed that

these blades are only

formed for a short distance

from the ends of the floats

—about one-third of the

length—so that the water

will not be ruffled directly

under, but only in the rear

of the float. The various

means by which the floats

can l>e revolved will vary

according to the shape of

the body, which may be in

the form of a flat boat decked, as shown in the en

graving. One arrangement for operating the floats

consists of a crank shaft carrying a gear wheel mesh

ing with a pinion of the float shaft; this gear wheel

is connected by an intermediate gear with a pinion

on the second float shaft. This invention has been pa

tented by Mr. Win. Hall, of 178 Bunk St.,Waterbury, Ct.

 

HALLS BUOYANT PROPELLER FOE STEAMBOATS

side in the boxes. The latter when closed up are to be

covered with roofing pitch. All the wires of the fire

alarm telegraph running out of the headquarters in

Mercer Street are to be removed from the tall masts in

front of the building and connected with the under

ground cables, and the police telegraph wires are to be

similarly treated.

Improvement In tbe manufacture of mineral Wool.

This highly useful product from blast furnace slag

was first 7nade practically available by a German in

ventor some ten years ago, but several subsequent im

provements have been made in its manufacture, im

proving the average quality and lessening the cost.

Perhaps the most important of these is that covered

by the recent patent of a Pennsylvania inventor. The

wool is usually made by blowing jets of steam or air

against a small stream of molten slag, converting the

latter into fine vitrified fibers; but in this process, as

heretofore conducted, only

a part of the slag is con

verted into fiber, the rest

forming hard granules or

shot, which it has been

difficult to separate from

the fiber, the operation

having a tendency to break

up the fibers and make

several inferior grades of

mineral wool. By the re

cent improvement, the

stream of molten slag falls

into a space in front of a

central steam jet pipe, with

flattened orifice, tending to

throw the stream of slag in

fan-like shape; side jets are

arranged to then meet the

spreading stream of slag

and force it inward and up

ward, where it is again met

by other jets, giving it a

swirling or twisting motion,

but all the time under the

action of the steam jets,

until the stream of molten

slag is discharged in conical

shape, and enters the end

of the receiving chamber.

By this means, it is claim

ed, the entire product of

the blow is what is known

as No. 1 wool, the product being light and soft, uni

form in quality, and free from granules or shot. This

mineral wool is adaptable to so many purposes, more

particularly in building, and, among engineers, as a

non-conductor of heat, and it can be so cheaply made,

that we are not surprised to learn of its coming into

extensive use. ,
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A CONVENIENT BLOCK FOB BLOWPIPE WORK.

Those -who have heretofore used a piece of charcoal

on which to melt small specimens of metal with the

blowpipe will see at a glance the advantages of the im

proved soldering, melting, and ingot block herewith

illustrated. It is made of homogeneous asbestos, with

a narrow strip of wood on each side to protect the

hands from the heat, and with a thin coating

of whiting in the bowl to prevent borax or

other flux from adhering. The asbestos is

not only itself almost entirely unaffected by

the heat, but it is so poor a conductor that

one can hold this little block, about six

inches long, in the hand for a sufficient time

to conduct any ordinary melting without in

convenience from the block becoming too

hot to hold. It is also so porous that an

article can be readily fixed on the block

in any desired position with pins or other

fastening, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, where

a ring and watch case are shown affixed in

convenient position for an ordinary solder

ing operation, as the work is done by jewelers.

Fig 3 shows scraps of metal in the bowl

with the blowpipe flame directed upon them,

and Figs. 4 and 5 give the block itself in dif

ferent positions. Connected with the bowl

by a narrow inlet is a shallow depression,

into which, on holding the block vertically,

with a small asbestos cover pressed down by

the thumb over this depression, the melted

metal will run, and form an ingot. Fig. 4

shows such an ingot as being removed, and

the other views clearly illustrate the varying

details. Fig. 1 showing the asbestos cover set

vertically just beyond the apex of the flame,

to better concentrate the heat on the work.

Asbestos board has heretofore been used to

a considerable extent by jewelers, several

thicknesses being united to form a base on

which to melt metals by the blowpipe; but

the different layers did not make a compact

and homogeneous mass, and so would curl

up and separate, which is not possible with

this form of melting block. The many uses to which

this little device is applicable are so obvious that a de

tailed reference thereto is hardly necessary.

Apart from its applicability in the trade of the jew

eler and silversmith, and in various other kinds of fine

soldering work, chemists and mineralogists will at once

see in it an extremely convenient means of making

many tests which have heretofore been possible only

in a much more roundabout way, with more compli

cated app,aratus, and generally at considerable expense.

It is so simple a thing to fit up a blowpipe, with which

fragments of almost all the metals may be melted with

the heat from even a common tallow or wax candle,

that there is no more convenient way of making many

most interesting and valuable experiments. The ordi

nary blowpipe is a light brass or tin tube, about ten

or twelve inches long, one-fourth or one-half inch in

diameter at one end for the mouth, and one-sixteenth

inch or thereabout at the jet end, the latter having

generally a platinum point, to resist the heat, and be

ing slightly curved, so that the flame will be thrown

sidewise upon the object, so that the effect will thus be

more readily observable by the operator. With a little

practice one can, with this device, keep up a constant

stream of air directing the flame, which it is best at

first to hold in rather large volume over the entire ob

ject to be heated, and then in an extremely fine point

difficulties which this device entirely obviates. This

invention is the subject of an application for a patent

on account of the Chalmers-Spence Company of 419

Eighth Street, New York city.

Remarkable Pigeon Flight.

The return to the loft of A. P. Baldwin, Newark, N.

 

BLOCK FOE BLOWPIPE WOEX.

J., from Pensacola, Fla., about 1,000 miles, September

26, was the blue checker, Reg. 1,035, since named

Arnoux. The bird is bred from a bird imported by

Louis Offermans from one of the best lofts in Antwerp;

was a winner of many prizes in club races and in two

government races open to all Belgium. The journeys

of the bird Arnoux this year include the distance from

Morgantown, N. C, 535 miles, and a month later from

Bristol, Tenn., 510 miles. These, with the previous

flies in club races and the later journey from Pensacola.

give a distance of 3,153 miles as the season's work—the

greatest known to have been covered by a homing

pigeon in a single season.—Homing Pigeon.

 

HUSSONG'S ICE VELOCIPEDE.

of the inner blue flame on the part where the metal is

desired first to yield. By putting a piece of charcoal

over the bowl containing the fragments to be melted,

the heat will be confined and the operation facilitated.

By the old way of using the blowpipe on metals on a

flat or scooped-out piece of charcoal, the melted metal

was hard to manage and pour into moulds as desired,

ICE VELOCIPEDE.

The frame upon which the runners are mounted con

sists of two bars united to a vertical standard at their

forward ends, and at their rear ends curved downward,

in order that the runners may be secured to them.

The shank of the forward runner, the turning of which

serves to guide the machine, is journaled in the verti

cal standard, and is operated by a lever within conven

ient reach of the right hand of the rider. The drive

wheel frame is pivoted upon a cross rod joining the

sides of the main frame; the shaft of the wheel is jour

naled in the rear free ends of this frame. The driving

wheel has sharp points on its periphery, and is centrally

fixed upon the shaft, which

carries a sprocket wheel dri

ven by a chain passing around

a larger sprocket wheel on a

crank shaft provided with the

ordinary form of pedals. By

means of the left hand lever

arm, the wheel may be raised

clear of the ice or pressed

downward with considerable

force. When this lever is

thrown forward to elevate the

wheel, the points of two

brakes, one attached to each

of the rear ends of the main

frame, are lowered so as to

scrape along the ice. Both of

the brakes and the wheel can

be held just clear of the ice,

by placing the lever in a

notch in a rod projecting for

ward from the seat bar. A

spring is so arranged that it

may be made to vary the pres-

eure of the wheel upon the

ice. This ice velocipede is the invention of Mr. Joseph

Hussong, of Camden, N. J.

Every man IIIn Own Postal Clerk.

An English invention is designed to do away with

complaints about a want of post office agents for the

sale of stamps, especially in large cities, and also with

the complaints of those storekeepers who, without

profit to themselves, feel obliged to sell postal cards

and stamps to accommodate customers. The apparatus

is a mechanical box which automatically

transacts the business of selling stamps, etc.,

ji and may be put up on lamp-po6ts like the

letter boxes. It contains a supply of postal

cards, stamped envelopes and paper, and

has apertures like a child's savings bank,

through which to drop pennies. If a citizen

wants to buy a postal card, he drops a penny

in the box; this releases the lock and allows

him to open a drawer in which he will find

one postal card. If he wants a stamped

envelope and sheet of paper, he drops two

4r pennies into two other slits, and a stamped

envelope and sheet of paper are delivered to

him in the same way. If the supply runs

out, a plate rises with the word empty en

graved on it, and at the same time the cor

responding slit is covered so that a coin

cannot be dropped into it. The top of each

box serves as a writing desk. They cost less

than twenty-five dollars each, and it is esti

mated that if they sell only two stamped en

velopes and five postal cards a day, they

will yield eleven per cent interest.

IMPROVED VELOCIPEDE,

The invention herewith illustrated—pa

tented by Mr. James M. Dillon, of Jackson,

Tenn.—relates to improvements in the driv

ing of velocipedes, such as tricycles, quadri-

cycles, etc., either for railways or ordinary

roadways. The two driving wheels are rigidly

mounted on the ends of an axle journaled in

a U-shaped frame, which has an upwardly

projecting part in its rear cross piece, in

which the steering wheel is journaled. A fork

projects toward the front from the lower ends

of the fork carrying the small wheel; on the front end

of this fork is a pin,which passes loosely through a block

sliding on a bar uniting the side pieces of the frame.

This block is operated by a wire guided to and along

the front upper cross bar of the frame; by moving a

ball or handle secured to the rope at the cross bar, the

wheel can be turned to steer the machine. On the axle

is rigidly mounted a double ratchet wheel—one having

two ratchet rings—and at each side of the wheel is a

loosely mounted pulley. Properly arranged pawls on

the pulleys engage with the ratchet teeth. Pivoted to

the frame at each side of the steering wheel is a foot

lever; the swinging end of each lever is provided with

two prongs. Over each pulley is passed a metal band

secured at the middle of its length to the rim of its

pulley. The front end of one band is secured to a prong

of one lever, and the other end to a prong of the other

lever. The other band is secured to the levers in the same

way. A brake is arranged above the rim of one wheel.

The operator depresses the treadles alternately.

When one lever is pressed down, the front part of a

band is pulled down; this turns the pulley and ratchet

wheel, and revolves the driving wheels. At the same

time, the rear part of the band raises the other lever

The Liverpool Custom House has levied a duty of

about $200 on the challenge cups won by Sir Richard

Sutton with the Oenesta. The case will probably be

appealed.
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DILLON'S IMPROVED VELOCIPEDE.

with which it is connected. This method of propelling

velocipedes utilizes nearly all the rider's weight, and

reduces the friction to a minimum. It will be seen that

this construction is applicable to the driving of various

machines,"sueh as coffee grinders, feed cutters, lathes,

etc., in which cranks are used. If necessary, a saddle

like seat could be used with this device.
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AH IMPROVED SPRING SEAT FOR VEHICLES.

In the illustration herewith, the seat is shown with

its top board broken away for one-half the length of

the seat, in order to show the arrangement of the

springs, which is the same on both sides. The seat

has lower boards, one on each side, pivoted centrally

in hangers below the seat board, the lower boards

having cleats to hold the seat upon the wagon box;

the inner ends of these lower boards are connected

with the ends of flat steel springs, by links and hooks,

the other ends of these springs being secured by clips

or bolts to the under surface of the seat board. The

connection of these springs with the inclined lower

board by hooks is such that one, two, or more of

the springs may be easily detached from the boards,

according to the weight or number of the persons to

 

VAN HORN'S ADJUSTABLE SPRING SEAT.

ride upon the seat. The object of this construction

is to provide a seat that may be adjusted to ride as

easily with one as with two or more persons, having

no endwise or lateral pitch, but always a level up

and down movement.

This invention has been patented by Mr. Charles

Van Horn, of Bethlehem, Pa.

American Shipping.

The seventeenth annual list of merchant vessels of

the United States, as prepared by the Commissioner of

Navigation, shows as follows as compared with the

list of previous fiscal years:

Number of 1882. 1883. 1884. 1885.

Sailing vessels 16,459 17.538 17,598 17,187

Steam vessels 6,626 5,825 6,111 5,706

Unrigged vessels 2.648 2,784 2,921 2,640

Total merchant vessels 24,733 28,137 26,630 25,513

It is stated that the decrease in the number of ves

sels is more apparent than real, as is evidenced by the

fact that there were many vessels on the list of 1884

which had been lost or sold to foreign traders. That

they were retained on the list is due to a failure on the

part of their owners or masters to report their loss or

sale. It is estimated that the real decrease in the num

ber of vessels owned in the United States during the

last year was only about 200, and not 1,117, as shown

in the table.

APPARATUS FOR IRRIGATING LAND.

The engraving represents an improved apparatus—

the invention of Mr. Elias Briggs, of Coleman, Texas—

for irrigating land in the most beneficial manner, and

which is simple in construction and not apt to get out

of order. The tank for receiving the water, liquid

manure, etc., is provided with an outlet pipe having a

valve; a screen or strainer prevents solid matter from

passing out of the tank and into the irrigating pipes.

Below the spout is a trough having a series of tubes

extending downward, and connected by elbows with

irrigating pipes running underground in different direc

tions. The pipes are lapped at the sides to form slots, as

 

 

BRIGGS' AFFABATUS FOB IRRI

GATING LAND.

shown in the enlarged sectional

view, in which notches are form-

J ed through which the liquid can

out. The overlapping parts prevent the earth

from closing the slot.

The pipes are placed at such a distance underground

that they cannot be injured by plows or spades. The

tops of those pipes through which it is not desired to

lead the water can be closed by plugs. As the tank and

trough are some distance above the surface, the water

has sufficient pressure to keep the slots clean and to

pass into the ground. Although this apparatus is

shown constructed for sub-irrigation, it may be used as

well for surface irrigation.

Pavement* Here and Abroad.

French rock asphalt pavement in the city of London

still holds its own; and while no asphalt has ever been

taken up to replace it with wood, there have been cases

where the wood has been taken up and replaced with

asphalt. The asphalt is confined to " the city," how

ever, where it was introduced to relieve the intolerable

noise of stone pavements, and to get something cheaper

than macadam, which under heavy traffic is the most

expensive of all pavements, and always dusty or

muddy. There are about eleven miles of asphalt in

" the city," and two miles of it only in other parts of

London. In the West End the new pavements are

largely of wood, which is so noiseless and, while it lasts,

so smooth that it is quite popular. It has to be re

placed every six or seven years, and for the last two or

three years of its life it is somewhat

rough, but the Londoners seem willing

to stand the expense and trouble of

renewing it so often in order to do

away with the racking noise and wear

and tear of stone pavements. Nearly-

all the main lines of travel west from

the Bank of England, and the princi

pal cross streets, such as Regent Street

and St. James Street, are paved

with wood. The asphalt does not seem

to have spread in the West End of London, as they are

only familiar with the rock asphalt variety, which

becomes very slippery under heavy traffic, and is quite

different in this respect from the American or Trinidad

variety.

In Paris nearly all the inner and the outer lines of

boulevards are paved with wood, as well as a portion

of the Avenue des Champs Elysees. The broad Place

de la Concorde is now being paved with it. Nearly all

of these have been laid in the last four years. The en

gineers of the Municipality decline to express any posi

tive opinion as to its durability until it has had a

longer trial. It is laid at a ruinous expense, under a

system of annual payments (instead of cash down).

These payments, in addition to the annual mainte

nance, make the cost about $1.10 per yard per year, and

the contract runs for eighteen years. The asphalt in

Paris, which is also of the rock variety, had got into

very bad order in 1883, owing to failing contractors on

the maintenance, and this and its slipperiness combined

to make it unpopular, so that it has not been extended

greatly, and remains about thirteen miles in extent, as

it was five years ago. New contracts have been made

for its maintenance with responsible companies at 33

cents per yard per year, and it is now in very fair order

again, although somewhat wavy in places as well as

slippery.

In Berlin the wood has been tried in the last three

years, but has broken up very rapidly, and is pro

nounced a failure. The rock asphalt pavements have

been largely introduced, and about ten miles have been

laid in the last five years. Except for its slipperiness

it is very popular, and is kept up for ten cents a yard a

year, the traffic being very light in comparison with

London and Paris.

In all the great capitals of Europe it seems to be defi

nitely established that they will not tolerate the roar

of stone pavements, and that smooth and quiet pave

ments will be laid as fast as they have the money to lay

them. Once laid, they take great pains to keep them

in perfect order and perfectly clean. They are scrub

bing, washing, cleaning, sprinkling, sanding them, and

picking up manure at all hours of the day and night.

There are only two cities in America that compare with

the European cities in this respect—Washington and

Buffalo. Washington has the most asphalt (sixty

miles), but Buffalo has the cleanest streets, the amount

of asphalt being about twenty miles. Omaha also has

very good streets, having about eight miles of asphalt.

All of this is the American asphalt, which was adopted

and perfected in Washington after a great deal of

study. In Boston it has been laid on streets in the

heart of the business section, where the traffic is as

heavy as anywhere in London or New York. To the

surprise of most people, it has worn well and without

any repairs for four years. This American variety has

a large amount of sand in its composition, and is not so

slippery as the French variety.—N. T. Tribune.

The Temperature of the Atlantic.

The captain of the steamer Olympia has been ac

customed for some time past to make daily observa

tions of the temperature of the surface water of

the ocean during his transatlantic voyages. On his

last westward trip, in the early part of November, he

found the average temperature of the Atlantic along

the fortieth parallel to be about 72'5° from Gibraltar

to 68' west longitude. In crossing the Gulf Stream,

however, the warmth was considerably greater. In

previous years the average temperature was only about

70° for the month of October, and considerably below

this during November, so that this year the water

seems to have been at least three degrees above the

temperature of former years. This difference is slight,

but it shows a backwardness in the approach of winter

compensating in a measure for our tardy spring.

FEED TROUGH FOB ANIMALS.

By means of lugs projecting from the bottom of the

trough, and pivoted to upright beveled boards, the

trough can be swung back and forth upon the rear

and front bevels. The trough is provided with cross

partitions; between the ends of the partitions and one

side of the trough is a slide which can be placed at

different partitions, so that the trough can be adjusted

for receiving a

greater or less

quantity of food.

When but a small

quantity is re

quired, the slide is

so adjusted that

the food will be in

one-half or one-

third of the

trough, the other

part being shut

off. The trough

is placed at one

end of a stall

formed with ;i

series of stanch

ions, between

which the ani

mals can poke

their heads. Piv

oted to the base

between the

stanchions are

bars whose upper

ends are joined

to a cross bar connected with a handle piece as shown.

The trough, having been filled with the milk or

liquid food, is swung into the position shown in the

cut. The heads of the animals are held between the

stanchions and pivoted bars; by moving the handle

in the right direction, the bars can be swung along

side of the stanchions, and the animals released.

This invention has been patented by Mr. George

Laning, of La Salle, Illinois.

 

LANING'S FEED TROUGH.

Quinine Hair Tonic.

C. W. Peters (Fort Madison, la.) desires the formula

for a preparation containing quinine to prevent falling

out of the hair. The following is highly recom

mended:

Quinine sulphate 20 grains.

Glycerine 1 fl. oz.

Cologne 2 " "

Bay rum 2 *' **
Rose water 11 " M

Rub the quinine with the glycerine, and add the

other ingredients in order named. The addition of

fluid extract of jaborandi is recommended to stimulate

the growth.—Western Druggist.

AN IMPROVED WAGON HAY BACK.

The invention herewith illustrated shows a hay

rack so made as to permit the front wheels of the

wagon on which it is placed to turn under the rack

to the wagon reach, so the wagon and rack may be

turned in a small space. Fig. 1 is a perspective view,

and Figs. 2 and 3 are sectional elevations, in which

A represents the main timbers of the rack, supported

 

CONNELLY'S HAY BACK.

by bolsters, D, E, and held at their proper distances

by stakes, d. O represents a crosspiece to brace and

strengthen the rack, M M are sideboards, and R is a

diagonally arranged frame to which the line support,

Q, is hinged at its lower end. By this special con

struction, the rack, with its bolster supports or frames

and main timbers, is arranged to come outside of

the bolster stakes, so as to stand between the bolster

stakes and the wheels of the wagon.

This invention has been patented by Mr. Hugh

Connelly, of Oolton, St. Lawrence County, N. Y,
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GEN. THAYEK'S DIEIGIBLE BALLOONS.

As Gen. Thayer's system of ballooning has attracted i

much attention in war circles, we present to our read

ers several illustrations of his inventions, and a descrip

tion prepared from material kindly supplied by the

inventor. It will be remembered that this system

was presented in detail before a recent meeting of the

Military Service Institution at Governor's Island, and

that working models made by Gen. Thayer are now

under consideration at the British War Office. These

facts are of importance, since they give assurance that

the invention has been worked out in sufficient detail

to make it tangible for examination.

Although taking advantage of the experiments of

Capt. Renard and M. Krebs and others, Gen. Thayer

has planned a balloon which is quite novel in its prin

ciple of operation.

His attention has been directed chiefly to the use of

the balloon in war. He has devised two systems of

dirigible balloons, in the first of which the balloon

moves at any level, and entirely independent of the

earth, while in the second the plane of motion is

determined by means of two wires, denominated by

the inventor as the balloon-way, which guide the

aerial craft, and by means of an electric current effect

its propulsion. The first of these, the independent

dirigible, is of much the greater importance.

In Gen. Thayer's balloon, the buoyant portion of

the structure is made in the shape of a circular spindle,

as shown, in which the longer axis is equal to three

and two-thirds times the diameter amidships. This

shape is found to give the least resistance to motion,

to comply with the conditions of stable equilibrium,

and to permit of easy steering. The ascending force,

as usual, is obtained by the use of hydrogen. One of

the motors for propelling the independent air-ship con

sists of a high speed air compressor, coupled directly to

a specially devised carbonic acid gas engine. This is

connected with a reservoir placed underneath the plat

form or deck on which the machinery is located. Com

pressed air is forced into this reservoir, or vapor is

allowed to flow into it, until the required pressure per

square inch is obtained. The rear end of the reservoir

is so arranged that, at given intervals of time, the con

fined energy is suddenly released, thus producing a

powerful forward thrust. By the use of the gas engine,

the necessity of coal and water or other weighty appli

ances is obviated. The other motor consists of a power

ful wheel, which effects the continuous discharge of a

large volume of air through a nozzle pointed sternward.

This develops a powerful propelling force. If a hollow

truncated cone be placed over the nozzle, the discharge

of the blast draws in outside air through the annular

opening, and by imparting velocity to it increases the

volume of the discharge, and decreases its velocity.

The use of several such conical tubes, one outside

the other, as shown in Figure 1, considerably in

creases the efficiency of the motor. In experiments

with water, the addition of five cones to the discharge

tube gave an increase of fifty per cent. The force of

this motor is not true reaction, as usually interpreted,

but the recoil action induced by the discharge of mat

ter at a high velocity in an opposite direction.

The buoyant part of the balloon is made of super

posed tissues of strong silk and rubber, and is at all

times perfectly inflated, so as to be taut and rigid.

Broad bands are used in preference to netting for the

support of the deck. The discharge nozzle is fitted on a

ball and socket joint, which permits it to be moved in

any direction at pleasure. The man at the wheel,

shown on duty in our illustration, controls the direction

of the nozzle, and thus steers the balloon without the

necessity of other rudder. In the interior of the buoy

ant portion of the structure is placed a large silk sack

connected with the air compressor on the deck. A pipe

leads from the exterior envelope to the tube leading to

the nozzle at the stern. Both of these pipes are provided

with cocks which can be opened or shut at pleasure.

Four cylinders filled with compressed hydrogen stand

on the deck, and are connected with the interior of the

exterior envelope. By withdrawing hydrogen from the

exterior envelope and forcing air into the interior sack,

the buoyancy of the balloon is diminished without

altering its form, and the ship descends. The reverse

of this operation—withdrawing air from the sack, and

forcing hydrogen into the exterior envelope—increases

the buoyancy, and causes the balloon to ascend.

This arrangement permits the balloon to travel at

any desired elevation above the earth, and to ascend or

descend without the use of ballast. It is claimed that

a balloon constructed in the manner indicated could

readily attain a speed of from 35 to 30 miles an hour.

If found practicable its uses would be manifold. In

times of war, it could lay an entire country under

tribute. With dynamite bombs and other explosives, it

could, under cover of the night, do an amount of dam

age that is simply inestimable.

In Gen. Thayer's second system of aerial navigation,

thedependent dirigible balloon, the air-ship is directed

by two wires or light cables stretched across the coun

try on ordinary poles, with U-shaped iron arms on

their tops. The balloon itself is similar in shape and

design to that already described. The motive power,

however, is electricity, generated at the end of the line

and transmitted to a dynamo machine on the deck of

the balloon through wheels, which are thus impelled

along the cables and move the balloon. The buoyancy

of the structure supports the entire weight, and the

wires of the balloon-way simply transmit the power to

the motor, and enable it to be applied for propulsion.

It is stated that the balloon can travel at the rate of

from 60 to 70 miles an hour, under ordinary conditions

of weather. This system of transportation would be

valuable in an unopened country, where the expense

of laying a railroad would be out of the question. It

can be put up very rapidly, crossing rivers, valleys,

and swamps without the necessity of intermediate sup

ports.

General Thayer states that such a road could be

built at the rate of from three to four miles a day, and

at a cost of about $1,500 per mile. So bulky a struc

ture chained to so slight a support presents an appear

ance of unstability, but it 'is to be remembered that no

weight is brought to bear upon the cables, and that

their only mission is to direct the course of the balloon

and convey the necessary motive power to its

dynamo. General Thayer anticipates a large useful

ness for this system, both in times of peace and war.

It can run across a country in a direct line where it

would be impossible to build a railway. Men and

ammunition can be rapidly transferred from one point

to another, and he suggests that as an army advances

into an enemy's country, the balloon-way could be put

up in its rear, and thus establish a line of communica

tion with the base o£ supplies. Both systems of bal

loons have been illustrated by carefully constructed

models, the independent dirigible being thirty feet in

diameter. Th&y have given such promise of success

that it is much to be hoped that they may be repro

duced in actual size, and their merits practically tested.

A Suggestion to Subscribe™.

This issue closes another volume of this paper,

and also another year of the Scientific American

Supplement.

Several thousand subscriptions to each edition of the

paper expire with the next issue, and it is the wish of

the publishers not only that every present subscriber

will promptly remit for a continuance of his own sub

scription, but that he will convince some neighbor or

friend that it is for his interest to join him.

The Scientific American Supplement, published

at the same office and at the same time as the Scien

tific American each week, has attained a large cir

culation, and is valued for its practical and interesting

articles on engineering, manufacturing, and scientific

subjects. The numerous large illustrations which em

bellish every number add attraction to the usefulness

of the paper, and constitute a feature greatly appreci

ated by the reader.

Thousands of volumes of both editions of the Scien

tific American are bound every year, and thus pre

served for reference. Most of the large manufacturing

establishments keep both papers on file in their count

ing rooms.

No public library or reading room is complete with

out both the Scientific American and Scientific

American Supplement, and the patrons of any of

these institutions that do not have the papers on their

files should insist upon the managers or librarians pro

curing them.

RATES FOR THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN PUBLICATIONS.

Scientific American 1 year, $3.30

Scientific American Supplement 1 " 5.00

Scientific American and Supplement 1 " 7.00

(Proportionate rates for half year.)

The safest way to remit is by check, postal order, ex

press order, or registered letter, made payable to the

order of Munn & Co., and address all letters to 361

Broadway, New York.

Export of Locomotives.

The United States is now sending abroad about

$3,000,000 worth of locomotives per annum, the total

value of those exported in the last fiscal year being

$2,819,946. This, at an average of $10,000 each, repre

sented about 290 engines. In the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1882, the number of engines shipped did not

exceed 133, the estimated value being $1,455,717. Of

the 283 locomotives exported from the United States

in 1883-84, 65 went to the Argentine Republic, 49 to

the United States of Colombia and Panama, 34 to

Mexico, 32 to Brazil, 27 to the Dominion of Canada,

19 to Chili, 14 to Australia, 13 to Central America,

14 to Cuba, 6 to Spain, 3 to San Domingo, 3 to Sweden,

2 to Venezuela, and 1 to England.

<§Lorreepont>ence.

EXPLOSION OF A SODA WATER FOUNTAIN BOLLEB.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :

An explosion occurred November 18, at 2 P. M., at

Wilfert's drug store, northwest corner of Fourth and

Walnut Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio. During the winter

the firm sell "hot soda"; the water is heated in a

copper boiler, 12 inches long, 7 inches diameter, about

one-sixteenth inch thick, the end slapped and soldered

on. The only vent the boiler had, was at the fountain

faucets; it had no safety valve whatever. A little oil

lamp was constantly alight under it, to keep it hot,

and the pressure could accumulate to any extent.

The result was an explosion. The front end was blown

off to A, breaking the marble at C (1% inches thick)

in two, the main portion passing through a cupboard

to B. Several persons were there, but no one was in-
 

regard to such apparatus in the future; a safety valve

is needed just as much as in a boiler. A. R. P.

Cincinnati, Ohio, November 19, 1885.

Link movement for Reversible Engines.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :

In your issue of Nov. 7, you describe and illustrate a

new link movement for reversible engine. I beg leave

to state that an improved form of the link motion was

devised by me in the year 1860-61. After making a

working model, I found that I was anticipated even at

that early date, as the Ardrossan Harbor Co., Ardros-

sin, Ayrshire, Scotland, had a steam crane with oscillat

ing engines and the above link motion in use at their

docks before that time; but by whom invented I can

not say.

I would respectfully call your attention to the fol

lowing sentence in your description of the motion:

" The action of the link hastens the opening and

closing of the ports, and the steam therefore works

more expansively than when the ports are operated by

an eccentric."

Now, this is not strictly correct. But for reasons

exactly opposite, the above mentioned steam crane had

its engines changed back to the old reliable eccentric.

David L. Kelly.

97 Central Ave., East Buffalo, Nov. 16, 1885.

Improved Dog Muzzle Wanted.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :

Hydrophobia would appear just now to be almost

epidemic in some sections of the country, and st ringent

measures are being called for to protect our citizens

from this dreadful canine malady. Whatever may be

the merits of M. Pasteur's system of treatment, preven

tion in this, as in all other cases, is better than cure.

That the disease is more prevalent in summer than in

winter is an erroneous idea, and the enforcement of the

dog laws only during three of the hot months in the

year is little better than a farce. The recent casualty

in this city, of three school children having been bitten

by a rabid dog, has roused even our municipal authori

ties to discuss the propriety of either making the " dog

pound " a permanent institution or of ordering the in

discriminate slaughter of all dogs running loose and

unmuzzled in the streets. Certainly some protection

ought to be afforded pedestrians from the many worth

less curs that infest our thoroughfares, but let us not

forget that the dog is both a noble and useful animal,

the friend of man as he has been called, and there is no

necessity to be cruel.

Dogs, like human beings, must have exercise to be

healthy, and it is only an unhealthy dog, unless he be

bitten by a rabid one, that goes mad. By all means,

muzzle all dogs when running loose in the streets, but

let it be done mercifully. The present muzzles in use

are barbarous contrivances, and very difficult to apply.

Cannot some of your readers devise a dog muzzle that,

while giving all necessary protection, would be less

cruel to the poor animal, and that could be more

readily put on, without risk, than the muzzles now in

the market? The demand for such a muzzle, or any

other efficient means to take the place of a muzzle,

would necessarily be very large, and it would be both

a benevolent and a profitable invention.

Citizen.

Newark, N. J., Dec. 5, 1885.
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Responsibility for Can.

Judge Samuel Treat, in the United States Circuit

Court, lately delivered an interesting opinion in the

case of the Missouri Pacific Railway Company against

the Chicago & Alton Railway Company, which throws

light upon the vexed question of ownership of and

responsibility for cars given to another road in the

regular course of railroad traffic. Said the court:

It appears that the course of through traffic among

railroads requires each to receive cars owned by

other than the transporting road, and forward the

same; and accepting the general principle stated in

100 Illinois Reports, 135, that each road as to said

cars by it so received and forwarded to the next road

is under the obligations of a common carrier, the case

before the court shows that there were 10 cars to be

delivered to the Advance Elevator, and received by

the defendant for that purpose. Six of these were

actually delivered, and were in possession of said ele

vator. Four of said 10, still in actual possession of

the defendant, had been tendered to said elevator and

remained in the custody of the defendant from the

inability of the elevator to receive the same when so

tendered.

All of these cars were destroyed by Are without

any fault of the defendant. As to the six cars actu

ally delivered and so destroyed, there evidently can

be no recovery. The duties of the defendants as to

the other four of said cars were simply those of a

warehouseman. When a common carrier transports

merchandise and delivers the same to the consignee,

its obligations with respect thereto are at an end. If,

however, the same are tendered to him, and through

no fault of the carrier he does not, or will not, re

ceive the same, the carrier can cause the same to be

stored at the risk of the consignee or retain posses

sion of the same simply as a warehouseman. Were

this not so, the through traffic from one part to the

other of this vast country would compel not Only the

breaking up, but the stoppage of trains, if at the in

termediate points of delivery the consignee failed or

refused to receive consignments.

In this case, if we treat the transportation of cars

as if merchandise to be received and delivered to

the consignee, it appears that

these cars, with their contents,

were to be delivered loaded with

grain to the elevator. If both

the cars and their contents are

to be covered by the same rule,

then the delivery of the cars

with their contents terminates

the obligations of the defendant.

The court is not prepared to

say that where a railroad car,

in the course of through trans

portation, is received to be de

livered to another railroad, and

has been so delivered, it is bound

to cause the same to be returned

either to the owner of the car or

to the railroad from which the

same was originally received;

nor that it is under all circumstances entitled to re

cover in its own name from what may subsequently

happen with respect thereto. In this case, as already

stated, there can be no

recovery as to the ten

cars shipped to the Ad-

Two other cars were

delivered to the defend

ant to be sent by it

eastward, which were

destroyed by the fire

alluded to, the value of >,

said cars being $002,

|100 of the wrecked ma

terial having been re

ceived by the plaintiff.

As to said two cars, the

obligations of a common

carrier existed, conse

quently the defendant

is liable for the sum of

$502, for which judg

ment is ordered.—St. I

Louis Rep., Nov. 7.

A SUBMARINE TORPEDO BOAT.

The accompanying engravings represent a submarine

torpedo boat, designed by Mr. J. L. Tuck, and built at

 

Kg l.-THE TORPEDO LEAVING THE VESSEL.

the De Lamater Iron Works, this city. The boat is 30

feet long over all. 114 fee* broad, and 6 feet deep. The
 

hatch is a well, provided with a door on one side lead

ing into the hold. Placed at each side of the keel is

enough lead to load the boat to the water's edge; and

to sink the vessel below the surface there are several

small compartments, which can be filled with water

and emptied as required. Over these compartments,

on each side and beneath the floor, are a number of 6

inch iron pipes, which can be filled with compressed

air, to be liberated as the air within the boat grows

foul. The propeller is turned by an ordinary dynamo

run by storage batteries, which also furnish electricity

for the incandescent lamps lighting the interior. A

common rudder steers the boat to starboard or port,

while a horizontal rudder, centrally hinged in a frame

at each side of the stern, will elevate or depress the

stern, and thereby guide the vessel further from or

nearer to the surface, independent of the action of the

water ballast pump.

The well hole in the center of the deck is fitted with

an air tight hatch, which can be removed from within.

The individual wishing to go on deck when the boat is

submerged dons an ordinary diver's suit, the air pipes

of which connect with the interior, enters the well,

closes the door behind hiin, and after the well has filled

with water removes the hatch. In the well are suit

able devices for directing those inside for elevating,

lowering, and propelling the boat. When leaving the

well, the hatch is closed and the water allowed to run

into the water ballast compartments, when the door

leading to the interior can be opened.

When used in warfare, it is designed to sink the tor

pedo boat to the proper depth, approach the vessel to

be destroyed, and, as the torpedo passes beneath her,

release a strong insulated wire carrying two cartridges

—one at each end—filled with some powerful explosive

and lightened with cork, so that they will rise against

the bottom of the vessel. The torpedo is then run

ahead to a safe distance, when the cartridges are ex

ploded by electricity, through wires leading from the

boat to the cart ridges. Just astern of the hatch is a cu

pola, having glass windows. In the engravings, Fig. 2

shows the torpedo approaching the vessel, and Fig. 1

shows the torpedo passing away, the cartridges having

been released. Fig. 3 is an enlarged view of the tor

pedo directly beneath the vessel.

Fig. 3.-THE T0EPED0 DIEECTLY BENEATH THE VESSEL

side frames are carried up and arched over the top to

form the rounded deck, which completely covers the

hold, except at the round hatch in the center. At this

A Large Garnet.

While making the excavations

for a sewer on 35th St. between

7th Ave. and Broadway, New

York city, the workmen recently

uncovered a large garnet which

was inclosed in the gneiss about

nine feet below the level of the

street. The crystal was a well

defined trapezohedron, having

its angles truncated and beveled

by the rhombic dodecahedron

and the hexakisoctahedron, a

combination quite characteristic

of the garnet. The crystal had

been a little mutilated by the

workmen, but all of the upper

octons were very wrell developed, and the lower ones

for about half their distance. The owner of the mine

ral, Mr. J. J. King, determined its total weight, includ

ing a little quartz and

serpentine attached to

the lower portions, to

be nine and a half

pounds. The horizon

tal axes were six inches.

The exterior of the crys

tal was slightly weath

ered, but a fresh frac

ture showed a fine red

color.

marking Ink.

Rkimann gives the

following recipe for a

marking ink: l'l pts.

nitrate of silver, 2 3 pts.

spirit of ammonia, 22

pts. soda, 5 pts. gum

arabic, 0'2 pt. sap-

green, 2 or 3 pts. dis

tilled water. After

marking apply a hot

flat-iron until the trac

ing is perfectly black.

 

Fig. 2 -A SUBMARINE TORPEDO BOAT- THE TORPEDO APPROACHING THE VESSEL.

DlKplay or JTIetcor*.

A grand display of

meteors was witnessed

by Mr. P. Benson, at

Ishpeming, Mich., on

the evening of Nov.

27th. They appeared,

he says, with few excep

tions, to radiate from

a region bounded by

the constellations Aries,

Andromeda, Pegasus,

Lyra Corona, Boreal is,

and Ursa Major. Be

tween six and seven

o'clock Mr. Benson

counted as many as

thirty in five minutes.

The appearance of

many of them was very

striking, and all seemed

moving in a westerly

direction.
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POETABLE

The North of England School Furnishing Company

are issuing this under the name of the Darlington

Academy Easel. The somewhat interesting portrait

underneath shows its employment when the artist or

writer is standing or walking. But its use is varied.

It is valuable to the author who is frequently engaged

in literary work while traveling by rail, road, or water;

to the reporter when note taking at open air meetings,

and when transcribing during the journeys from the

scenes of his labor to the newspaper offices; to the

tourist who records the experiences of his travels; and

to every writer at the fireside who requires to lean

back in an easy chair, instead of being compelled to

bend the upper portion of the body over a table. The

easel is entirely supported by the body, and moves

with it, the right hand resting on it, and thus it always

maintains the same position under very adverse condi

tions, even when the person using it is inside a fast

going railway carriage or on the deck of a moving ship.

The easel affords accommodation for drawing pads,

pencils, pins, rubber, squares, etc., and when closed

resembles a small flat box, less than one foot square by

an inch and a half in depth, which can be carried after

the manner of an opera glass. Its weight slightly ex

ceeds a pound and a half. The two halves, which are

folded together, are of equal thickness, and when open

ed out form the flat, firm easel represented in the en

graving. In service it is firmly supported by the strap

from the left shoulder, and the inner corner which

presses on the right side is cut away, so as to allow it

to fit the body. The easel is an exceedingly conve

nient one, and deserves a trial.

ing and extracting worms from under barks of trees;

though one would judge that the enormous beak, and

the strange diversity in the length of the two mandi

bles, would naturally prove clumsy features in an im

plement for such work. As will be seen in the figure

here presented, the upper mandible is greatly elongat

ed, and curves considerably; which, though a powerful

weapon, appears but ill adapted for grasping in the

manner of pincers, as seen so well developed in the

woodpeckers.

CARNIVOROUS PARROTS.

In the region of New Zealand, like that of Australia

in its singular fauna, there lives a large species of par

rot, called by the English Nestor, and by the natives

kea. The former name is applied to a small but re

markable group of parrots, all peculiar to this region.

The type species was Psittacus meridionalis, of

Qmelin, founded on a species described by Latham,

and subsequently termed by him P. Nestor in allusion

to its hoary head. It is now known as Nestor meridi-

onalis, the specific name being transferred to the

genus.

It is called kaka by the Maoris and the English set

tlers. It was at one time very abundant, and is now

equally scarce.

Forster, who accompanied Cook in his second voy

age, described this bird in his manuscript, in 1773, nam

ing it P. hypopolius. It was found in both of the

islands.

The general color of the species is an olive brown,

nearly all the feathers being tipped with a darker

shade, giving thereby a scaly appearance to the body.

The crown is light gray, the ear coverts and nape a

beautiful purplish hue, or bronze in the reflected light.

The rump and abdomen are strikingly varied by a

deep crimson, varied singularly by an orange, and

sometimes by a brilliant yellow. The kaka is about

the size of a crow. This is the familiar Nestor of the

settlers and naturalists, and is the one generally indi

cated, by those not having accurate information con

cerning the subject, as having the curious carnivorous

habits attributed to the Nestor of New

Zealand.

The truth is, there is a species consid

erably larger than this, the Nestor nota-

balis of Gould, which is the veritable bird

that has long since been arraigned and

convicted of sheep killing. We say long

since; the truth is, it is comparatively of

late years since the actual verification by

scientific authority.

In 1856, Mr. Walter Mantell, an English

naturalist, well known as an authority in

many important observations in New

Zealand, particularly with reference to

the natural history of the wonderful

birds found indigenous to that region,

discovered the bird in question, which he

learned was called by the natives kea.

Its discovery, like that of numerous

others since become familiar, was the re

sult of an exploration by his party of the

higher interior mountain ranges, a section

of country until then not attempted by

explorers.

Like many other New Zealand forms,

these parrots are so distinct they are re

garded as entitled to constitute a separate

family as Nestoridw.

Their osteology seems fully to call for

this distinction.

It appears by the history of this parrot,

from observations made since the settle

ment of the country by English people, that nothing

of a distinctly carnivorous habit was observed for a

long period.

Its habits were somewhat those of the woodpeckers

in addition to the love of fruit so common with many

birds of the tropical countries. It was expert in peck-
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It is difficult at times to account for the peculiarity

of certain organs, which, judging as in this case, seem

to be ill adapted for the purpose of exercising what

seem to be their legitimate functions. These birds

seem to have an abnormal growth of the upper mandi

ble, and remind one of the long, undue growth of the

incisors of some rodents.

It is well understood, we believe, that this species of

Nestor has only since a comparatively late date shown a

tendency to molest domestic animals; and it is now be

lieved that the habit of attacking sheep has developed

since the latter have been kept by the settlers. This

circumstance has been looked upon with considerable

described as a "small one, about the size of a thrush."

On the contrary, as we have seen, it is one of the largest

of the parrots.

A pair in the Museum of Natural History in Central

Park are conspicuous for their size and their generally

different aspect, both in shape and colors, while their

long sickle bills are strikingly unlike those of other

species. There are few parrots larger than the kea.

The black cockatoo, from Australia, is much the larg

est, and has a bill nearer the latter in shape than

others.

The Maoris claim that the carnivorous habit has

been developed by the keas during cold seasons,

when pressed by hunger. They will then alight upon

the sheep, and, despite the most vigorous resistance,

peck holes in the sides of the helpless creatures, often

biting out the intestines, and thus deliberately killing

them; then they feed upon the remains. The wounds

are said to be so uniformly made in one place, or in

parts most easily reached for disemboweling, that there

can be no question as to the motive of the attack.

These birds are well known carrion eaters, in addition

to their usual food, which consists of fruits and seeds,

and the grubs of wood-destroying insects. To get at

the latter, the hark is stripped from the trunk.

The amount of injury done by them in their raids on

the sheep folds of New Zealand has been exaggerated,

says Dr. Menzies, an authority on the subject, who

states that " on one run, where the loss was unusually

large, the proportion of sheep attacked was about 1 in

300. Those pasturing below the elevation of 2,000 feet

are seldom disturbed."

Dr. Buller, an authority on this subject, states that

" those that frequent the sheep stations appear to live

almost exclusively on flesh.

" They claim the sheep's heads that are thrown out

from the slaughter pen, and pick them perfectly clean,

leaving nothing but the bones."

An eye witness has described this operation to Dr.

Hector as follows: "Perching itself on the sheep's

head or other offal, the bird proceeds to tear off the

skin and flesh, devouring it piecemeal, after the man

ner of a hawk; at other times holding the meat down

with one foot, and with the other grasping the portion

it was eating, after the ordinary fashion of parrots."

Dr. Buller relates instances of tame parrots devour

ing their comrades in captivity; but the kea is the

only parrot known to eat flesh when flying wild.

In 1864, Mr. Mantell told Mr. Gould, the celebrated

author of " Australian Ornithology," that the natives

claim that the bird has [not been seen by them in Mid

dle Island for a considerable length of time. They

said the birds came usually to the coast during hard

winters. The total length of the kea is 18 inches, the

bill being %%. inches.

 

Grass Tor Carp Ponds,

Dr. Rud. Hessel says that he has found carp eggs ad

hering in greater numbers to Festuca fluitans than to

any other plant. " Its narrow, long, strap-shaped,

thin leaves spread softly over the water's surface, as

also its numerous branches in the water, affording to

the fish the sought for opportunity to deposit its eggs

upon the tender leaves."

This grass is known to American botanists as Glyceria

fluitans. It is called Glyceria on account

of the sweet taste of the seeds. Tiiis

genus is known by the common name of

manna grass. This species grows to a

. height of from 3 to 5 feet, and has leaves

about 1 foot long. It grows in shallow

water, and blossoms from June to August.

Its spikelets contain from seven to thir

teen flowers each. It is frequently found

in the United States.

In addition to its usefulness in holding

the eggs, it is valuable on account of the

sweet seeds, which drop from it into the

water and are eaten by the carp. Per

sons owning carp ponds can frequently

find it growing wild, and transplant it to

their ponds by securing the aid of some

local botanist to identify it. In cases of

uncertainty in regard to specimens sup

posed to be Glyceria fluitans, it would

be well to send for identification a speci

men containing leaves, flower, and fruit.—

Bulletin U. 8. Fish Commission.

CARNIVOEOUS PARROTS.

wonder, and is cited as one of the few instances of

change in habit among animals.

An error has crept into the newspapers, or has ori

ginated among them, regarding the size of the kea. A

short notice of this carnivorous habit of the keas ap

peared lately in a country paper, in which the bird is

Improved Bessemer Steel.

A recent improvement in the Bessemer

steel process as carried out at the Edgar

Thomson Steel Works, near Pittsburg,

will have the effect, it is said, of making

Bessemer steel equal in quality to the

crucible product, and at only about

one-tenth the price. The change con

sists in a thorough mixing of the spiegeleisen with

the molten iron in a ladle, in such a manner as to

make the carbonization much more uniform than

at present. Bessemer steel can be produced at a cost

of a cent to a cent and a half per pound, while that

made in crucibles costs at least eleven cents a pound.
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ENGINEERING INVENTIONS.

A locomotive valve gear has been pat-

tented by Mr. Wallace J. Lewis, of Tyler, Texas. It

consists of a combination of rockers, shafts, arms,

levers, links, and connecting rods, worked from the

crosshcad of the locomotive exclusively, and so ar

ranged as to give the valve a correct motion.

A car truck has been patented by Mr.

Charles L. Morehouse, of Brooklyn, N. Y. By this in

vention one set of wheels runs on the rails, the pressure

of the car being transmitted to their axles by another

set of wheels, whereby the friction is reduced to a mini

mum, and the construction is such that the wheels will

not slip or grind at curves.

AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS.

A sulky attachment for plows has been

patented by Mr. Theodore Johnson, of Petersburg, Ind.

Combined with a frame attached to upright arms of an

arched axle are various novel features of construction

and arrangement whereby the plow can be supported

from the ground and readily drawn from place to place,

and the operation of the plow can be easily regulated.

A revolving sulky hay rake has been

patented by Mr. Byron Collins, of Galion, O. This in

vention covers a novel construction and combination of

parts to promote convenience in operating and control

ling revolving sulky hay lakes, in which the rake head

is readily guided and adjusted by an upright lever on

the carriage.

MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS.

A grain separator has been patented by

Mr. Hczekiah Bailey, of St. Thomas, Ontario, Canada.

It is constructed with the screen aud the dampers of the

fan blower connected by swinging bars, three-armed

levers, and connecting rods, whereby the strength of

the air blast will be automatically regulated by the

quantity of material on the screen.

A stop motion for coloring machines has

been patented by Mr. Frank P. Fitz Simons, of Clark's

Mills, N. Y. It consists of a mechanism whereby the

snarls and knots occurring in the yam to be colored are

made to stop the machine when they come to the

guides, allowing the attendant to unravel the same, and

thus prevent the breaking of the yarn.

A hansom cab has been patented by

Mr. William Johnstone, of Edinburgh, Scotland. The

top, or roof, and the sides and back panels are so jointed

and fitted that the whole upper part of the vehicle can

be folded down, to form an open phaeton, or the open

carriage may be again transformed into a close hanBom

with very little trouble.

A handle cap fastening for hand bag

frames has been patented by Mr. Louis B. Prahar, of

Brooklyn, N. Y. The cap has perforations in its oppo

site sides, and the posts, rigidly attached to the frame

and having their upper ends bent inward, are inserted

in the perforations of the handle cap, thus securely

hinging the handle cap to the frame.

A fire escape ladder has been patented

by Mr. Alexander Rose, of Lawrence, Kan. It is made

with a series of rounds connected to opposite side ropes

or chains by tying or knotting the ropes or chains

around the rounds, in connection with a metal bracket

hanger, making a ladder that can be quickly adjusted,

and will be strong and inexpensive.

A furnace has been patented by Messrs.

John A. Topliff, Edward S. Cross, William S. Cox, and

John A. McCollum. It has a fuel chamber located on

the same level with the combustion chamber, and a

heating drum above both, so arranged as to be specially

adapted for bunting soft coal, and consuming all of

the smoke and gases.

An improvement in neckwear forms the

subject of a patent issued to Mr. Edwin D. Smith, of

New York city. This invention consists in an article of

neckwear formed of a backing on which a series of lay-

era of paj>er, fabric, etc., are held, the several layers be

ing united loosely and detachably, so as to permit of

tearing off the several layers successively.

A harness ring has been patented by

Messrs. Quintus Cato and Charles A. Spaulding, of

Estes Park, Col. It consists of a jointed bar ring, with

a spring fastening for locking the ring closed, and made

in such manner ah to be especially adapted for use as a

spreader for inside check lines, and also for keeping the

lines from getting twisted.

A sash balance has been patented by

Mr. Jacob Weber, of New York city. The weights

have racks engaged by pinions engaging with the racks

of the sashes, and there are guide plates, each cast or

formed in one piece, with the walls of chambers receiv

ing and guiding the weights, to dispense with cords and

pulleys in the application of weights to window sashes.

A churn has been patented by Mr.

Frank L. White, of Gainesville, Tex. The dasher

wheel is operated by a driving mechanism connected

with an upright standard on a base plate, aud is so ar

ranged that it can be readily removed from the churn

to allow the latter to be taken from the base plate, witti

various other Movel features.

A gold m larator has been patented by

Mr. Samuel C. Oliphant, of Novinger, Mo. It is especi

ally adapted for working gold sands or gravels, and to

(u-cure the finer particles of gold with a minimum sup

ply of water, using a main water tank and water filter

ing and receiving tanks, and having a plunger worked

in the main tank by a jigger arm.

A tin roof cleat has been patented by

Mr. Warren C. Rockwell, of Mount Carmel, Pa. It is

formed of a flat piece of sheet metal having a square

staple incorporated in a bend of its lower end, and with

its npper rod adapted to be folded and fastened in the

bending o|>eraifon in the scam, for conveniently and

expeditiously attaching ■bent metal to the roof sheath

ing.

A cotton gin has been patented by

Meters. John T. Nixon and Daniel N. Crest), of Lexing

ton. Miss. This invention covers a novel construction

and arrangement of parts whereby the inward move

ment of the bearing blocks of the brush shaft can be,

limited, and the brush can spring without binding, and

the brush can be driven at a uniform velocity and up to

its full speed.

A felt glove or mitten has been patent

ed by Mr. Walter P. Hyatt, of Matteawan, N. Y. This

invention covers a process of making seamless articles

by placing between two bats of wool, cut out the re

quired puttern, a layer of material which prevents the

bats from coming in contact except at the edges, and

then uniting the edges which are in contact by a harden

ing and fulling process.

A boot has been patented by Mr.

James F. Shaw, of Jackson, Mich. It consists of a felt,

knit, or wool foot piece, with a leg projected above the

instep portion, and a leg proper or protector, of leather or

similar material, fitted over the leg portion of the foot-

piece, the leg extending in front down over the vamp to

a point over the Instep, and thus strengthening the

boot at the point of greatest strain.

A fire escape has been patented by

Jennie R. Fuller, of Toledo, O. This invention pro

vides an escape bridge made of sail cloth or canvas, to

be conveniently thrown across to a building on the op

posite side of the street, while a rope ladder is also

dropped down in the street at the side of the building,

the entire device being adapted to fold in small space

below a window sill on the interior.

A siding rest has been patented by Mr.

John McDonald, of Central City, Neb. It is for hold

ing siding in position against the studs, tn be accurately

and quickly scribed, and while being nailed, and con

sists of a rest and gauge made in one piece, having a

rigid suspension point on one end, to be driven into a

joist, and a step on the opposite end upon which the

siding is to be supported.

A weighing apparatus has been patent

ed by Mr. William F. Irvine, of Lampasas, Tex. Com

bined with a weighing pan in a suitable case is a series

of independent shot holders pivoted and suspended

around said pan, and so arranged that any one of the

holders may be tilted and its contents discharged by

pulling a knob on the outside oi the case, the quantity

being a dial in front of the case.

A necktie and collar fastener has been

patented by Mr. Robert S. Coffey, of Waco, Texas. It

consists of a spring adapted to fit inside the shirt band

and next the neck, In combination with a hollow stud

on the middle of the convex side, with a separable head,

spring catches, and bent hook sections, to hold in pro

per relation to each other the shirt band, collar, and

necktie.

A shutter for photographic cameras

has been patented by Mr. William C. Bidden, of New

York city. This invention relates to divided or double

pivoted shutters, used for taking instantaneous pictures,

and having a reciprocating action during the time of

exposure, subject to control by a spring, providing a

novel combination and arraugement of parts whereby

great compactness and efficiency are obtained.

A churning device has been patented

by Mr. Fountaine L. Fonshee, of BatesvilTe, Ark. It is

so constructed that by rocking a lever up and down on

a pivot a dasher shaft will be rotated quickly in reverse

directions in the churn body, bringing the butter quick

ly, while the application of the power is very directand

effective, and the churn may be " knocked down " and

packed in small space for shipment.

A nail extractor has been patented by

Mr. Thomas M. Brintnall, of Maryville, Mo. Its con

struction is such that the base piece may be "placed ac

curately alongside of the nail to be-drawn, and prongs

will hold it from slipping during the operation of the

lever bar and swinging arm, there being a short lever

age to start the nail and a long one to draw it, by which

the nail may be drawn without bending it.

An armature for dynamo electric ma

chines has been patented by Mr. Charles T. Jackson, of

New York city. This invention consists of an armature

formed of iron wires placed on disks on a shaft parallel

with said shaft, the wire being bound together by wires

placed circularly around them, and then covered with

insulated copper wire, whereby an intense current may

be obtained with a low speed without heating the arma

ture.

A running gear for vehicles has been

patented by Mr. John M. Bouck, of Gouverneur, N. Y.

The invention consists principally in connecting the

reach proper to the front axle and bolster by a sliding

and laterally rocking attachment that permits the axle

and bolster to have a back and forth and sidewise move

ment independently of the reach, so that the front bol

ster and axle will accommodate themselves to the load

on the springs.

A sewing machine waxing device has

been patented by Mr. Benjamin F. Landis, of St. Jo

seph, Mo. This invention provides for keeping a con

tinuous stream of wax running from the reservoir to

the needle cup, thence overflowing into a receptacle be

low by gravity, the wax being then strained of impuri

ties, and mechanically returned to the reservoir, the

shuttle race and needle dip cup being heated by the

waste steam after it has warmed the reservoir.

A gate lias been patented by Messrs.

Josiah A ust in and Rossco Chamberlain, of East Liberty,

O. This invention covers improvements on three

former patented inventions of the same inventors, and

relates to automatic double gates; it has a cranked

hinge that lifts the gate bodily, and as the gate is open

ed mechanically by being permitted to swing down at

an incline, there are means provided for gradually over

coming the momentum acquired.

A sheet music holder has been patented

by Mr. Gerard C. Scott, of Bradford, Pa. Combined

with a bark and two coven* hinged thereto Is a stepped

strip held on one cover parallel with the free edge, with

fpring finger* projecting from the strip to hold sheets

nf varum* *izcs In such way that they can be easily

turned over or folded. A back for sheet music patented

by the name inventor consists of a fabric strip, on one

snrface of which two gummed paper mrips are secured

longitudinally, the inner edges of the gummed strips

being wparated a short distance from each other, mak

ing a convenient means for uniting scverul sheets of

music.

Special.

DIPHTHERIA BOBBED OF ITS TERRORS.

One of the oldest and most honored financial corpora

tions In Boston Is that which bears the somewhat pe

culiar name of " The Massachusetts Hospital Life In

surance Company." It was incorporated in 1818, and by

thrifty nnd prosperous business has now outgrown its

old office on State Street. The stately edifice which it

is erecting, a few doors from the old place, is one of the

most solid and beautiful of modern office buildinjjs.

A few days ago our Boston correspondent had occuston

to call on Samuel Keene, Esq., who has for many years

been In the service of this company. They sat down in

the old office, and talked over matters concerning

health.

" That little uirl of yours, Mr. Keene, who had diph

theria; you say she is entirely recovered?"

" Not only entirely, but speedily. I will tell you how It

was. She was about eleven years old. The attack of

diphtheria came on her suddenly, as I believe all such

attacks do. It proceeded as far as to the appearance of

the diphtheritic white spots in her throat. We cured it

by a process very dilTerent from any in vogue among the

old practitioners, but none the worse on that account."

" Aud may I ask what It was that thus surpassed the

doses of the old doctors ? "

"It was nothing more or less than ' Compound Oxy

gen.* I happened to have this in the house when the at

tack of diphtheria came on ; for I had been using it for

several years for other purposes. 1 gave it to my

daughter as soon as her disease was distinctly defined.

She inhaled it as hot as she could bear it, and the effect

was manifest almost instantly. I have never known a

case of diphtheria to yield to treatment as quickly as

this did, or to be more thoroughly cured without leaving

any unpleasant after-effects. You know that after an

attack of diphtheria which is treated by the old reme

dies the throat Is left in a weakened or irritated con

dition for months, and sometimes permanently."

" You had some experience with the Oxygen, then, in

other cases, Mr. Keene? "

"Yes; my experience with It has been very pleasant.

Several years ago it was recommended to me by my

family physician. 1 took it repeatedly for severe colds.

I have never seen anything which will break up a cold

quicker or more successfully than this Oxygen. 1 do

not believe in leaving a cold to take its chance of run

ning out of Itself. Too often it runs in, and settles on

the lungs. My plan is to deal with it at once by means

of Compound Oxygen ; then it is gone In a day or two.

"I have two boys, one nine years old, the other eleven.

I have found tho Oxygen of great advantage to them,

especially when they have had colds. The oldest boy

had a decided tendency to catarrh. But :he use of the

Oxygen has checked that, so that I now have no fear

that he will be afflicted with this odious disease.

" My wife, too, has been greatly benefited by Com

pound Oxygen. She wag for years distressed with dys

pepsia, nnd nothing but Compound Oxygen gave her re

lief. She is not yet entirely free from dyspeptic trouble,

for her ease Is one of longstanding. But she is in far

better health t han she ever could have been had it not

been for the use of this wonderful remedy.

" Compound Oxygen is now all my physic, and all my

physician. I get a 1 Home Treatment ' about once a year,

audit generally lasts me and my family the year out; so

you see we do not have a great deal of sickness now. I

have recommended it to many friends, nnd they all

speak well of it. Among others, I may mention Mr. G.

A. Hilton, the lawyer, on Devonshire Street, He is a

nephew of the president of this company, and is one of

our rising young lawyers. He was troubled with lung

weakneswand symptoms of consumption, but is now en

tirely recovered. Say for me, If you choose, that Com

pound Oxygen Is the best remedy I know of."

Truly wonderful it is how diseases of such diverse

character as those above mentioned flee before the

power of Compound Oxygen. And not only these, but

many others, as will be seen by reading the interesting

pamphlet treatise on the subject. Among these is one

from Mrs. M. J. French, of Ludlngton, Mich., who tells

her experience In the use of Compound Oxygen with

one of her children in diphtheria. This will be mailed

free of charge to all who send for it. Address Drs.

Stakkey & Palex. 1529 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
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The chargefor Insertion under this head is One Dollar

a linefor each insertion ; about eight words to a line.
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The Socialist, a monthly magazine, Is addressed to

progressive men, who are not the slaves of old Ideas.

Specimen copy gratis. Socialist, 907 Walnut Street.

Philadelphia.

To Engine Builders.—For Sale.—The American pa

tents for a Gas Engine, in general use In England and on

the Continent; not yet introduced in the U. S. Cheapest

to build, most economical in gas, noiseless, and simple.

Correspondence invited from established builders pre

pared to introduce the engine. C. F. Crosby, P. O. box

246, Boston, Mass.

Billings' Patent Breech-loading Single Barrel Shot

gun. Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.

Geo. E. Lloyd & Co., Electrotype and Stereotype Ma

chinery, Folding Machines, etc. Send for catalogue.

Chicago, 111.

Nickel Plating.—Sole manufacturers cast nickel an

odes, pure nickel salts, polishing compositions, etc. $100

"lAttlc Wonder." A perfect Electro Plating Machine.

Solo manufacturers of the new Dip Lacquer Kristaline.

Complete outfit for plating, etc. Hanson, Van Winkle Je

Co., Newark. N. J., and 92 and 94 Liberty, St., New York.

Grimshaw.—Steam Engine Catechism. A series of

thoroughly Practical Questions and Answers arranged

so as to give to a Young Engineer Just the information

required to fit him for properly running an engine. By

Robert Grimshaw. 18mo, cloth, $1.00. For sale by

Munn A Co., .'Jf.l Broadway, N. Y.

The Knowles Steam Pump Works, 44 Washington

St., Boston, and 93 Liberty St., New York, have Just is

sued a new catalogue. In which are many new and Im

proved forms of Pumping Machinery of the single and

duplex, steam and power type. This catalogue will be

mailed free of charge on application.

HasweWs Engineer's Pocket-Hook. By Charles H.

Haswell, Civil, Marine, and Mechanical Engineer. Giv-

ing Tables. Utiles, and Formulas pertaining to Mechan

ics, Mathematics, and Physics, Architecture, Masonry,

Steam Vessels, Mills. Limes, Mortars, Cements, etc. 900

pages, leather, pocket-book form, $4.00. For sale by

Munn £ Co., 8til Broadway, New York.

Air Compressors, Rock Drills. J. Clayton, 43 Dey et.,N.Y.

Shafting, Couplings, Hangers, Pulleys. Edison Shafting

fttfg.Co.,36Goerck St., N.Y. Send forcatalogue and prices.

Iron Planer, Lathe, Drill, and other machine tools ot

modern design. New Haven Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn.

Wanted.—Patented articles or machinery to manufac

ture and introduce. Lexington Mfg. Co., Lexington, Ky.

For Power & Economy, Alcott's Turbine, Mt. Holly, N.J.

Machinery for Light Manufacturing on hand and

built to order. E. E. Garvin & Co., 139 Center St., N. Y.

Send for Monthly Machinery List

to the George Place Machinery Company,

121 Chambers and 103 Heade Streets, New York.

Presses & Dies. Foments Mach. Co., Bridgeton, N. J.

If an invention has not been patented in the United

States for more than one year, it may still be patented in

Canada. Cost for Canadian patent. $40. Various other

foreign patents may also be obtained. For instructions

address Munn & Co., Scientific Amekicax patent

agency, 361 Broadway, New York.

Supplement Catalogue.—Persons in pursuit of infor

mation of any special engineering, mechanical, or scien

tific subject, can have catalogue of contents of the Sci

entific American Supplement sent to them free.

The Supplement contains lengthy articles embracing

the whole range of engineering, mechanics, and physical

science. Address Munn & Co., Publishers. New York.

Gnild & Garrison's Steam Pump Works, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Steam Pumping Machinery of every description.

Send for catalogue.

Send for descriptive circular on lubrication. Charles

H. Besly A Co., North American Agents for Relsert's

Celebrated Solid Oil, 175 & 177 Lake St., Chicago. 111.

Send for catalogue of Scientific Books for sale by

Munn & Co., 881 Broadway, N. Y. Free on application.

Keystone Steam Driller for all kinds of artesian wells.

Keystone Driller Co., Limited, Box 32, Fallston, Pa-

Wood Working Machinery. Full line. Williamsport

Machine Co., '* Limited," 110 W. 3d St.. Williamsport. Pa.

We are sole manufacturers of the Fibrous Asbestos

Removable Pipe and Boiler Coverings. We make pure

asbestos goods of all kinds. The Chahiicrs-Spence Co.,

€19 East 8th Street, New York.

Universal and Independent 2 Jaw Chucks for brass

work, etc., both box and round body. Cushman Chuck

Co., Hartford, Conn.

The Crescent Boiler Compound has no equal. Cres

cent Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.

Curtis Steam Trap for condensation of steam pipe*,

high or low pressure. Curtis Regulator Works, Bos

ton, Mass.

Steam Hammers, Improved Hydraulic Jacks, and Tube

Expanders. R. Dudgeon, 24 Columbia St., New York.

Emerson's Book of Saws free. Reduced prices

for 1885. 50,000 Sawyers and Lumbermen. Address

Emerson, Smith & Co., Limited, Beaver Falls, Pa.

Hoisting Engines, Friction Clntch Pulleys, Cut-off

Couplings. D. Frisbie & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

"How to Keep Boilers Clean." Send yonr address

for free 88 page book. Jas. C. Hotchkiss, 86 John St., N. Y.

Barrel, Keg, Hogshead, Stave Mach"y. See adv. p. 76.

Mineral Lands Prospected, Artesian Wells Bored, by

Pa. Diamond Drill Co. Box 423, Pottsvllle, Pa. See p. 46.

The " Improved Greene Engine 11 can be obtained only

from the sole builder*. Providence Steam Engine Co., R, L

Timber Gaining Machine. All kinds Wood Work*

ing Machinery. C. B. Rogers A Co., Norwich, Conn.

Patent Elevators with Automatic Hatch Covers. Cir

cular free. Tubbs & Humphreys, Cohoes, N. Y.

Brands cut in Wood, Pattern and Brand Letters.

Vanderburgh, Wells & Co.. 110 Fulton St., New York.

Brass and Iron Working Machinery, Die Sinkers,

and Screw Machines. Warner & Swasey, Cleveland, O.

Split Pulleys at low prices, and of same strength and

appearance as Whole Pulleys. Yocom & Son's Shafting

Works. Drinker St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

 

HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Names and Address must accompany all letters,
or no attention will be paid thereto. Tnis is for our
information, and not for publication.

References to former articles or answers should
give date of paper and page or number of question.

Inquiries not answered in reasonable time should
be repeated; correspondents will bear in mind that
some answers require not a little research, and,
though we endeavor to reply to all. either by letter
or in this department, each"must take his turn.

Special Written I it formation on matters of
personal rather than general interest, cannot be
expected without remuneration.

Scientific American Supplements referred
to mav be had at the office. Price 10 cents each.

minerals sent for examination should be distinctly
marked or labeled.

(1) C. H. C. asks: How much cheaper

can a scientific education be obtained in France or

Germany than in America, all things included, and

what sum is needed to complete a four years' course?

A. A scientific education would cost yon about as much

In Germany or France as it would in this country,

supposing in both cases yon set out to be economical

in the matter. In some of the smaller German universi

ties a student can live very comfortably and get a very

thorough education for $35 to $40 per month and even

less. Of the total cost, the tuition charges alone would

be about $30 a year.

(2) J. I. K. asks: Will water colors

mixed with ox gall (lo to color maps? A. If the mnps

are made on good drawing paper, the simple water

colors will answer without any further addition. Ox

gall is used in combination with water and water colors,

in order that they may wash evenly over the surface, es

pecially on such substances as tracing cloth, where the

surface iB apt to be greasy. We would advise you to

purchase the preparation already made, as it Is best to

have it of the proper strength.

(3) N. G. B. asks: Can I heat an apart

ment with steam taken direct from a boiler above it,

and carrying about 40 pounds pressure? Distance
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from floor of the apartment to top of boiler being about

90 feet. Can I force the condensed water back into

the boiler by using a steam trap, or mast I exhaust

into the air? I must carry the discharge pipe about

10 feet from floor to exhaust into the air. A. You

can return the water of condensation to the boiler

only by the use of a return steam trap. At the height

you mention, even this would not always work satis

factorily. You cau discharge the water at 10 feet above

the coils by a small pipe with valve, but should pro

vide means for draining all the water from the coils

at night, to prevent freezing. The return steam trap is

expensive, and is not recommended for a single apart

ment.

(4) H. B.—The newspaper account

which you saw was entirely incorrect. Such a death

from morphia would not be possible. The effect of

morphia or other preparations of opium is at first

Stimulating, and subsequently stupefying. A dose

sufficiently large to be fatal sometimes causes so much

irritation of the stomach as to produce vomiting, and

the life of the person may thus be saved. If the vom

iting does not come within a short time, say an hour

at the farthest, sleep follows, increasing in heaviness

until it becomes torpor with perfect unconsciousness,

which continues uninterruptedly till the moment of

death. The struggling indicated in your question does

not occur.

(5) J. B. S. asks: 1. What is the cause,

also the cure, of a kind of boil coming on the face, and

after coming to a head the skin still retaining the red

color? A. A boil, after the active inflammation has

passed away, always allows the redness of the skin to

remain for quite a long time after the pain has ceased.

Nothing is needed but time. 2. I have an electro mag

net with a current breaker which did at one time fur

nish strong shocks, but lately has lost this property.

What is the cause of this? A. This can scarcely be an

swered without direct examination. Various causes

may exist for the failure of action.

(6) W. asks: 1. Is it healthy to work

with ray hands continually in the water? I have been

working at it for four years, and have not increased in

size or strength since I began. A. Your failure to in

crease in size and strength is. In all probability, due

to other causes than that which you specify. The only

effect likely to come from your hands being in the

water would be your being chilled. If the water is not

cold, it will do you no harm. 2. Is porter strengthen

ing? I do not wish to take it if I can avoid it, A.

Let the porter alone. You do not need it for any reason

whatever. It will not give you strength.

(7) "W. P. Q.—The dipleidoscope or di-

pleioscope was invented by Bloxom in England,

and consists of a triangular prism polished on

three sides and silvered on two of them. One of the sil

vered sides must be adjusted to a horizontal plane.

Its unsilvered face must be adjusted at right angles to

the meridian. Then, upon observation of the sun or

other object passing the meridian, a reflected image

from the first surface and a double reflected image from

the interior surface will approach each other when the

object is approaching the meridian, coincide when on

the meridian, and recede after the meridional passage.

It is not an instrument of precision. Having no

means of adjustment, other instruments have to

be used; but when once fixed in its proper po

sition, it affords an easy means of observing the me

ridional passages of celestial objects. It is not known

to be made or in use in the United States. You will

see it illustrated in the Supplement or 4th volume of

Knight's Mechanical Dictionary. We consider it of no

value.

(8) E. B. asks whether there is any

cure for sweating of the hands. A. No remedies seem

to have any great efficacy, except where the trouble is

caused by some local difficulty. Application of sul

phur ointment at night, to be washed off with very free

use of soft soap In the morning, is one of the best

modes of treatment.

(9) W. M. K. writes: Many of our

cemetery lots are curbed by white cut stone. Placed

on this curbing are iron posts to which are attached

drooping chains. Rust from this iron has stained the

stone seriously. Many, say that there Is no acid or

preparation that will remove the rust. I believe there

is, and that you can tell what It is. A. The stains of

iron rust may be partially removed by washing the

stone with hydrochloric acid diluted with 4 parts water.

Then wash with clean water. If the stone is marble,

use oxalic acid in solution of water. There is little

use of removing stains without also removing the cause

of the stains. Iron posts should be galvanized and set

in the ground or in dark colored stone blocks. The

chain should also be galvanized. Stone curbing

should be made of red sandstone to wear well with

iron railing or posts and chains.

(10) O. L.—1. A paint composed of black

lead, lamp black, and boiled linseed oil, which you can

make to suit your own taste as to proportions, makes

a good durable paint for steam pipes. 2. Sulphur may

be melted over a coal fire in an Iron ladle large enough

to hold, without spilling, the quantity for a single pour

ing. Lay a piece of sheet iron on the ladle for a cover;

heat slowly so as not to take fire. If you can set the

ladle into a hole In a piece of iron over the fire, it will

be convenient and safe. It should not be heated so

hot as to take fire by the vapor. 3. You can test a boiler

with cold water by any means that will produce the

required pressure. It matters little where the gauge is

placed, so that it indicates the true pressure in the

boiler. It should, however, be placed on a|level with

the water in the boiler, otherwise it might indicate a

little more or less than the true pressure. 4. To post

you on examination we recommend Roper's "Engi

neer's Handy Book," $3.50, and Roper's "Questions and

Answers for Engineers," $3.00, which we can furnish.

(11) W. A. P. asks (1) how to color soft

iron blue. A. The blue color of iron articles, as also

gun barrels, if. made by first cleaning the articles with an

even finish with emery paper or other means. Then

heat over a Are or in an oven until the desired color

is obtained, when the articles are to be quenched in

water, wiped, and dried, or may be cooled in an air

blast. 2. Which is the hardest to ride—a high bicycle

or a low one? A. A low one is the safest if you are in

experienced.

(12) L. N. C. writes: I desire to know

what quality or mixture of cast Iron to use in situa

tions exposed to temperatures of from 750° to 800° Fah.,

and to alternations of temperature ranging from say

60" to 800° Fah. Also, what kind of cast iron would

last longest and be least liable to fracture when used as

above? Would like to have your reason in the selec

tion of any particular kind of iron for this purpose.

Iron to be used in cylinder 12 inches in diameter, and

protected from direct action of Are by Are bricks. A.

The hard iron No. 8 or 4 will stand the beat the best.

If the cylinder is to be Anished, the hardest iron can

not be used. There is no mixture of iron that will

not fracture after long use at varying temperatures up

to 800°, which is red in the dark. Very tough castings

may be made with No. 8 and machinery scrap mixed,

and if not to be dressed, No. 4 and machinery scrap

make a good mixture.

(13) C. S. P. asks a receipt for making

bakers' " stock yeast." A. Boil 12 ounces of good hops

with 4 pails of water for about 5 minutes; then strain

off enough of the liquid among 8 pounds of good sifted

flour in a tub to render it into a stiff paste, working it

up thoroughly with a clean stick; then add the rest of

the liquid to the paste; let it stand till lukewarm, and

pulverize any remaining lumps with your fingers.

Now add about 8 pounds malt and stock yeast; allow

it to work in a warm place till it rises and falls again,

which will occupy from 8 to 12 hours; strain through

a hair sieve and stand in a cool place. In warm weather

4 gallons cold water might be added to the above,

previous to stocking away.

(14) J. M. G-. writes: If a horizontal

vacuum tube one thousand feet in length and ten feet

diameter had transparent ends, could a person see

through it, or would light pass from one end to the

other? A. Yes, light passes through a vacuum.

(15) C. W. P. asks: In what can I dis

solve old rubber so as to form a kind of rubber paint

for cloth? A. Coal tar benzole.

(16) J. F.—Artificial limbs are generally

made of wood or cork. If properly varnished or oiled,

the weather should not affect their action.

(17) M. L. P. & Co. write: We have a

man running a farm thrasher steam engine, who main

tains that when the machine sits higher than the engine

it requires more power to run it than it does when

the machine is as low or lower than the engine, other

things being equal. A. It does not,

(18) W. H. M. asks whether hydrogen

peroxide or Naquet's bismuthic dye will permanently

change the color of the hair. A. The compounds men

tioned change the color of the hair that is treated

permanently, but the new hair coming In will naturally

be of the original color.

(19) Dr. A. E. F. asks about Chinese

opium smoking, i. «., what kind of pipes they use,

how they prepare or mix the crude opium. A. The es

sential part of the pipe is the head or bowl, made gen

erally of terra cotta, but capable of being produced

from a variety of materials. This bowl on Its outer

Burface is provided with a small aperture, measuring

perhaps one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter, round

which the extract is placed. On the side of the bowl

opposite to this aperture it is Axed to the tube through

which the smoke is conducted to the mouth. This

tube, of bamboo or any hollowed out wood, is from 12

to 16 inches long from the bowl to the mouth piece,

but in the Chinese pipes it is mostly prolonged for

from 4 to 6 inches beyond the bowl in the direction op

posite the mouth piece. The Chinese use a mixture

of opium with sam-Bhu (a variety of gin) made up in

the consistency of treacle. The ordinary pharraacopaeial

extract may be used.

(20) C. W. S. and H. P.—Wax method

of engraving: The picture or drawing of which it is

desired to make a plate to print from is first photo

graphed or traced upon a very thin film of wax cov

ering a perfectly smooth copper plate. The lines on

the wax are then cut out with an ordinary graver's

tool. Names and figures are pressed in with type

slightly heated. The untouched surfaces of the wax

between the lines are then built up or raised with wax

—these elevations forming in the completed block de

pressions corresponding to the routed portions in the

common wood block. The height of the built up por

tions depends upon the distance between the lines—

where the lines are near together, no building up being

necessary. From the engraved wax plate an electro

plate is made in the usual way. The composition of

the wax used is a secret; it must cut freely without

pulling, must be tough but not hard enough to crack

or chip, and it must not be so soft as to prevent the

forming of clean, sharp lines.

(21) S. A. S.—We believe that sheets

of pure rubber are impervious to the vapors of mer

cury.

(22) B. F. D. desires a method of treat

ing fence posts and wash poles to prevent their de

caying under and near the surface, or retarding decay.

A. Dipping the wood in a mixture of 25 gallons of water

in which 5 pounds chloride of zinc has been dissolved is

said to be an excellent remedy. Dipping the ends to

be buried in coal tar is likewise recommended. The

efficiency of the last named agent is increased if the

ends are first slightly charred.

(23) R. B.—Gas stoves are not as eco

nomical as coal stoves, and are not healthy unless ven

tilated. The composition of chlorodyne is variable.

There are at least a dozen formulas for it. Five in

gredients are usually considered essential—chloroform,

morphia, hydrocyanic acid (prussic acid), oil of pep

permint, and molasses. An excellent formnla is given

on page 420 of the present United States Dispensatory.

(24) J. <j, S. asks for a receipt for clean

ing filigree silver work that has become tarnished by

exposure. A. You can dip it for a moment in a so

lution of cyanide of potassium. If not very badly tar

nished, probably a solution of hyposulphite of soda

will clean it. If there is no base metal about the or

nament, you might clean it by boiling it in sulphuric

acid. 2. Has there ever been invented an automatic

water pitcher that will fill the tumbler and then regain

its position? A. We have never seen a water pitcher

of that description. 3. Why is it that glass cloth is

not used as clothing, if it can be spun or woven? A.

We think that glass cloth, although somewhat flexible,

would be too friable for general use as a material for

clothing.

(25) F. S. L. asks: 1. How much man

ganese does it take to fill a porous cup of the Le-

clanche battery, and what does it cost by the pound

or quart as they sell it? A. It depends on the size of

the porous cup. The cup should be filled entirely

around the carbon rod. Granulated black oxide of

manganese costs ten cents per pound. 2. I am making

a clock to go by electricity; will you please explain

how they are worked and what way are they connected,

and can they be worked with a Leclanche battery?

If not, what kind of a battery can be used? A. For

information on electric clocks, consult Supplement,

Nos. 191. 198, and 44. 3. I want to make a motor to

make six lights to go by steam. Will you let me know

how to make it? A. We do not understand from your

query whether you mean the steam motor, electric

motor, or water motor, or whether you have inadvert

ently used the word motor when you mean dynamo.

(26) G. W. K. asks: What cement will

unite metallic foil to card or wood? A. Dissolve glue in

boiling water to the consistence of cabinet maker's

glue, then stir in sufficient wood ashes to produce a

varnish-like mixture while hot; the surfaces to be

united must be covered with this compound and pressed

together. A solution of shellac and gum mastic dis

solved in alcohol, to every pint of which 1 tesspoonful

of glycerine is added, is said, on excellent authority, to

be good for this purpose.

(27) F. A. M. asks how to make a pre

paration that will take the black off nickel on stoves

and make it look like new. A. A little rouge with lin

seed oil on rag will clean the nickel, or if necessary

nsc the metal paste recommended for polishing, in

answer to query 20 in Scientific American of May

8.1885.

(28) B. H. G. asks for the composition

of sulphur ointment, and what kind of soft soap is

used with It. A. Sulphur ointment is made by mixing

together 1 ounce sublimed sulphur and 2 ounces lard.

A soft soap is one composed of potash as the alkali

with some fat or oil. For the purpose desired you can

readily procure a soft soap from any competent drug

gist. Its preparation is described in the U. S. Dispen

satory.

INDEX OF INVENTIONS

For wblcb Letter* Patent of the

United State* were Granted,

December 8, 1885,

AND EACH BEARING THAT DATE.

[See note at end of list about copies of these patents.]

Adjustable seat, M. Miles 331,991

Air for confectioners' use, apparatus for cooling,

C. Welnspach 331,938

Air for refrigerating and other purposes, appara

tus for cooling, H. K. Hodges 331,881

Animal trap. C. M. Crowe 331,944

Animal trap, F. Wolfe _.. 332,175

Apron slat fastening, W. F. Dlcklson 831,948

Artist's sketch box, W. T. Brundage 332,045

Auger, earth, S. Cnry 331,767

Ax poles, machine for finishing, T. Ryan 332,215

Axle box, car, C. H. Kock 331,893

Axle box, car, J. Saginclstcr 332,112

Axle, vehicle, J. I. McCalop 331,805

Baling press, M. H. Durst 331,873

Baling press, T. M. Workman 331,932

Barrel, S. H. Raymond 381,911

Barrel attachment, flour, J. R. Parson, Jr 332,105

Basin and trap, wash, W. L. De Wolf 331,947

Bearlng, ball, J. M. Marlln 331,899

Bed or bed bottom, spring, E. A. & F. M. Jeflery,

332,081. 332,082

Bed, sofa, A. Schrock 332,010

Bed, spring, P. U. Mellon 331.989

Bedstead, wardrobe or folding, E. E. Everltt 332,144

Belts, manufacturing textile, M. Gandy 831,958

Benzylated acid violet, manufacture of, II. Has-

sencamp 331,9115

Benzylated methyl violet, manufacture of, II.

Hassencamp 331.964

Bit. See Bridle bit

Blower, fireplace, G. W. Geissenbainer 332,072

Bluing package. L. H. Thomas 331,844

Board. See Braid board.

Boat hull, L. P. Rider 332,212

Boiler. See Upright bolter.

Boiler flue cleaner, J. M. Ferguson 331,782

Bolting reel. C. F. King 332,090

Boot and shoe nailing machine, E. B. Allen 812,032

Boot Jack, N. J. Shall &32.015

Boot or shoe strap. J. Walden 331,927

Bottle, Ink, L. H. Thomas 331,843

Bottle stopper fastening. L. Hailing. Jr 332,083

Bottles, time dose Indicator for, J. S. Noel 332,208

Box. See Artist's sketch box. Letter box. Pa

per box.

Bracelet, P. Lettre 831.798

Braid board. C. E. Barnes 332,038

Brake. See Car brake.

Broke head and shoe, J. J. Lappln 331.894

Bread cutter, N. W. Merwin 331,990

Brick making machine, J. H. Williamson 332,129

Bridge. M. Balgle 332.058

Bridge gate. F. Hack 80,077

Bridle bit, G. M. Hubbard 382.200

Bridle bit fastening. 1). Waters 33..025

Broom support, W. T. Shaffer 332,014

Brushes, etc.. treating fiber for the manufacture

of, E. Vogel 331.852

Bucket and stool, milk, E. F. Drake 332,142

Buckle, susponder, G. F. Atwood 333.177

Bureau, E. V. Hawkins 331,988

Burglar alarms, automatic circuit breaker for, J.

B. Yeakle 333,180

Burial case and coffin, A. S. Lovett 831.981

Bustle. B. 8. Reed 331,821

Bustle. J. M. Van Orden 332,120

Butter and cheese knife, J. P. Smith 831,915

Butter worker, N. G. Williams 332,128

Button fasteners, apparatus for packing, F. H.

Richards 381,823

Button fasteners, making, F. H. Richards 831.822

Cable conveyance, C. J. Van Depoele 331,851

Can. See Oil can.

Can opener, R. G. Tlppett 331.923

Cap, sheet metal, F. W. Perry Sil.999

Capsule machine, J. Krehbiel 632,204

Car brake, Wohlfarth 4 Wakefield (r) 10,671

Car. combined ventilated vegetable and stock, M.

T.Taylor 333,021

Car, dumping, R. Savage 332,007

Car step. Doyle & Securman 331,776

Car, stock, R. K. Ismond 332,080

Car wheel, J. A. Hagan 32,119

Carcasses, traveler for carrying, R. Barrett 331.758

Carriage wheel fender, J. M. Todd 332,022

Carrier. See Cash carrier. Tobacco carrier.

Cartridge, extensible safety, F. P. Rease 381.912

Cartridge pack, J. C. Kelton 831,891

Case. See Burial ease. Pencil case.

Cash carrier. T. E. Barrow 831,986

Cash carrier elevator, D. E. Kempster— 332,085

Casting seamless tubing, mould for, A. Rals 331320

Casting steel ingots, 8. T. Williams 831.856

Cereals, preparing flaked, Gilman & Spencor 332,073

Chain for bracelets, I. Cole 332,053

Cheese bandages, reel for measuring and cutting.

A. J. Lumsden 831,808

Chopper. See Cotton stalk chopper.

Churn dasher, W. H. Hook 331.882

Cigar machine. M. A. Winget 332.174

Circuit controller, I,. H. McCullough 331,986

Cleaner. See Boiler fluo cleaner. Steam boiler

cleaner.

Cleaning fluid, C. T. Mutchler 831.810

Clevis, plow, A. D. Forbes 833.145

Clothes drier. C. F. Buehler 331,864

Cock for atmospheric burners, damper, H. 11.

Sheldon 332,168

Coffee roaster. C. J. W. Shearer 381.828

Coffin. A. S. Lovett 331,982

Collar and bame, combined horse, W. C. Agnew. . 331,750

Collar, horse, S. B. Davis 331.871

Collar housing, horse. R. Brownson 331,763

Collars, fastening for sweat pads for horse. A.

Ortmayer 331.818

Colter, rolling. Ball * Bender 381.935

Commode, child's nursery, D. A. Carter 331,866

Comparator, Rogers & Bond 332.110

Condensing engine, W. F. Martin 331.984

Conveyer, W. Griesser -.. 831,961

Corn house, J. H. Bailey 331,755

Corset, M. M. Jones 333,202

Cotton elevator and cotton gin feeder, A. D.

Thomas 331,841

Cotton gin rib. F. C. Gammons 332,069

Cotton stalk chopper, H. Thlel 831,922

Coupling. See Hose coupling. Pipe coupling.

Cranborry gatherer, D. Lumbert 331,983

Cremation furnace, C. J. Eames 331,779

Crimping machine, C. M. Kimball 831,795

Cultivator, T. 1*. Brooks 332.044

Cultivator, C. C. Hunter SI1.885

Cultivator, G. W. Rice 831,913

Cultivator, J. C. Rosebaugh 332,ie5

Cultivator, garden. P. D. Graham 331.960

Cultivator shovel, Klnne A Kastner 333,156

Current wheel. A. R. Nellls 331,996

Curtain, adjustable window, McManes \ Losee... . 331.901

Curtain fixture. Page A Weber 332.104

Cuspidor, M. H. Levellle 332,094

Cuspidor, O. W. Smith 333.016

Cut-off valve, rotary, A. Nelson 812,101

Cutter. See Bread cutter.

Cutter head, A. Hopplns 331.970

Cylinder engine, revolving, J. J. Blair 811,939

Damper regulator, electric, W. E. Facer 332,066

Dead centers, device for overcoming, S. T. Short-

ess 331,914

Dental suction plate former, J. Spyer 331,840

Detector. See Time detector.

Ditching and tile laying machine, J. C. White 332,126

Ditching machine, D. Fisher 331,875

Door check and closer. T. B. Comlns, Jr 332.056

Door hanger, J. Braun 312.1s.)

Dough, converting flour into, P. F. Smith 332,018

Dough, mechanism for converting flour into, P.

F. Smith 332.017

Drawers and overalls, L. Goldsmith 331,959

Dredger, J. N. S. Williams 331,929

Dredges, rotary cutter for, J. H. Bolles 881.861

Dress shield, D. C. Hall 331,963

Drier. See Clothes drier. Fruit drier.

Drier, D. Henderson 332,199

Drop movement for pocket utensils, S. M.

Brougham 311,941

Dyeing aniline black, A. N. Dubois 331.777

Egg case cover fastener, W. B. Smith 331.916

Electric machine, dynamo, B. F. Orton 331,815

Electric machine regulator, dynamo, B. F. Orton,

311314. 331.816
Electric motor, W. S. Hill 811.880

Electric machine or motor, dynamo, B. F. Orion. . 381,818

Electric register and recorder for fares, etc., K.

A. Scales 331,826

Electrical conductors, underground conduit for,

Street * Fleming 831.918

Electrical generator, frlctlonal. P. Atkinson 331,754

Electrical transmission of power, W. M. Schlesln-

ger 332,009

Elevator. See Cash carrier elevator. Cotton ele

vator. Lumber elevator.

Elevator and distributer, combined, J. II. Hunt.. 811.884

Embroidering machine, .1. J. Kbnoter 331.953

Embroidering machine, F. Von Martini 332.021

Embroidery show card, I. Neubunrer 332,102

Engine. See Condensing engine. Cylinder en

gine. Rotary steam engine.

Engine and dynamo electric machine, combined,

J. H. Vail 331.924

Engine starter, G. J. Goodhue 332.197

Envelope, money, P. Seanlan 312,008

Evaporating pans, automatic discharger for, M.

E. Sprague 382.019

Evaporator. L. W. Cooper 381.867

Excavating machine. G. C. Bltckcnsderfer 382.042

Fat cutting machine. J. E. Bowman 331.862

Feed water purifier, A. J. Stevens — 811.917

Fence, P. J. Wagner 332,121

Fence, barhed. .1. Potter 331.908

Fence post, J. R. Donaldson 332.141

Fence post, S. Hicks 331,969

Fence, wire. P. McOmber 331,807

Fender. See Carriage wheel fender.

File, bill, J.B. Swezey
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File, newspaper, A. Dom 331,872

Filter, B. L. Hood 331.790

Firearm, electric, J. K. G. Gavitt 332,071

Firearm, magazine. F. F. Knous

Fire extinguisher. J. W. Bishop 332,041

Mood gate, U. A. Barnes

Folding machine carrier attachment, R T.

Brown S31.7I3

Food compound, A. A. Depuy 331,775

Fruit drier, M. E. Clark 331,768

Furnace. See Cremation furnace.

Gamo counter for cribbage, J. F. Bogan 332.135

Gas. apparatus for manufacturing non-luminous

heating, J. Kldd 332,087

Gas for Illuminating pnrposes, apparatus forregu-
lating the admixture of carbureted and uncar- i

reted. W.J. Kldd 332,088

Gas governor. P. Kelly 331.890

Gas, manufacturing illuminating, J. W. Mitchell.. 331.903

Gas pressure regulator, K. F. Halfleld 331,878

Gases and liquids In refrigerators andotheratruc-

tures, instrument for regulating the flow of, J.

K. Holmes 332,150

Gate. See Bridge gate. Flood gate.

Gate. H. F. Dunn 331,778

Gear cutter, U. * H. E. Eberhardt 3K.0S4

Gear, split, J. Idiwlor 331,978

Generator. 8oo Electrical generator. Steam

generator.

Geometric figures, devlco for laying off. Gold

smith A Keizensteln 332,148

Glngbam exhibitor, M. Umstadtcr 331,850

Glass cutters' use, cushioned nippers and pliers

for, J. Norris 381,812

Glass for cementation, preparing, C. K. Brush 331.764

Glassware, manufacture of ornamental, I). C. Klp-

ley et ol 331.824

Gloves, etc., fastening device for, G. E. Danforth. 331,946

Grain binder, D. Strunk 332,218

Grain binding machine, G. G. Hunt 331,883

Grain, machine for the reduction of, H. F. Saint

Kequier SH.OflG

Grain separator. A. T. Hawley 331.967

Grate bar, W. Bolt, Sr. (r) 10.670

Grater, Eperta A Perk 331,874

Grating, window, I. Brooke 332.186

Grinding machine. G. Richards 332,003

Grinding mill, B. J. Du Bose 332.143

t;nn and projectile for throwing life lines, S. In-

gersoll 331,792

Hame fastener. F. N. Rankin 332,107

Hanger. See Door hanger. Picture hanger.

Harmonica. M. Doerfel 331,949

Harness line support, D. I*. Emry 331,781

Harness show rack, C. C. Schwaner 331,827

Harvester, F. Cordrey 332,136

Harvester, grain binding, L. Miller 331,808

Harvester reel, H.H. Hicks 332.079

Harvester, self-bindiug, M. D. Taylor 331,921

Harvester wheel. G. G. Hunt 331,971

Harvesting machine, Johnston A Raymond 331,887

Hat and bonnet fastener, C. Aboil 332.031

Hay and cotton press, portable, C. L. Barnard 332,037

Hay rake, revolving sulky, B. Collins 332.055

Head rest, T. B. Jewett 332,154

Heel nallng machine, F. F. Raymond, 2d 332,001

Heel trimming machines, cutter head for, W. P.

Corson 331,771

Hoisting and carrying machine, B. S. Crocker 331.773

Holder. See Ring holder.

Hook. See Suspension hook.

Hoop planing machine. A. F. Ward 332.124

Horses. f«>ot rest for shoeing, B. Lear 331,979

Hose coupling. W. C. Parsels 331.998

Hose jacket, A. W. Packer 332.163

Hot water boiler, J. Goerlng i32,147

House. See Corn house.

Hydrant and street washer, B. F. Courtright 382.137

Incubator, E. W. Andrews 332.033

Indicator. See Steam boiler indicator. Time

piece winding indicator.

Injector, J. Reichmann 332.092

Insulator, telegraph, B. N.Deblleux 382,061

Ironing machine. L. H. Watson 332,026

Ironing table, B. C. Dawson 382.140

Jack. See Boot jack.

Jewel setting, G. Becker 332,183

Joint. See Rafter Joint.

Kitchen cabinet. Card A Place 381,766

Kitchen cabinet, H. Wood 332,222

Kitchen utensil, J. P. Hurley 332,201

Knife. See Butter and cheese knife.

Knob attachment. H. P. Appleton 331,752

Ladder, sectional. F. W. Gates 331,876

Lamp. E. M. Wright 331.933

lj»rup. electric arc T. L. Wlllson 332,173

Last, C. W. Homey 832.151

Last, repairing, J. Burke 331.765

Lathe boring tool, D. Evans SS2.0S5

Latho tool holder, B. B. Keyes 332,086

Lathing, mat work. II. Kahls 331,888

Letter box. J. J. Blair 331,760

Lifting Jack, A. A. Strom 331,919

Lock, W. G. Mumma 331,995

Locomotive, F. W. Johnstone 331,973

Locomotive journal box. G. II. Klnzer 332,157

Loom float detecting mechanism, A. Mallory 331,897

Loom picking shoe. Inman A Stevens 331.886

Loom positive shuttle motion, C. S. Strowbrldge.. 332,217

Lubricator. See Steam engine lubricator.

Lubricator, R. B. Motherwell 381.809

Lumber elevator, n. T. Runyan 332.213

Magnets self-keeping, making, E. B. Sllllman 331.880

Mainspring safety device, L. C. Davis 331.774

Map or chart attachment. G. F. Schlld 832.167

Meat cutting machine. R. McChesney 331.SU0

Mechanical motor, P. F. Bugbee S32.046

Mechanical movement. J. Thompson 331.845 to 331,847

Mercury from Its ores, apparatus for extracting,

H. Berrens 331,860

Micrometer gauges, adjustable anvil for. F.

Spauldlng 332,118

Mill. See Grinding mill. Sawmill.

Moulding the sections of conduits for under

ground conductors, apparatus for, J. R. Bur-

dlck 332,047

Mole trap. E. Bills 332,133

Motor. See Electric motor. Mechanical motor.

Spring motor.

Motor. J. Burry 331.048

Motor wheel, reversible. E. Osgood 332,10)

Music leaf turner. Williams A Mlllea 331,930

Music stand, folding. J. Newton 331.811

Nail cleaner. T. F. Curley Ml.SW

Nail machine. J. S. Dickson 332.082

Nafl machine. J. Mcllvrled 331,988

Nail machine, wire. J. Mcllvrled 331.987

Nail plate. J. Coyne 331.944

Nails, manufacture of, .1. S4. Dickson 832.190

Nut lock. S. T. I«get t 3J2.0R3

Nut lock. J. Tracy 331.848

Oil can and pump combined. M. (*. A J. F. Rich

ards 332,108

Oleaginous substances, steam heater or kettle

for, J. A. Lewis 331,895

Overalls, G. Gaston 332,070

Overshoe and leggln, combined, Rudolph A

Schwenk 332,166

Paint pall. J. T. Brlen 332,043

Painting bobbins, apparatus for, L. C. Baldwin.... 331.757

Paper box, C. L. Lockwood 331,800

Paper box covering machines, adjustable box

block for, P. Hauck 332,078

Paper folding machine, F. H. Smith 331.832

Paper package, L. U. Thomas 331,842

Paper, polishing, R. J. White 332.028

Passenger register, R. W. Flack 331,784

Pen, fountain, F. Juliusberger 331,794

Pencil case. C. E. Little 331.896

Pencil sharpener, 8. Forrester 332.146

Perfumer. W. II. Blrge 331,937

Photographic printing frame. W. H. Lewis 331.960

Piano, square, K. V. Barnekov 332,182

Piano tuning pin. C. E. Rogers 331,825

Picture hanger, D. Grldley 332,198

Pillow sham support, D. F. Fulle 332,195

Pipe coupling, R. Bagaley 332,035

Pipe coupling, W. A. Bolo 332,184

Pipe coupling. F. L McGahan 331,806

Pipe coupling for wooden tanks, J. A. Mathieu.... 332.096

Pipe cutter, C. C. Harlow 331,787

Pipe wrench, C. L. Dunham 332,191

Pipes, coupling, W. A. Bolo 331,940

Pipes for conveying gas, water, and electricity,

system of, W. A. Hoeveler 332.149

Piston and cylinder lubricator, A. Simpson etal... 331,831

Pitman, device for taking up lost motion in, W.

J. Butler 331,865

Planter. C. C. Klerulff 332.089

Planter, corn and pea, U. C. Howell 332,153

Planter, cotton, H. C. Howell 332.152

Plow, T. M. Moore 332^06

Plow, planting. J. P. Black. 331.938

Plow, sulky attachment, T. Johnson S8L972

Poke, animal. Saunders A Welling 332,114

Poker, tongs, and stove lid lifter. Fish A King— 331,954

Polo goal. F. P. Baker 331,756

Post. See Fence post.

Press. Sec Baling press. Hay and cotton

press.

Presser foot, T. F. Hart 331,788

Printing machine, cylinder, J. I,. Cox 332,188, 812.139

Pump, T. Kennedy 331,976

Pump, breast, A. A. Durand 331,952

Pump, chain. W. Kegler £11.889

Pump, liquor. J. H. Thorn 332.171

Puzzle, P. Protheroe 332.211

Rack. See Harness show rack.

Rafter Joint, N. S. Davis 332,000

Railway and tramway chair or rail fastener, W.

Corteen 331,868

Railway, cable, R. Solano 331,834. 331,838

Railway frogs, etc., foot guard for, F. B. Piatt. . . . 332,106

Railway gripping device, rope. W. H. Mllliken.... 831,932

Railway signal, J. W. Henderson 331.879

Railway signal. Watson A Hullt 331,854

Railway ties, apparatus for preserving, J. A.

Mathieu : 332,097

Railway train indicator. W. Akin 331.859

Railways, carrying pulley for cable, R. Solano 331,8o6

Railways, conduit for the cables of cable. R.

Solano 331,837

Railways, curvilinear conduit for cables of cable,

R. Solano 331,835

Rake. See Hay rake.

Razor strop. J. T. Warren 331,853

Reaping and mowing machines, cutting apparatus

for. E. Hazelton 331.968

Recorder. See Time recorder.

Reel. See Bolting reel. Harvester reel. Ticket

reel.

Register. See Electric register. Passenger regis

ter.

Regulator. See Damper regulator. Gas pressure

regulator.

Rein attachment, check, J. C. Kelton 331,892

Ribbon and lace exhibitor and measurer, Gleason

A Harrington 332,074

Ring holder. M. Elsing 331,780

Roads, machine for making, repairing, and clean

ing, G. W. Taft 331,920

Roaster. See Coffee ronster.

Roller bearing, antl-frtctlon, E. B. Lake 332,091

Roof, self-supporting, J. Scheldler 332.115

Roofing, metallic, J. F. Stuckert 332,219

Roofing, plate, J. F. Stuckert 832,220

Rotary steam engine, L. N. Begin 332,040

Rotary steam engine. G. W. Sttnebring 332,216

Saddle, harness, E. L. McClaln 332,098 to 332.100

Sash fastener, A. Stoler o32,170

Sash frame, holder, and casing for carriages, cars,

other nsos, A. Ayers 332.180

Sawmill. Miller A Lapham 332,161

Saw set, R. F. Gibbs 331,877

Saws, device for holding circular, J. Prickett 332,164

Scale, letter. T. J. Lumls 331,802

Seat. See Adjustable seat.

Seeding machine, W. D. Amett 331,753

Separator. Seo Grain separator.

Sewage, apparatus for collecting and drying sedi

mentary matter of. R. Corscaden 331,943

Sewing machine, S. O'Connor 331.997

Sewing machine, C. A. Mueggo 332.207

Sewing machine attachment for unwinding thread

from spools, G. White 331,855

Sewing machine bobbin, W. W. Ford 331,956

Sewing machine, buttonhole, J. L. Walsh 332.122

Sewing machine ruffling attachment, A. W. John

son 331.793

Shaft ball bearing, J. M. Martin 331.898

Shafting. P. M. Haas 332,076

Shafting, manufacturing rolled and polished. P.

M. Haas 332.075

Shears, blade for, H. Aiken 381.934

Shears, comb attachment for, D. M. Young 332,030

Sheet metal, machine for oval cutting, J. Ru-

pertus 332,214

Shingle slicing machine. C. II. A J. B. Spencer. . . . 331.S39

Shirt, bosom. W. L. Hall 331,786

Shoe. G. A. Smith XS1.PPS

Shoe, laced, T. J. Lynch 332,158. 332.159

Shovel, B. F. Anthony 332,132

Shoe case stand, J. 8. Dunlap 332.192

Sign, luminous, C. H. Progler 332.210

Signal. See Switch signal.

Skate. C. W. King 331.977

Skate, roller. F. A. Bailey 332.181

Skate, roller, M. Bye 332,049

Skate, roller, J. C. Cropper 332.1«i

Skate, roller. D. A. Root 332.111

Skins, machine for plucking beaver and other, K.

Pcterhansl 331.906

Slate, decorated. E. C. Carter 332.050

Slate, school. J. Manger 382.095

Snow plow. .1. E. Twlname 331,849

Soda. Ice cream, J. W. Black 332,134

Soldering cans, machine for, B. Price 331,909

Sole fastener, A. Van Wagenen .331,925, 331,926

Soot consumer and spark arrester, J. Gogerty 331,785

Spectacles and watchmakers' eyeglass, combined,

G. H. Hull 331,791

Spindle bolster, R. C. Fay 832,067

Spindle support, R C. Fay 332,068

Spinning, speeder for, F. J. Duteher 332,194

Spirometer, W. A. Shepard 331,829

Spring motor, W. H. Powell 332.000

Square, W. F. Seargeant 332,011

Stand. See Folding stand. Show stand.

Steam boiler cleaner, H. B. Baker 332,036

Steam boiler Indicator and alarm, H. F. Logce. . . . 331,801

Steam engine lubricator, W. H. Craig 331,772

Steam generator, J. Fish 331,783

Steam generator, F. J. Furman ,. 332.196

Stirrup, safety, H. Coates 332,052

Stove attachment, P. Lahr 531,797

Stove, heating gas, A.J. Doty 331.950

Strawberry vines, device for cutting the runners

of, W. M. Mason 311.804

Sugar, etc.. device for loosening, S. S. Aughe 332,179

Suspender ends, wire tubular bearing for, G. F.

Atwood 332,178

Suspension hook, Raabe A Hackell 331.819

Switch signal, automatic. S. Curlin 331,870

Table. See Ironing table.

Table leaf support, L. Welker 352.125

Table leaf support, Wolf A Inland 331,85

Tablet for arithmetical work, lesson, Potter A

McConnon 331.907

Tanning hides and skins, T. R. Clark 331,942

Telegraph, quadruplex and duplex, Kecley A

Garvey 331,975

Telegraphic service system, M. Duperow 332,193

Telephone exchange, W. S. Ford

Telephonic and telegraphic signal system, J. A.

Seely 332.012

Thrashing machine, W. H. Smith 382,117

Ticket reel. Brown A Stern 331,863

Time detector, watchman's, E. Berman 331,759

Timepiece winding indicator, G. Marzari 331,985

Time recorder for railways, etc., alarm, G. M.

Stout SS2.020

Tabacco carrier, E. Walton 332,123

Tobacco, compound for treating, G. 8. Ylngling... 332.176

Tool sharpener, P. E. Comstock 332,187

Tower, B. F. Orton 331,817

Toy cap exploder, II. M. Dixon 332,063

Trace support, Bollinger A Schwaner 331,761

Trap. See Animal trap. Mole t rap.

Truck, car, C. L. Morehouse 331,994

Trunk. E. Andrews 382,034

Trunk catch, T. L. Rivers 382.004

Turn buckles, die for making, C. H. Williams 332,127

Twist drills, machine for making, S. Moore '.. 531.904

Upright boiler, Cridge A Carlln 332,188

Valve, balanced slide, D. A. Woodbury 321,858

Valve gear, locomotive, W. J. Lewis 331.799

Valve gear, steam engine, M. N. Lynn 332.205

Valve, piston. J. W. Sargent 332,113

Valve, slide, W. Mitchell 331.992

Valve, stop and waste, P. Harvey 331,789

Vehicle, child's, J. S. Anthes 332,131

Vehicle running gear, R. Wlehle et ol 332,029

Vehicle, two-wheeled. J. A. Gallagher 331.957

Vehicle wheel, H. B. Welnstock 332.027

Velocipede, H. G. Latta 832,092

Velocipede, B. Roper 332,005

Ventilator, A. Daub 332,059

Vessels, coating or lining, L. L. Maxtleld 332,160

Violins, rosin holder for, J. W. Angus 331.751

Vise, W. H. Northall 331,905

Vise, bench. W. H. Northall 332,209

Wagon, dumping, L. Rodenhausen 332.109

Wagon reach. Keech A I^berdee 332,084

Wall decorations, etc., plastic compound for, W.

Nielson 332,162

Wall paper, A. Collins 332,054

Washing machine, G. W. Ray 331,910

Washing machine, J. W. Woodruff. 331.931

Watch, self-winding, II. Von der Heydt 332,023

Water closet drip tray. C. H. Moore 331,993

Water wheel, H. Cooper 332,057

Weed puller, R. V. Stocking 332.169

Weigher and register, automatic grain, I. N. A C.

F. Griffith 331,962

Weighing apparatus, stop motion for grain, C.

Seessle 332.116

Wheel. See Car wheel. Current wheel. Har

vester wheel. Water wheel.

Window ventilator, P. C. Klapper 331,796

Wire tightener, A. J. Dpham 332.172

Wood cutting, bundling, and tying machine, F.

Kingston 312.155

Wood embossing, W. A. Compton 331.770

Wood embossing machine, W. A Compton 331.769

Wrench. See Pipe wrench.

Wrench. G. J. Cllne 332.051

Wrench, F. S. Duell 331,951

Wrench. C. Kablsch 331.974

Yoke, neck, P. Shatzer 832,013

DESIGNS.

Card receiver and stand, M. 8. Clark 16,405

Coffin ornament, Rogers \ J'.un- 16,411

Fork handle, C. Wlttock 16,412

Glassware, J. E. Miller 16,409

Lock keeper. C. W. Roblson 16,410

Ornamentation of walls, etc., surface, F. Mankey.. 16,407

Panel, F. Mankey 16,408

Walter, D. M. Ireland 16,406

TRADE MARKS.

Bitters. C. Plngel 12.831

Collars, cuffs, and bosoms, G. N. March 12,832

Medicated astringents and sedatives, A. M. Wil

son 12.835

Nervine. Scotch Oats Essence Company 12.833

Tea. J. Keer 12,831

Tobacco, Bmoking and chewing, G. W. Gail A Ax.. 12,830

Wire cloth, Dc Witt Wire Cloth Company 12,836

Urtiiperhsemenfe.

A printed copy of the specification and drawing of

auy patent In the foregoing list, also of any patent

Issued since ISM, will be furnished from this office for 25

cents. In ordering please state the number and date

of the patent desired, and remit to Mi inn & Co., 3G1

Broadway, New York. We also furnish copiesof patentB

granted prior to 1886; but at Increased cost, as the

specitlcatIons, not being: printed, must be copied by

hand.

Cntifultn n Patent* may now be obtained by the

inventors for any of the inventions named In the fore

going list, at a cost of $40 each. For full Instruction

address Mnun & Co., .'tGt Broadway, New York. Other

foreign patents may also be obtained.

fnalde Pntrc, men insertion - •
Bnck Pave, ench Insertion • •

< 73 cents a line*
• 8J.00 a Hue.

(About eight words to a line.

kngravlngs may head advertisement* at the same rate
per line* by measurement* as the Utter press. Adver
tisements must be received at publication qffice*as early
as Thursday morning to appear in next issue.

WATCHMAN'S IMPROVED

TIME DETECTOR,

WITH SAFETY LOCK ATTACHMENT.

Patented 1S75, 1H7G,
1877. 18S), toil, 1882.
This Instrument

is supplied with 12
keys. Invaluable
for all concerns
employing watch
men. It contains
all modern im
provements, and
is far superior at
the old style. 1882
—At the National
Exposition for
Kailway A pplian-

for the most complete
to P. O.

 

ces at Chicago. The only
*ect Instrument.and Perfect Instrument. Send for circular

Box 2875.
K. 1MHAUSER, Broadway, New York.

mi'mm or Wm.

Embracing WATTS* PHYSICAL and INOR

GANIC CHEMISTRY.

A new American from the Twelfth English Edition.
" tp., leather, $3.50. Will be sent, postpaid, by

A Co., on receipt of price.

Remington Standard Type-Writer
 

mltted to return by

Express C. O. D. for

full purchase price

at any time within

thirty days, thus

giving an opportun

ity for comparison

with other ma

chines.

Wyckoif, Seamaus & Benedict,

330 Brondway New York.

A DVKKTISEHS Can learn the cost of any pro-
at UEO. P- ROWELI, AA posed line of Advi

CO.'S NEWSPAPER Adv.
St., New York. Hend 10 cents for a 100-page pampl

Bureau, 10 Sprue*
phlet.

 

WATCHMAKERS. SS

BW,»HMtW»lJt"«
tham. Mass. CATALOGUES EREE.

 

Woodworking Machinery.

For Planing Mills, Furniture
and Chair Factories. Oar and
Agricultural Works, Carriage
and Buggy shops, and General
Wood Workers. ManufactMby

The hgnti Company,
Cincinnati. O.. I . S. A

Fall AMortmait of ~

 

 

FRICTION CLUTCH

Pulleysand Cut-offCouplings.

JAS. HUNTER & SON. North Adams, Mass.

Valuable Fertiliser Dlstribnter'Patent for Sale entire,
or will license; already Introduced in several counties;
acknowledged the best. Address JOSEPH B. DENTON,
Newtown, Long Island. Send for circular.

Wanted—The right to manufacture some patent arti
cle or device in which light Ironworking machinery

can be used. Will purchase patents or manufacture on
royalty. Address P. O. Box 23, Decatur, III.

THE DESIGNING OF ORDINARY
IRON HIGHWAY BRIDGES.

Illustrated bv Numerous Engravings and 7 Folding Plates.
Showing Bridges ActuallvlConstmcted, and Giving Their
Dimensions ; aleo containing 42 Tables. Price, $4.00. By
J. A. L. Waudeli,, C.E.. B.A.Sc.. MA.E. The very com
plete index will prove of great convenience to both
students and engineers, using the work as a book of ref
erence. Address.MUNN A CO., 361 Broadway, New York.

PAD © A I C A part Interest In patent No.29fi.flM>,
rUII OALCi Issued April 8th, 1884. for a Nursing
Attachment, model of which may be examined at office
of Goodyear Rubber Company, 57 Maiden Lane, New
York. Address for particulars

F. J. PATTEE, Smith Center, Kans.

AMI ^ p r\ An active Man or Woman
l« I C mJ in every county to sell our

goods. Salary $75 per Month and Expenses. Can
vassing outfit and particulars rRKK.
STANDARD SILVERWARE CO., Boston. Mass.

FOOT OR

LATHES

FOR WOOD

POWER L. H I n U O OR METAL.
Allnlzes. Catalogues free. Lathes on trial.

SEBASTIAN, JYX /V V c*> OO.,
ICS West 2d Street, Cincinnati, O.

AMERICAN MECHANICAL DICTIONARY. A
Descriptive Word Book of Tools, Instruments, Machines,
Chemical and Mechanical Processes: Civil, Mechanical,
Railway, Hydraulic, and Millltary Engineering ; a His
tory of Inventions ; General Technological Vocabulary ;
and Digest of Mechanical Appliances In Science and In
dustrial and Fine Arts. Illustrated with upward of
T.(«») engravings. Bv Edward H. Knight, A. M.. Civil and
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ILLUSTKATIONS.

Adding machine. Macnlder's 132
Amalgmator, pike's 306
Amperemeter. Llppmann's fio
Atomiser, Burgess1 83
Aqueduct tunnel, new....287, 293, 294

lias holder and truck JJ*
Ban holder for trucks au
Bakeries, machines for g
Balloon, Thayer's
Balloons, military gg
Battery. Trouve
Beds, spring frame for *
Beveling maohlne ge
Bicycle saddle ... *•
Billiard table packet g»
Bit. drenching, new '«
Blowers of Denain forges »
Blowpipe block 3"°
Boa, great 25
Boat. Nordenfelt...
Boiler cleaner, Kstelles iju
Boiler cleanser, Wass M
Boiler drill, new.... .
Boiler feeder, Haigh'a i"
Boiler flue cleaner 5J9
Boiler, sodawater. eiplos ««>
Boiler, steam. Fox's DJ
Boiler, steam. Thode's «g
Bolt. door. Taylor's . <»
Bolt, expansion, Evans "22
Bolt, flour, new. ~5
Book and oopy holder *°
Book cover, new JJJ
Bottle, washjlaboratory »

Fish. paradise ... .............. *
Fishes, constructive ability of., 4J5
Hanging machine . . J™
Fliers, some wonderful JJJ
Flood Rock ... ■s5
Flood Rock, removal of J»
Flour bolt, new *g
Flower, gigantic..... 5J
Flower stand. Hurch's io«
Frame, spring, for beds •
Furnace, hot air • • ■ •
Furnscc. Peslln's . . . . . 1M. 37J
Furnaces, air feed for »
Furniture, knockdown ™

Brake, car, Daudelin's
Brake, w.tgon. new
Bread oven, Duthls's
Breech ping, Bauge gun..
Brick machine, Aulot'B...
Bridge, cantilever, new...
Bridge. Harlem River OS
Bridge, new. over Thames 255
Buckle, hook, new 260
Bundle dropper for harvesters. . . 67
Button fastener, Irviuc'8 388
Button, improved
Button hole attachment
Button hole cutter

131
.... 226
.... 2411
.... 1
... 262
310, 341

U'.l

Cable grip. Anders' 84
Cables, gripping, method 163
Cactus, candelabra 875
Caisson. MeGovern's 67
Caliper, protractor, and bevel .. 242
Camera, photographic— 8
Canal locks. Manchester 263
Canal, Panama Ill
Canal. St. Mary's Falls 383
Car hr-ike. Daudelin's 131
Car coupler, Buckman's 823
Car couplers, automatic 23i
Car coupling. Field's 114
Car door fastening »
Cur. dumping ...... 3g
Car of military balloon 328
Carreplacer. Snow'B 4
Car wheel and axle JJ»
Carpet stretcher. Taylor's 290
Cartridge, accelerating 17
Cartridges and exploders «J
Catamaran, Bteam *•»
Cattle. Uolsteln »
Cemetery, new plan for 8
Chair elevator. Are «J
Chair, rail. Jacques' 8
Chair, rocking Frougen's 130
Check for blind slats 68
Check for music boxes ITS
chimney cap, new gf
Chimneys and roofs «J
Churn. Monarch •«■>
Clamp for scaffolds ws
clock, a novel
Coendu. the K
Collar and stock 372
College. Sibley «9
Color grinding machine 813
Condenser, subsiage JJJ
Conservatory, ornamental loa
Copper Institute .... ... g»
Cork attachment, Hayward s sra
Corn planter. A gee's g»
Cotton chopper attachment.. . . 322
Cover for books J*B
Cover for vessels
Cowl, chimney. Lane's £>
Cradle, rocking, automatic 34
Crane and engine 1§0
Crane, contractors' J™
Cranes, forge. fifteen ton 214
Cultivator, revolving 822
cutting apparatus, mower •»*
Cycloldotrope 390

G

Galvanometer building. Cornell.. 182
Galvanometer, tangent 175
Gas deteoter for mines 258
Gas engine, small 280
Gas hydrogen, apparatus 329
Gate fastening, McKlnnon s.
Gate for water wheels
Gate, railroad. Balrs'
Gate, railroad, Murray's
Gate, Stone's
Gauge, hub boxing
Governor, engine, new
Grading machine
Grain drier, new
Grate bars. Miller's
Grinding machine for colors., .
Grip, cable. Ander's 34
Guard for bedBteads 10D
Gun. Bange. great 1
Gun carriage, Moncrieff Sjw
Gun, dynamite— 271

. 3711
IS

. 194
242

. 870

. 199

. 210
. 343

Hair cutting machine 327
Hame fastener
Hammock, portable 00
Handle for valises ... *
Hammer, helve, new .. ™
Harlem River improvement **>
HarneBB attachment, new itjj
Harrow, Boutner'8 Jg
Hay rack. Connelly's Jn
Heat, BOlar. raising water by 2"
Heels, shoe, machine for <j
Hitch, diamond J"
Hobby horse tricycle 21"
Hook buckle, new
Hook, fish. Lie's =w
Hook. Bnap. Palmer s *
Horse. Belgian . JJ{
Horse training apparatus ai
Horseshoe, Charles' .
Horseshoe, Scbwsab's JJJ
llor«eshoe, Stevens' fX
Hose tower, Ward's '»
Houses of I'arllament

Piano, sllex S
Pie and cake rack
Pile, Trouve 2g
Pine hanger, Blake's gg
Pine, tobacco. Tappe'B |™
Pivot, mirror, new jfl"
Plate rolling machine ™<
Plow. Glenn'B }"
Plow. snow, hand .
Plow, snow. Wackerman's
Pocket, billiard table
Portraits, composite "»
Propeller for steamboats *»
Propellers. Maclalne's JJ
Pteradon. bat-like if!
I 'ulley, Clark's J51
Pulley for lathes w»
Pulley lubricator »
Pump for oil wells °S
Pumping engines, new fS
Pumping eng. for 8.8. Chicago... Ug
Purifier, middlings 3X1

Back, pie and cake 20
Back, towel. Bergsten'i 86
Rail chair. Jacques' ■»
Rail Joint. Larkln s ™
lUUroad gate, Balrs ™
Railroad gate, new t!
Railroad spike, new.
Railway, military, English
Rapid Transit Co., M. Y ^
Receiver. Rels ... •»
Reel, wire. Robert s
Regulator, Leconteux
Rein holder. Teeter's
Revolver, diminutive
Rifle, army. British.
Roofs and chlmnc
Rolling mill. Cran

e/a—
ldellB..

HouseB, Warwick. .
Hydrophobia treatment. .

. 78
, 291
. 391

Ice machine. Luscher's S8S
Ice velocipede 408
Injector, moist air 147
Injector, petroleum 17V
Iquana, the 67
Irrigating apparatus 404

Dam. St. Mary's Falls Canal..
Dicentras. American
Ditching machine
Dock, dry, new
Dock, floating
Door check. Maurer's
Draught device, new
Dredges. American
Drill, boiler, new
Dynamite gun.. -
Dynamo room. Sibley College
Dynamo station, Daft

Jack, lifting. Ingalls' 18

K

Key and sounder, telegraph 5
Keyhole guard 290
Kiln, limestone 354
Kneaulng machine 249

Label holder. Cannon's 806
Laboratory. Cambridge 119
Ladder. Furlong's »4
ladder. Park's jg
Lamp extinguisher. Burgess'.... 210
Lantern, magic, new t»
Laryngoscope, electric 274
Lathe, turning. Smith s 365
Lawn tennis post, new 66
Lens tor telescopes. 5
Light, electric, submarine 200
Light modifier 197
Lightning photography 149
Ljly, gigantic «j

; 50
. 294
. 327

Limestone kiln
Liming vat, improved
Link movement, new
Link. sp:|t, ('lay's
Locks, canal, Manchester.
Locks. St. Mary's Falls 383
Locomo' ive, pet'leum consum'g. 179
Locomotives, keening track of.. 264
Locomotives, work done ny 146
Lubricator, Barclay's ,

Easel, portable *JJ
F*g beater, Bryant s lm
Kgg beater. Newcomer's 61
Kgg register and tester • •
Electric currents, measurements 32o
Electric fan j"
Electric firing apparatus «7
Electric light apparatus £"
Eiectrlc light In museum..... .. m
Electric measuring apparatus. .50. »
Electric motor. Daft.. »'J
Electric siren. Weber's.. »
Electricity, new applications 210
Elephant. Coney Island 13
Elevator, chair, Ore ,.
Emery wheel dust magnified 1»
Exhibition, Budapest!! ..... i»
Extinguisher, lamp, automatic. ^10
Eye shade, Ward's I9a

Fan, electric 37
Fan, tnitglc. to make 152
Feed trough, Leniug's 404
Fence post, Gates' 100
Fence post. Wheeler's 806
Fence, Read's 274
Firearm, repeating 259
Fire escape. Davis' 274
Fire escape. Dlttrick's 388
Fire escape, Golliag's 115
Fire escape. Macdouough'B 370
Fire escape, new .. 231,290
Fire escape. Ward's 130
Fireplace attachment 260
FHU hook, Lie s 388

.. 51
Lubricator,' pulley'. 36

M

Mall bag and lock 372
Map of Straits of Belle Isle 281
Mechanical movement. Farra's. . 99
Memorandum pad 308
Merry-go-round, sail 22
Mica piateB. mount of 257
Microscope in mechanic arts.. 54. 1S5
MicroBcope accessories 197
Middlings purifier 822
Mill, blooming, new 162
Milk pan and cheese mould 196
Mill, roiling. CrandelPs 4
Mirror pivot. Bretthut's 210
Monuments, bronie 308
Motor, domestic 874
Motor, elecirlc. Daft 319
Mule, to pack 812
Music boxes, check for 179

N

Night sky, Nov. and Deo 868
Night sky. Oct. and Nov 289
Nest of paradise fish 23
Nippers, cutting 322
Nut lock, Comstock's 116
Newton's rings *57

Obelisk, preservation. 858
Oil cup. Swift's 306
Oil well pump 68
Oiler for eccentrics 269
Optical Illusion 82
Ore separator. Gideon's 243
Oven, bread. Dathis's 249
Oxygen, liquefaction of 36

Pads for shafts 211
Panama Canal Ill
Park. Riverside 79
Paoer bag holder 388
Parrots, carnivorous 407
Pendulum titan 812
Photogniphlc apparatus, new 246
Photographic camera 8
Photographic tricycle 178
Photography, lightning 149
Piano players, surgery for 86

Sad iron holder, new 242
Saddle, bicycle 807
Sail skating jus
salt In ornamentation i<»
Sample box -go
Sand blast machine
Sand feeder, locomotive 9»
sash securer, new sw
Saw, drag, Gurney's JJ1
Saw Bet. Marsh's *o
Scrub cutter, new 98
Seat for vehicles 404
Seat, vehicle. Coleman's 194
seed planter, Lande's ^75
Seeder. Glenn'B "S
Sewer, great. Brooklyn JJ|
shafts for vehicles ™
Shafts, pads for H>
Shaping machine. Improved a
Shears, pruning 88i
Ship Benbow £f
shios, war, British, new 81
Shoe heels, machine for 6
Sibley College £g
silver king (flshl 860
Siphon recorder lg*
Siren, eiectrlc, Weber's JJ
Skate. Lamont's 194
Skates, roller, stop for £to
skating sail fg
Skiagraph. Brown's DJ
Sleeper's guard, McMurray's.... 3»
Snow plow, hand 147
Snow plow, Wackerman's 2g>
Soap film holder £7
Sod cutter, Phillips' . . J4J
Spike, railroad, new 18, *j
stamp moistener ■ *"
Stamps, handling, device for as,
standards, electric, new <*
Star, new, in Andromeda i>"
Steamboat, new *3
Steam engine. 50 H. P... »
Steam trap, Taylor's
steering apparatus JJJ
Stock and collar JJ2
Stop for roller skates Ji"
Strainer, tunnel JJj
Stud, improved— l*»
Surgery for piano forte players.. Bb

MISCELLANY.

j a star (*) refer
1 articles.

Academy of 8clence. National... 320
Accumulator, Jablochkoff. 65
Acid, anisic 313
Acid, phosphoric, from slag 8
Add, sulphurous, in air 135
Adding machine, Macnlder's *1S2
Advertising In London num.... 102
Age. old 104
Aerial navigation '280
Aero.lte. Pennsylvania. 224. 273
Air bladder in fishes 213
Air- feed for furnaces '84
Air, liquefied, forms of 887
Air, purification of 257
Air. resistance of 193
Alarm photometer 62
Alarm, shoal water 83
Alert, return of 820
Alloy, tiers-argent lis
Alloys, sliver-aluminum 10o
Aluminum, manufacture of ..225. 852
Aluminum smelting 185
Amalgamator, Pike's •306

Ammonia, recovery of -810
Ammonia, synthesis of 180
Amperemeter, Llppmann's .. .. *50
Analgesia 84
Andiomeda's loss 354
Animals as barometers 81
Ants, swarms of 276
Antwerp prises tor America... . 357
Arc light, value of 177
Architect 8 responsibility 229
Architecture, crazy quilt 49
Architects, interesting to 868
Arithmetic, finger 1«4
Ark, ancient and modern 818
Armor belt, old, revival of 182
Artesian well in Moscow 121
Artotype process 7
Arum, gigantic... *!»
Asphaltum 20
Assimilation, a curiouB 813
Association, American 161
Association. Amer. Adv. Science. 52
AsteroldB .jj 161.304
Astronomical notes 97. 161,304
Atlantic, meaning of word, 246,

Atlantic, temperature of 404
Atomizer. Burgess' *83
Avenue Knickerbocker *378
Aqueduct, croton, new •sB

Axolotl, the 889

Button hole attachment *6R
Button hole cutter *327
Button, Improved »149

Tar, blast furnace, recovery 310
Telegraph, Dleusal's LN
Telegraph key. Belt's . . . 6
Telegraph, pr1tlng. Baillehoche s 70
Telegraphy, optical H3
Telephone call, new ^o
Te ephone. military...... 85
Telephone. Rels. original HB
Telephone wires, laying 184
Telpher line 326
Tire tightener, Powers' «0
Tobacco pipe, Tappe's w>
Tongs, Vi Inegar's JTO
Torpedo, Berdan 196
Torpedo boat 1m Bombe 103
Torpedo boat, new 406
Towel rack, Hergsten's . 3b
Transmitter. Rels 335. 342
Trap, steam, Taylor'B <no
Tricycle hobby horse 2w>
Tricycle, photo "J
Trunk. WulfTs 3g
Tunnel, aqueduct, new
Tunnel strainer »><

Valise handle. White's 4
Valve, balloon *»>
Vaive. compound 1«*
Valve, slide, new......... |»
Valve, steam, Horsfield s 115
Valve, Bteam, Mitchell's 14i
Valve, steam. Sypher's 67
Valves, Chapman «i
Vat. liming. Improved a)
Vehicle, two-wheeled
Velocipede, Dillon's 403
Velocipede. Ice *«
Ventilator. Bronson's 1»
Vessels on Suez t anal 118

W

Wagon box fastening 99
Wagon brake, new
War ship. Benbow «
War ships, British, new 31
Wash bottle, luboratory . 344
Washing machine, new 136. ,«8
Washing machine. Roger s 356
Water motor, balanced 373
Water tank, railway 259
Water wheel, Collins'. 275
Water wheel house. Ithaca 247
Wedge culter, Jenkins' 98
Whale, right ,87
Wheel and axle, car 146
Wheel or pulley, Clark'B 131
Wheel, water, Collins' £5
Winch, steam 329
Window, Buckner s 854
Window sash and frame 114
Window screen 196
w rench, lever, Goodson s 146
Wrench, Porter's 228
Wool comber, new 345

i'acht Puritan Ut

Bacteria, no limit to 70
Bag holder and truck *J»
Bag bolder for truckB *290
Bakeries, machines for *249
Balata "8
Balloon Journey, a 229
Balloons, signaling, electric .. ..161
Balloons, military '328
Balloons. Thayer's *406
Balloons, war «•
Ballooning, experimental 88
Barometer, glycerine, how idade 120
Barometers, animals as 81
Bartholdiin America 402
Bath, fix, ammonia in 321
Baths, toning 387
Battery, Trouve 200
Battery, Leclanche, portable— 259
Beds, frame for *4
Bee, mechanism of *33
Beer, examinations of 192
Bees, honey, busy 281
Bees, prediction of weather by.. 169
Be ts, leather, test of 186
Beveling machine *855
Bicycle ride, longest 183
Bicycle saddle, new "807
Bicycle, two thousand miles on.. 64
Billiard table pocket *308
Bird's eggs, color of 2118
Birds, soaring Kfl
Bit, drenching *162
Blackbirds, piping 6
Blacking, harness 215
Blast, big . 129
Blast furnace heat 164
Bleaching by electricity 72
BllndnesB, color 20
Blood, poultry 188
Blood under the microscope — 200
Blossoms, grog, cause of 213
Blowers of Denain forges *S8
Blowpipe block *4t8
Blue prints, formulas for 276
Boa, great •265

Boat, canal, Bteam ^6
Boat, submarine, new •296

Boat, torpedo. La Bombe . . . 103
Boat, torpedo, naval 341
Boat, torpedo, new '40b
Boats, torpedo, at sea 149
Boats, torpedo, English 212
Bosts, torpedo, progress 842
Boats, torpedo, Russian 19
Boiler cleaner, Estelle's 'ISO
Roller cleanser. Wass' *5l
Boiler, Coventry 972
Boiler drill, new •811

Boiler feeder, Halgh's *178
Boiler flue cleaner *866
Boiler Inspection Co 853
Boiler plate ductility 809
Boiler, soda, explosion. .» *405
Boiler. Bteam, Fox's '178
Boiler, steam. Thode's v.*162
Boiler water, heat of 69, 101
Bolls, treatment 194
Bolt, door. Taylor's *83
Bolt, expansion, Evan's *244
Bolt, floor. Halliday's *258
Bolts and screw threads 241
Book and cony holder •306
Book cover. Williamson's *U6
Borax as disinfectant 376
Bore hole, theldeepest 64
Bottles, packing 9
Bow, a natural 199
Box wood, supply of 193
Boy, do you smoke? 102
Boys in coal mines 182
Brake, car. Daudelin's *1S1
Brake, wagon, new *226
Brass, repairing with 99
Brann'fl reproductions 7
Bread mixtures 217
Bread oven, Dathls' "249
Brick machine, Alllot's
Bricks, lime and clinker 165
Bridge, cantilever, new •339

Bridge, Iron, decay of - .86
Bridge, new. over Thames •261

Bridges, decay of 356
Broadway, New York, traffic 68
Bromine 136
Bronze, white *»g
Buckle, hook, new •860

Bundle dropper for harvesters.. *6.
Business, a dangerous 38
Business, electric light 224
Business, employer s. stealing... 177
Burglars, importance of 368
Burns, remedy for 208
Button fastener, Irvine's •338

Cable grip, Ander's *34
( able road. New York 160
Cables, gripping, method •163
Cactus, candelabra *375
Cactuses, uscb of spines In 233
Caisson, McGovern's •67
Calico printing, progress 62
Caliper, protractor, and bevel *242
Camera as a detective 324
Camera, photographic 8
Canal boat, steam 6
Canal horse, life saving 279
Canal locks, Manchester *263
Caual, Nicaragua 884
Canal, Panama 103, 111, 118
Canal, Panama, dredgers *95
Canal, Pauama, prospects 166
('anal, St. Mary's Falls *383
Canal, Sues 2}9
Canal works 258
CanalB. our. maintenance 96
Canned goods, mistakes about. . . 38
Cannon, western 182
Car brake. Dandelln's *131
Car. oomnressed air 38
< ar coupler, Buckman's *323
Car coupler company, new 263
Car coupler trials *232
Car couplers. dlscuBBlon of 17
Car couplers, state regulations.. 5?
Car coupling Field's *1I4
Car door fastening •36
Cur. dumping •323

Carreplacer, Snow's *4
Car seats 128
Car wheel, genesis of 392
Car wheel and axle *146
Carp ponds, grass for 407
Cars, responsibility for 406
Cars, street compressed air 244
Carbon dust explosions 264
Carp In Klvunna River 372
Carpet stretcher, Taylor's •290

Carpels, designs for •
Carriage by electric wire 49
( artrldge, accelerating — »17
Cartridges, lime 325
Casting and forging 145
Cat, eggs hatched by 164
Catamaran, steam '279
Catarrh, glycerine In 196
Cattle, Holsteln........ ■■■■ *9
Celestial bodies, fall of 325, 889
Cement, bad effect on Iron 260
Cement from glue 148
Cement, iron i ■ • • 201
Cemetery, Indian 162
cemetery, new plan for ... *8
Cereals, origin of 39
Chair elevator for fires •231
Chair, rail, Jacques' •61
Chair, rocking, Vningen'B. •ISO

Charts for clrc e sailing 80
( heck for blind slats *68
check for music boxes 179
chevreul. Michel E 321
Chimney cap, new •292

Chimney, paper 296
Chimney, suit about 228
chimney, 90 ft., moving 34
Chimne> s and roofs. '291
Chloroform 69
Chloroform, use of 166
Cholera, treatment of 10*
Cholera, victims of 148
Churn, Monarch •828

dilated organisms, exam '32*
cinchona, wax from 183
Clamp for scaffolds *J56
clare, John 341
Clay eating. ............ 104
Climatology of l'uget Sound ... 49
Clock, a novel *MJ
Clothing, buoyant «»
Clover lerttllzed by bees 21
Clock, ticking of the 289
Coal ashes for heavy soils 64
Coal, loss of weight in ■»
Coal dust, spont. combustion . .. 226
coal, duty of 226
Coast, trlangulation of 112
Cocaine 387
Cocaine hydrochloride 843
Cockroaches, to kill 196
Cocoanut cellulose 81
Coendu. the *S1S
Colds, overcoat 271
Collar and stock ■■■■ '372
College. Sibley ^'•slii
Colorblindness 20
Color grinding machine. . "343
Color sense In animals 233
Color, to restore 24
Colors, chemical . . 64
Colors In sealing wax, mean. of.. 50
Colors in thin plates •2J7

Columns, crushing limit 356
Comber, wool *S45
Combustion, spontaneous L5
Comet, a new 405
Comet, Barnard's ... l»i
Concert pitch, normal 32
Concrete, cinder 101
Concrete, clinker, strength 38
Concrete for columns 289
CondenBers. lantern, cracking.... 368
Congo rod. how used 102
Conservatories •169
Cooper lnsritute. repair of S5i
Copper deposits. Texas S8
Cork attachment, Haywards *373
Corks - 82
Corn planter, Agee's *2t»
Corpulence, treatment of 87
Corrosive sublimate In surgery.. 375
Cotton and Its machinery — 20
Cotton chopper attachment . ...*32^
Cotton ginning. Improvements.. 16
Cotton hybrid, valuable 884
Cotton Items 341
Cover for books "IJo
Cover for vessels *34i
Cowl, chimney. Lane's...... *20
Crab, powdered, as medicine 135
Cradle, rocking, automatic •84
Crane and engine •150

Crane, contractor's 2H
cranes, forge, fifteen ton *214
Crazy quilt architecture 49
crucibles, nickel 32
Cruiser. British, fastest 21
Cultivator, revolving •322

Dock, floating. .
ibTe.

•■-07

. 3
•83

. 213
•372

374
•402

Dog, profitable
Door bolt, Taylor's
Dram drinker's red nose
Door check. Maurers
Drainage enterprise
Draught device, new
Drawing. compulBory
Drawings, crayon, fixing
Dredges, American—
Dredging boats. American..
Drill, boiler, new
Drills, single lipped
Driving at night
Dry rot -
Dye, hair walnut. ™
Dynamite, explosion of ■»
Dynamite gun
Dynamite gun, new.. £5
Dynamite gun, trial s»
Dynamite gun, trying ■»

Earth, temperature of 97

161
•93

104
•811

32
401
184

•407

169
Easel, portable
Eatables on ocean steamers
Eclipses, superstitions 19*
Edging by forging 16
Egg beater, Bryant's •116
Egg beater. Newcomer's ™
Egg register and tester ..•290
Eggshells, to engrave 264
Eggs, preserving 289
Klectric conductivity 106
Electric conduits, underground 868
Electric currents, measurement.'SS
Klectric fan *3»
Electric gun *
Electric lumps for fire arms 7S
Electric lamps small 118
Electric laryngoscope . . ... •274
Electric light app. for chemists. . 200
Electric Light Association 128
Electric light business 324
Electric light in museum *S01
Klectric light on trains 7
Electric light, submarine '.00
Electric meaBurlng apparatus... . TJO
Electric motor. Daft •319
Electric railway, Toronto 228
Electric signaling balloons 131
Electric siren. Weber's 82
Electrical studies at Cornell "
Klectrictans.amateur.cautlonto
Electricity and dust
Electricity and " Liberty "
Electricity, earringe by
Electricity from fire. ...........
Electricity, new application. 181,
Electrotypes 1?!
Elephant, Coney Island "15
Elevator, chidr. for fires *23l
Embryo, Influ. of magnetism 98
Emulsions, gelatine...... 386
EmuislonB spoiled by thunder... 185
Enamel, black, for Iron 72
Enamel, cardboard 18
Enamel foi iron goods 21
Engine, pressure. 500 lb 120
Engineering, ancient w
Engineering as a profession.. .. . . 88
Engineers, loco.. Brotherhood.... £41
Engineer's observations 392
Engraving, photo-mezzotint.... 244
Engraving, photo, new process . 168
Enlarging by reflected tight 180
Ensilage of mulberry leaves 821
Ethnology ■ 37
Eucalypti, new use for 283
Evidence, expert.. ... 184
Exhibition, Amer., at Rome 196
Exhibition, BudapcBth '19
Exhibition, electrical, Paris 185
Exhibition. Inven.. medals of. ... 186
Exhibition, Novelties 32. 67. 193
Explosive, new. .. 244
Exposition, American 162 342
Exposition. New Orleans new.. 89
Exposition. North American, etc. 145
Extinguisher, lamp, automatic, .mo

. 372
. 215
. 37
. 49
278
•215

Cup, America keeps the 192
Cutting app. formowers "SSB
Cyanltc, tire resistance of 4
Cycloldotrope •390

I)

Dandruff, to remove
Death Valley ■■
Design patent, infringed
Developer for slides
Developing In two solutions.....
Development, improved method
Diarrhoea, remedy for
Diamond mining, Africa ««*
Dicentras. American *7i
Diet, hot weather ■■• «
Disinfectants 37. ass
Ditching machine *>"
Diuretic, new •g
Dock, dry, new..... g"
Dog muzzle wanted »■

Fabric, paper pnlp ?
Fair, American Institute Ir8. £61
Fan. electric... ft
Fan, magic, to make '162
Fat from cinchona 188
Feed trough, new •404
Fence. Read's '274
Fence post. Gates' *100
Fence post. Wheeler's 'SOs
Ferns, gold and sliver 278
Fever, hay 136
Fever, hay. cure of 84
Fever, thermic 89
Fever, typhoid, Plymouth 17
Fig trees, cone* rnlng 225
Filter paper. Swedish 281
Filter, wood, new 1*9
Filtering, new method of 182
Fire appliances, life saving 17
Firearm, repeating •259

Firearms, accelerating 83
Fire, electricity from 27s
Fire escape, Davis' *274
Fire cs ape, Dlttrick's •258

Fire escape. Golllng's *1I5
Fire escape, Macdonough's *3i0
Fire escape, new *290, •281
Fire escape, Ward's . •180

Fire losses 118
Fireman, a color bllud 344
Fireplace attachment *260
Fires extinguished by steam 51
Fires, petroleum 248
Fish hatching 81
Fish hook, Lie's _*388
Fish, paradise 23, 69
Fish, silver king .•360

Fish, star 2ko
Fishery, whale, coast 203
FisheB. air bladder In 213
Fishes, blind 233
Fishes, constructive ability of... '215
Flanging machine 279
Filers, some wonderful '137
Files moving on smooth surfaces, 'tu
Flies, relation to disease 149
Flood Rock blown up .. _*tft
Flood Rock explosion . ..'223. 256. 324
Flood Hock exploB.. photo 261
Flood Rock, removal •&»
Elour|bolt. new •258
Flower stand, Burch's •164

Flowers, gigantic... ,v *89
Foot, the modem 372
Foliages, change of 323
Forclte powder 133
Forests. American 241
Forge, gas. natural 326
Foundation walls 108
Frame, spring for beds *4
Frames, bronze 8U
Freckles, cure for (18) 203
Freckles, recipe for 389
Freckles, removal of . 210
Fuel, liquid, California 296
Fuels, comparative cost 72
Furnace, b ast, heat consumed. . 164
Furnace, hot air •• ■■ "SO
Furnace. Peslln's 1».371
Furnaces, air feed for '34
Furniture, knockdown *116

0

Galvanometer, tangent *175
Garnet, a large 406
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Gas detecter for mines *258
Gas engine, small *3S0
Gas engines <>f lurge power 147
Gas. forges, natural 325
Gas. natural. Cleveland 169
Gas. natural, econom. results.... 3
Gas. natural, evil of 19
Gas. natural, for Eastern cities.. 820
Gas. natural, notes on 277. 400
Gas, natural. Pittsburg 199
Gas. natural, uses of 213
Gas wells of Ohio 98
Gate fastening, McKlnnons •■••99

Gate for water wheels - - ■ *370
Gate, railroad. Balr's *ij
Gate, ra lroad, .Murray's. ... .194
Gate. Stone's *243
Gateway of knowledge 35*
Gauge, nub boxing ^27
Gelatlno emulsions 886
Gelatine Alms, thickness 368
Geological survey, New Jersey.. 115
Ghetto of Rome 55
Gilbert, Dr. R. H «
Girder, single span, longest 160
Girls, college, hea th of 119
Glacier, groat, of Alaska 67
Glass blowing, mechanical 398
Glass, cutting, method 376
Glass, plate, loss of 4JJJ
(■lass, plate, manufacture 120
Glass, stained, tests of 28J
Gold. California 370
Gold, deep mining for SB
Gold In Michigan raj
Gold refining process 374
Gorrtnge, i lenry U _ .91
Governor, engine, new "259
Grading machine *37U
Grain drier, new 199
Grant, General 8*
Grass, fall, seeding 244
Grass for carp ponds Jul
G rate bars. Ml i ier's *210
Great Eastern, sale of 344
Greenhouse, ornamental 169
Grenades, hand 325
Greyhounds of Atlantic 362
Grinding machine •343

Grip, cable. Ander's 34
Guard for bedsteads 100
Guild, W. H 8*
Gulf Stream 89
Gulf Stream life, origin 87
Gun, Bange. great. .. 1
Gun carriage, Moncrleff *2B&
Gun, dynamite "JJ1
Gun, dynamite, new 256
Gun. dynamite, trial 889
Gun. dynamite, trying 267
Gun. eiectrlo *
Gun. Gatllng 1«
Gun that will not burst Ml
Guns, naval, British 40

li

Habitations, oldest 871
Hall stones, curious 363
Hair and freckles, removal 210
Ha.r cutting machine '327
Hair dye, walnut 365
Hair tonic, quinine 404
Hume fastener "242
Hammer, helve, new 195
Hammer signals 348
Hammock, portable "56
Harness attachment, new •116

Harness blacking •}&
Harp, JSolian. how made 166
Harrow, Boatner's *98
Harrows, decision 160
Hay. Is It cheap food? 2W
Hay fever 186
Hay fever, cure of 84
Hay rack, wagon *404
Headache, sick, treatment 116
Heat becoming dark— 102
Heat for electric conductivity... 106
Heat, solar, ral ing water *214
Hellochrauic principle, new. 101)
llellhofnte, explosive 344
Hemp for phylloxera 136
Hendricks. Thus. A 853
Herons, white 322
Hiccough remedy 183
Hitch, diamond Jgl
Hobby horse, tricycle —*210
Homes, comfortable 363
Hook buckle, new *260
Hook. OBh, Lie's *3j«
Hook, snap, Palmer's •20

Hope as a remedy 183
Horse, Belgian '121
Horse, canal, life saving 279
Horse, sensible 344
Horse training apparatus •211

Horseshoe, Charle's *372
Horseshoe, 8 hwaab s 194
Horsesnoe. Stevens' •226

Hose tower. « ard's 130
House building, hints on 280
Houses of Parliament "73
Houses, Warwick *291
Hurricane at ' harleston :78
Hydro-extractors, cages of 341
Hydrogen, production of 181
Hydrophobia, researches 3.*>2
Hydrophobia treatment "891

I

Ice, contraction in 313
I e machine, Luscher's *38S
Ice velocipede *403
Idea, a good 6, 24
Iguana, capture of "57
Illinois and Mass., Industries— 113
Incrustations, removal of U9
Indigo 358
Industrial notes 72
Injector, moist air 147
Injector, petroleum 179
Ink. Indelible, for paper 51
Ink, marking 406
Ink, mourning... 4
Ink, stamping, Indelible 19
Insurance policies 184
lntenslher for negatives 292
Interest factor 72
Interior, at the ...... 296
Invention, mechanical. Influ 57
Invention, progress of 83
Invention, Swedish, new.....— 48
Inventions, agricultural 10. 25,

41, 58. 74, SO. 106. 122. 154. 170,
1*6. 202 , 217 , 234. 266. 282.

311.330,346.377,403
Inventions, engineering .. 10,25,

41. 58. 74. 91), 106. 133, 138. 154.
170. 2U2. 217. 334 . 250. 282. 314,

846. 330. HI. 377, 394, 40*
Inventions, mechanical..202. 346. 394
Inventions, miscellaneous.. 10. 25,

41 58 , 74 . 90. 106. 122. 138. lit,
170. 1*8. 3tK. 217. 234, 250. 368,

382.314,330,346,361.377,894, 408

Inventions wanted in Egypt 181
Inventors, good, poor lawyers... 36
Inventors, work for 117
Iodoform, odor of 30
Iron and steel, chrome 97
Iron as fire resisting 49
Iron, bad effect of cement 260
Iron business 88
Iron, oast, beudlng 266
Iron, cast, decomp. by heat 36
Iron cement ... 201
Ironclad after ten years 183
Iron ores 309
Iron, steel against 88
Iron, to glue leather to 320
Irrigating apparatus "404
Island, new, in Pacific 371
Italians, why they sing 84
Ivory, artificial 73

J

Jack, lifting. Ingall's 18
Jail, iron, rotary 3*2
Jenkln, Prof. Fleemlng 16
Jenner and Pasteur 891
Jewish population of the world.. 360
Jumbo, death of 193
Jupiter, markings on 97
Jute, asphalted 353

K

Keyhole gnard •290

Kiln, limestone *S54
Kneading machine *249
Knowledge, house, for boys 33

L,

Label holder. Cannon's. . . •806
Laboratory. Cambridge *119
Ladder. Furlong's *84
Ladder. Park's *I62
Lake Champlflln. bridging 101
Lampblack, upontan. combust. . . 117
Lamp, electric, small — 118
Lamp extinguisher. Burgess'... .*210
Lamp. Incandescent, new 64
Lamp, safety, early 89
Lamp, signal, government ... 249
Lamps, electric, for firearms 73
Lamps, incandescent, how made 18
Language, a universal 184
Lantern, magic, effects by 68
Lantern, magic, new •bS

Lantern , oil light for 400
Lantern slides, developer for.... 385
Lantern slides, toning 306
Lard oil. poisonous 181
Laryngoscope, electric •274

Laths, turning. Smith's 356
Lathes, attachment for '402
Lathrop, James c 68
Lawn tennis poBt, new. *86
Lead bath 48
Leather, gluing to iron 330
Legal decisions, recent 184
Lcmou oil, artificial 73
Lemonade, salicylic 182
Lemons, eatin-t 62
Lens for telescopes, eto *6
Lenses, yellow tinge In 885
Lenses, flare In 216
Lenses, how to separate 81
Life, Gulf stream, origin 37
Light and heat experiments 84
Light, arc. value of 177
Light, electric, on trains 7
Light, electric, submarine •200

Light from water power 196
Light, magnesium 360
Light house construction 86
Light waves of Increased length 277
Lightning, locomotive struck by 35
Lightning photograph, a 344
Lightnlnu photography 149
Lightning, protection agamst— 168
Llifhtnlng stroke, effect 160
Lime cartridges 325
Limestone, burning .."354
Liming vat, Improved 'fiO
Link movement for engines 405
Link movement, new *294
Link, split, Clay's •3jf7
Lions, sea, California 370
Locks, canal. Manchester "263
Locomotive boiler, Coventry .... 372
Locomotive engineers 241
Locomotive museum 84
Locomotive, petroleum consum.179
Locomotives, American 7
Locomotives, heavy, economy... 100
Locomotives, keeping track of. .*264
Locomotives, work done by 146
Locust, seventeen year. . . 9
Lubricator, Barclay's "61
Lubricator, pulley — •36

Lumber, great cargo of 338
Luminous rays 161
Lunatics, two singular 121.
Lyman, A. a 145

M

Machinery, aim and end of 246
Machinery buyers, hints for 63
Machinery, second hand 131
Magnesium light 260
Mall bag and lock '372
Man. weight of 372
Manufactures from the air 116
Manufacturing prospects 112
Man of N. Atlantic 381
Materialisation, spiritual 276
McClellan. George B 394
Measurement 858
.Mechanical movement. Farm's. "99
Mechanics, student 234
Medicine, Introducing 888
Medicine shop, dollar 288
Memorandum pad *308
Mercury In Louisiana 117
Merry-go-round. Miii "22
Merullus lacrlmans 181
Metals oxidation and bronzing.. 85
Meteors, Augubt ..304
Meteors, display of 408
Meteors, fine, two 87
Meteoric showers. Nnvemlier— 368
Microbes In water, removal 257
Microscope accessories 197
M Icroscope In mechanic arts *54,185
Middlings purifier "322
Mlik, how spoiled 158
M Ilk of the porpoise 341
Milk pan and cheese moud 196
Mill, blooming, new 184
Mill, rolling. CraiideH's '4
Mills. Pacific 145
Mills, sugar cane 886
Mills, tide 1»
Mineral productsof U. States ... 20
Mineral wool JOS
Mirror plv t, Brelthut's.... ..rao
Mississippi River Improvements 240
Mole, bUucture of 67

Momentum, dynamic 133
Mosquito oil 183
Moths In carriages 115
Motor, domestic '374
Motor, electric. Daft. . JgM
Motor, water, balanced— "373
Mucdage, postage stamp (18) 218
Mulberry leaves, ensilage of . . .. 321
Mule, how to pack *312
Mummy eyes, necklace of 240
Museum, locomotive 84
Music boxes, check for 179
MustHrd sponge 265
Muzzle for cattle WO

N

Naphtha, singular effect of 245
Napbthol 52
Naphthalene, wood preserv 379
Natural history notes 233
Navigation, aerial 330
Navy, Brazilian WO
Necklace of mummy eyes 240
Negatives, development of — 197
Negatives, glaceing 831
Negatives, paper 283
Negatives, transparent 400
Nets versus torpedoes 181
New Jersey, geolog. survey 115
Niagara, power, utilizing 165
Niagara, recession of 301
Nicaragua Canal project 884
Nickel crucibles 83
Night sky, Nov. and December. .♦353
Nlgiit sky, Oct. and November... •239

Nippers, cutting *322
Nut lock, Comstock's 116
Nutmeg plant 189
Nuts, cylindrical 176

U

Obelisk, decay of... .....
Obelisk, preservation of. .305, 309, 358
Obesity, treatment of 87
Ocean wave, power of 402
Ohio River Improvement. 389
Ohm, thelegal "66
Oil cup. Swift s *806
Oil fleid. Colorado 874
Oil, great waste of '75
Oil, lard, poisonous 181
Oil. linseed, uses of 101
Oil of lemon, artificial 73
OH well pump....... "68
Oil wells, nitroglycerin for 198
<■ Her for eccentrics •259

Oleomargarine legislation 131
Optical experiment 3
Optical illusion "83
Ore separator, Gideon's "242
Organisms, ciliated, examlna. . ."324
Organisms, unicellular. Immort .. 233
Orion nebula, photographs 181
Ostrich farming 321
Ounce, the postal 376
Ourse.ves as others see us 56
Ova of bllhurzla in the lungs 112
Overcoat colds 271
Overprints, how to reduce 180
Oxygen, liquefuction of "35
Oxygen, liquid, Insulator 187
Oyster pest, new 81
Oyster hatching 81
Oyster, life out of water 285

1»

Pads for shafts "211
Paint for Ironwork 115
Panama I anal ."■cTuJ" lis
Panama route. Is It practicable /. 336
Panama vs. 1'ebuantepeo .. 65
Paper, albumenlzed, sensitizing. 180
Paper bag holder "888
Paper chimney gg
Paper, filter, Swedish 281
Paper for wrapping silver 130
Paper, gelatlno-chioride silver., lit;
Paper In Tonkin 298
Paper, luminous 839
Paper tiles 272
Paper, transformation of 9
Paper, translucent 401
Paper, wood, how made 103
l urk. Riverside •80
Parrots, carnivorous *407
Partnership, Insolvent 184
Partnerships, mining 184
Paste for labels, eto 199
Pasteur and Jenner SOT
Pasteur's patients 881
Patent, design, Infringed 27T
Patent law. Japanese 116
Patent Office, beginning of 97
Patent Office operations 241
Patents, decisions relating to. .84. 138
Patents, Bell, investigation 288
Pavements 404
Peale, Titian R 294
Pendulum titan
Percentage 305, S7U
Perforation form ulaa 224
Perfumes, homoeopathic 83
Petroleum fires 248
Petroleum for locomotives 179
Phenomenon, strange... 380
Phosphate deposits. S. Carolina. 120
Phosphates, South Carolina 197
Phosphoric acid from slag 8
Photo-engraving process 188
Photogravure process 7
Photograph notes 321, 384
Photograph, a large 197
Phot- -graphs, orthochromntic... . 292
Photographs, distortions In 197
Photographs, large exhibit 837
Photographs, printing, process S»
Photographic notes 180, 197,

216, 261. 268, 273, 276, 306, 337.

Photographic tricycle. ........... "178
Photography, glass substitute.. .*246
Photography, flahtnlng 149
Photography, past and present... 66
Photographers, amateur, hint.... 7
Photo-mechanical processes 7
Photometer, alarm .52
Phylloxera, hemp for 186
Piano, sllex "of
Pie and cake rack -au
Pigeon flight . remarkable 403
Pile. Leclanchc, portable 269
Pile, Tronve *?W
Pipe hanger, Blake's *39S
Pipe, tobacco, Tappe's •»»

Pipes, water and gas .. 2
Pipes, water, galvanized iron .145
Pitch, concert, normal 32
Pivot, mirror, new *H0
Planets, aspects for August 85
Planets, aspects for December... 369
Planets, aspect for January 401
Planets aspects of for July 3
Planets, aspects for November. . 273
Planets, aspects for October 208

Planets, aspects for September.. 129
Plants and moisture 99
Plants from cuttings 212
Plants, male and female 288
Plants, medicinal, Braxll 153
Plants, ozone exhaled by 288
Plants, preserving . . 875
Plants, zinc in 198
Plaster, hardening 147
Piate rolling machine *307
Plates, orthochromstlc 357
Platinum, artificial 72
Plow. Glenn's .•186

Plow, snow, hand 147
Plow, snow, Wackeman's "228
Pneumonia and ozone 309, 364
Pneumonia epidemic 876
Pneumonia, infectious 164
Poplar, a large 69
Poplar, Lombardy, origin of 238
Porphyry dike 396
Porpoise milk 341
Post office In Japan 119
Postage, reduced 14*
Postal clerk, every man 408
Postal ounce 276
Poultry blood as a delicacy 188
Powder, forcite 183
Power, distribution by vacuum.. 116
Press, paper. faBt 98
Pressure at great sea depthB 65
Prime. Samuel tremens 85
Printing, art of 166
Printing plates of engravings.... 153
Prizes ior America, Antwerp— 357
Propeller for steamboats "402
Propellers. Maclalne's 11
Property, Instinctive claim to— 272
Pulley, Clark's "131
Pulley for lathes '402
Pulley lubricator "96
Pump for oil wells *68
Pumping engines, new "278
Pumping eng. for 8.8. Chicago. ."163
Purifier, middlings '322
Pygmies, real and fictitious US
Pyramid, the great 66
Pyrometers needed 6
Pyrophore. the 338
Pyro developer for slides. . . 386

Q

Quinine hair tonic 404

R

Rack, pie and cake *30
Rack, towel, Bergsten's •»

Ruck-a-rock powder 364
Kail chain, Jacques' "51
Rail Joint. Lark In 's "323
Ralls, double 368
Raits, how pounded. . . 137
Railroad conductors' liability... 184
Railroad, first in America 106
Railroad gate, Balr's 18
Railroad gate. Murray s 194
Railroad, Peruvian .. HI
Railroad spike, new —*18, "8U7
Railroads, foreign 225
Railway, cable, Montreal 856
Railway, Canadian Pacific 337
Railway economy 58
Railway, electric. Toronto, .. .238
ItaPway improvements needed.. 176
Railway loads. Increased 214
Railway, military. English "105
Railway. Pike's Peak 102
Railway, ship 72, 889
Railway, ship, Canadian 66
Railway, shin, power 884
Railway, ship, Tehnuntepec 145
Railway spi ed, fastest 89
Railway time, fastest 36
Railway water tank 359
Rattlesnake bite, treatment 66
Record, keep a 199
Recorder siphon iw
Red, Congo, how used 102
Reel, wire. Robert's •306

Refrigerators.......... .. 83
Refrigerators, hints about 101
Refrigerating machines 69
Regulator. Leconteux "201
Rein holder, Teeter's JM
Release for shntters "292
Repairing with brass 99
Reservoir. Mississippi 274
Revo'ver, diminutive "86
Ribbons, red and purple 261
Right and left handed 323
Roofs and chimneys "291
Roofs, loads on 236
Roofs, tin, repair of 84
Ropes, preservation of 376
Rot, dry........ 184
Rousseau, statue of.... 180
Rubber, new source of 179

*

8ad iron holder, new *242
Saddle, bicycle *307
Sail skating •808

Sailor, decltne of 161
Salmon, highest Jump.... 167
Salt as destroyer of teeth S3
Salt deposits, remarkable 71
>alt In ornamentation "183
Saltpeter. Russian 241
Sample box.. .. "338
Sand blast imachlne "390
Sand dunes.. SIB
Sand feeder, locomotive "99
Sash securer *366
Saturn's rings, changes 4
Saw. drag, Gurney's 131
Sawset. Marsh's.. *260
School buildings, purify the 149
Science leads to economy 229
Sclentla Jjg
Scrub cutter, new . *98
Screw heads, wood 345
Screw threads, bolts and 241
Screw threads, obasing 272
Screws, minute 811
Sea foam (7) — 18]
Sea depths, great, pressure at. . . . 65
seal fishery... 216
Sealing wax colors, meaning of .. SO
Seamanship. American 272
Seat for vehicles *404
Seat, vehicle 194
Seed planter. Lande's *JI5
Seeder. Glenn'B "138
Seeding, fall grass 344
seeing and hearing 13,6
Sevres manufactures 277
Sewing machine, novel 103
Shafts, pads for -211
Shafts for vehicles "276
Shaping machine, Improved *5
Shaving cream (4) 367
Shears, pruning • "8H8
Shell fisheries of Connecticut. ... 336
Ship Alacrity 160

Ship canal locks
ship Oregon 67
Ship railway, Atl. and Pacific... 72
Ship railway. Canadian 66
Ship railway, great 888
Ship railway, power »4
Ship railway. Tehuantepec 146
Ship Rodney •• 81
Ship, war, Benbow 2?
ships, war, J '.flush, new *81
Ships, war, new 7
Shipbuilding. British 827
Shipping, American 305, 404
Shoal water alarm 33
Mlioe black plant 130
Shoe neels, machine for "*>
Shoes, old, remade 61
Shop Independence 178
Shorthand, use of 373
Showers, meteoric, November... 868
Shutters, photo, release for *292
Shutters, photo, speed of 306
Shrubs, transplanting . 8:4
Sibley College *247
Signal lamp, government 249
Miex piano *S5
Sliver-uiumlnum alloys ll©
Silver king tflsh) "360
Sliver, paper for wrapping 1213
Silver refining process 874
Silver stains, removal 357
Siphon recorder "198
Siren, electric, Weber's "83
Skate, Lamont's "194
skates roller, attachment "2K;
Skating, sail •808

Skiagraph, Brown's 114
Sides, the red 889
Slag, phosphor, acid from 8
Slag wool 3*6
Sleeper's guard •355

Snake bite, remedy for 363
Snow plow. Wackerman's *226
Soap, common 18
Soap, extraction of 379
Sod cutter, Phillip's 147
s ill. the, as a filter 289
Soils, heavy, coal ashes for 64
Solar protuberance, a 304
Solar nucleus 181
So der for glass 21U
Soles. Imported, loss of 834
Sorghum, experiments S48
Sorghum sugar 87
Slate, durability of 118
Spectacle glasses, focal distance. 169
Speed on the ocean .144
Spike, railroad, new 18, •SU7

Spirits, flavoring 69
spruce. New Eng'nnd 6
Squirrel, migrations of 292
Stain from huckleberry 31
stamp molstener •"■£74

Stumps, device for handling *88
Star fish, the 386
Star In Andromeda. 2»b
Star, new. In Andromeda 181
Star, new, without a star cloud.. 225
Star, the new 246
Stars, photographing 97
starch *
starch, how made 180
Statues, some remarkable 40
Steam engine. 50 II. P fo
steam for extinguishing tires— 61
Steam trap, Taylor's ^TS
Steamboat, new 363
Steamer Etruria. rapid 3»
Steamer Great Eastern 344
Steamers, ocean, eatables on 169
Steel against iron 86
Steel and Iron, chrome. .. 97
Steel, Bessemer. Improved 407
Stee boiler plate duotMty 309
Steel, casebardenlng of 98
Sleel, cast, study of 6B
steel, compressed 243
Steel, tempering «7
Steel, unmagnetlzable sm
steel, water gas 194
Steering apparatus 197
Stock and collar •372

Stone pile meadow 277
Storms, wind pressure 195
Strainer, tunnel, new 163
Strange but true 146
Strophanthin ■}]8
Stud, Improved "149
Student mechanics 224
Sugar cane mills 336
Sugar, sorghum 97
Sugar works, waters of 114
Suggestion, a good 160
Suits, floating 393
sunspots 97
sunstroke tw
Surgery for piano forte players. "SB

T

Tank, water, railway ^359
Tar. furnace, recovery 310
Teeth, artificial ■ 198
Teeth, salt as a destroyer of 88
Telegraph, Ualllehache's 10
Telegraph, Oetiison's 127
Telegraph key. Belt's... "5
Telegraph lines, subterranean ... 68
Telegraphy, optical 143
Telpher line, English •336
Telephone call, new •«»

Teephone case, Dolbear 389
Telephone decision, another 83
Telephone litigation, phase in... 308
Telephone 1 tlgatlon. progress of 336
Telephone, military *j»
Telephone question 376
Telephone Rels HB. 141
Te ephone, Rels, original .. "SB
Telephone wires, laying 184
Telescope Russian, great 304
Temperature Atlantic, change.. ,"J80
Temperature, lowest known 312
Temperature of Atlantic 404
Temperature of the earth 97
Tent. Improved 394
Test paper for alkalies 27b
Thermic fever 89
Thermometer required 807
Thistles, legislating vs. 260
Thurston. Prof., goes to Cornell. ,o
Tidal theory 344
Tide mills 153
Tiers-argent JJJ
Tiles, paper *»3
Timber, Australian 7
Timber, cross tie 339
Timber, cross tie. durability 320
Timber, rotting of 11-
Tin, recovery from scrap 68
Tin roofs, repair of . . 84
Tire tightener. Power's *3B0
Toads, new use for ■ . -63
Tobacco pipe, Tappe's "SSs
Tomato, history oi the 177
Tomatoes, drying 290
Tomb, violation of a 66

! "63
."275

Tongs, winegar'a *S70
Tongue, a still f»
Tornado in Ohio Jg
Tornado predictions, value. ... . XJJ
Torpedo, Berdun 192, 1*>
Torpedo boat La Bombc 103
Torpedo boat, new - ■"«»
Torpedo boat, novel sjj
Torpedo boat* «
Torpedo boats at sea.. M»
Torpedo boats. English, new.... ia
Torpedo boat*. pr< gress r«
Torpedo, sky rocket S
Tornadoes, controlling ul
Torpedoes, nets versus 181
Towel rack. Bergsten's. *36
Trains, fast, weight of ™
Tramway rope, largest Irb
Transit Co., Rapid
Trap, steam. Taylors
Tree growth, observation on 7*
Tree planting in Kansas J
Trees In autumn ■•■ J!"
Trees, height measuring 1M. »}
Trees, transplanting..... . S24
Trlangulation of Ihe const 113
Tricycle hobby horse "2i«
Tricycle, photo 1J»
Tricycles, motive power 4»
Trout, brook. American las
Trout killed by mosquitoes 216
Trunk. W'alff s •J33

Tunnel. Stadtler's *}•
Tunnel strainer, new.. '163
Tunnel through Mmplon S29
Type settlng.hlnta on is;
Types, test •■■ 1«>
Typhoid fever at Plymouth n

Unexpected, the 341
Umbrella magnetized 344

Valise handle, White'! M
Valve, compound ISO
Valve. Bllde. new 'If
v» ve, steam, Horsfleld's 115
Valve, steam. Sypber's *»J
Valve, steam, Mitchell's 147
Valves, Chapman 191
Vanderbllt, W. H 389
Vat, lining, Improved "ou
V< getatlon, effect of heat 333
Vehicle, two-wheeled "888
Velocipede. Dillon's *4p3
Velocipede lee "Jg
Ventilator, Bronson's 1»o
Vessels on suez Canal 118
Vine, a large SOJ
Violin making «
Vision, range of
Volapuk '"1
Volga River 1™

W

Wagon box fastening "98
W agon brake, new HI
Wall, cold, to beat 336
Walls, brick SS
Walls, ioundatlon l"J
\\ alls, whitening 3*8
War balloons JJ;
War. effect of Invention ]u
War ship Benbow *B
War ships, British, new in
War ships, new 7
Warehouses, Rome 16;
Warfare, aerial ,72
Warfare, submarine lao
Wash bottle, laboratory "JM
Washing machine *»88
Washing machine, new 1»
h ashing machine, Roger's •356

Water company's proposal 144
Water gas steel. .... 19*
w ater heating Itself 376
Water is fattening ajJ
Water mains, clearing 3i
Water, molecular weight of Wl
Water motor, balanced •873

Water pipes, cleaning. 870
W ater power. Bellows Falls 838
Watei power, light from 196
« ater raised by solar heat "21*
Water Bounder, chemical 261
Waterspout 113
Water tank, railway j£»
Water wheel, Collins' "375
Water wheel*, gate for. 370
Waters of sugar works 114
Watson, Peter H JJ
Wave, ocean, power of 4U3
Wax from cinchona 18J
Wedge cutter. J eDklns'
Well, artesian. Mosci w }«
W ells, no right to pollute 101
Wells, oil. nitroglycerin for 198
Whale fishery. American 245
W hale, right 22
Wheel, car, genesis ™
Wheel or pulley. Clark's 131
w heel, waiei, Co 11ns' "£g
whiffles, steam, waste by 304
Wind on Lake Brie 805
Wind pressure, vertical. . . 277
Window, Bucuner's "854
Window sash and frame 114
Window screen. Bronson's 196
Winter evenings profitable 368
Wires, sinking of 176

Wires, underground «B
Wood, distillation, dry 374
Wood filler, new Jg
Wood preservative *J*
Wood, loebonlze..... TJ
Woodbury. H alter B 316
Woodburytyne 7
Woods, endurance of as
Words, nature of JJ
Work for Inventors. 117
Work, lmportanceof jo
w orkshop. hints for "»
Wool comber •• JJJ
Woo , mineral 98. Jg
W ool, sales of l»
Wool. Slag •■ ; ,3»
W rench, lever, Goodson s "146
Wrench, Porter's 3*»

Yacht Puritan 1*9
Yacht race, great 177
Vacht race, international 159
Yachts, steam, remarkable 48
Yachts Stiletto and Atalanta. ... 208
Yucatan, art of 880

Z

Zinc in plants 193
Zincography 306
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Important Practical andScientificBooks

LIST No. 1.

Andre*.—A Practical Treatise on the Fabrication of
V olatile and Fat Varnishes, Lacquers, Siccatives,
and Sealing Waxes, from the German of Andres,
Wlnekler, and Andes. By Wm. T. Braunt. Illustrated,
12mo, . . . . . $2J0
Hut id. -Standard Wages Computing Tables for Days,
Hours, or Fraction of Hours. Folio, . . »8.00

liurr.—A Practical Treatise on the Combustion of
Coal : Including Descriptions of Various Mechanical
Devices for the Economic Generation of Heat.
Rvo, »2.50
Bnrr.-A Practical Treatise on High-Pressure Steam
Boilers: Including Experimental Tests of Holler Ma
terials. Description of Approved Safety Apparatus,
Steam Pumps, Injectors and Economizers. 204 illustra
tions, 8vo, WjM

Bllnn. A Practical Work-Shop Companion for Tin,
Sheet-Iron, and Copper Plate Workers: Describing
Patterns, together with Practical Geometry ; Mensur

Metals, Lead-pipe, etc.: Tables of Areas and Circum
ferences of Circles: Japans, Lacquers, etc. By Leroy
J Blinn ; over 100 illustrations. 12nio, . . $2.50

lirowii.—Kive Hundred and Seven Mechanical Move
ments ; "Embracing ail those which are most important
In Dynamics, Hydraulics, Hydrostatics, Pneumatics,
Steam Engines, Mill and other Gearing, Presses, Hor
ology, etc. 12mo, $1.00
t rT" The above or any of our Books sent bu mail, free of

pos'age, at the publication prices to any address in the
worla.
tWOur lane Catalogue of Practical and Scientific Books,

96 pujes, 8to. and our other Catalogues ana Circulars, the
whole covering every branch of Science applied to the Arts,
sent free and free of postage to any one in any part of the

l will furnish us with I '

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,

Industrial Publishers,Bookselleks & importers,

810 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 1'a.

 
J. a.

Manufacturer.

Flax, Hemp, Jute, Rope, Oftkum,
and Bagging Machinery, Steam En
gines, Boilers, etc. Sole Agent for
Mayher's New Acme Steam Engine
and Foroe Pump combined. Also
owner and exclusive manufacturer of

THE NEW BAXTER PATENT

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINE.

These Engines are admirably adapt
ed to all kinds of light power for driv
ing printing presses, pumping water,
sawing wood, grinding coffee, gin
ning cotton, and all kinds of agricul
tural and mechanical purposes, and
are furnished at the following low
prices:

1 HORSE POWER. . . .$150 I 3 HORSE POWER. . . .$290
IK HORSEPOWER.... 190 4 HOKSK POWER. .. . 350
2 HORSEPOWER.... 246 1 f. IK ) USE p<j \V ER. . . . 420
Send for descriptive circular. Address

J. C. TODD, 1'atemon, N. J.

Or 36 Dey St., New York.

PRINTER'S^LETTING

Machines, for inserting large eyelets in SHOW-

CARDS. Price, $12.50. J. T. TURNER,
P. O. Box 282. Baltimore, Md.

PROPOSITIONS F0RGAS

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

PROPOSITIONS are hereby invited and will be re
ceived by the undersigned committee for the pur

pose of lighting the city of Montgomery, Alabama, with
Gas and Electricity. Populati on 2&O0O,

W. 8. KKK*K, Mayor,
T. H. OA Kit. Alderman,

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING COMP'Y.

The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of the Original

SOLID VULCANITE

Is.

 

y Whe

All other kind** Imitation, and Inferior. Our name is stamped in full upon all our
standard BELTING, PACKING, and HOSE. Address

Warehouse: i 5 Park Row, opp. Astor House, New York.

3?D?CH'EEVEitVDep'y Treas. Branches: 308 Chestnut St., Phlla., 167 Lake St., Chicago, 52 Summer St, Boston.

OTTO CAS ENGINE.

OUARANTEED TO CONSUME 25 to 75 A HI V OTHER GAS ENGINE
PER CENT. LESS GAS THAN AM I Per BRAKE-HORSEPOWER

SCHLBiCHER, SCBX7BIM db CO., PHILADELPHIA and CHICAGO.

J. W. 11 ALK.
A. A. WILEY,
T. J. WILLIAMS,

Committee.

 

Upright Cushioned

Helve Hammer

Combines all the best elements es
sential in aflr.,t-class hammer.

BRADLEY <te CO.,
Syracuse, >. Y., U.8 . A.

INJECTORS

For all kinds of
Steam Huileks.

Rue Mfg. Co., Filbert St.
Philadelphia, Fa., U. S. A.

CpPP Who Buffer (ton r\«-rv..upi d. biiitj,
rUCEi Lost Vigor, Eshaufted Vitality, etc.
TO A FREE TRIAL PACKAGE
IV Of the celcbrnu'd MARSTOX BOUTS,

mm m* ai togeiherwith AVf./«f Treati*r nnd Testimo-
Iwldv nials, will be wit on receipt of2 slumps.
Makstos Remedy Co., 46 Wert 14th Street, New York.

dia ACCED To Introduce them, we
WrrKH. win (Jive Away 1,000

Self-Operating Washing Machines. If you want
i one send us yourname, P. O. and express office at
* once. The National Co., *i3 Oey St , N. Y.

QUICK »T FIGURES. "-rgaSSISS*-
—The "Woodbury Company, Boston, Mm.——

T>T | TpO Instant relief. Final cure In 10 days, and
X J. LjEjO* never returns. No purge, no salve, no
suppository. Sufferers will Ileum ni a simple remedy,
Free, by addressing C.J. MASON, 78 Nassau SUN. Y.

I«,i.lbl. KLECTKIC ALAKM MATTISI). Twol— bb4«

Thie»<«. rir.. Hlmpta. Can applj l( Jourwlf.rurpl-h-^ Thlma. uarir*. Simple C
•d Whol-al. a*l JUiill. B—tfll-^onUto Kl«lriei,
H»m, *o- Ai. fl. S. APPLEUATE. 1*

tea, 1M2 CHESTNUT STtEET, PklbadclpbU, P». (.Eolith Pi *

TELEPHONES SOLD.
Don't pay exorbitant rental fees to

the Bell Telephone Monopoly to use
their Telephones on lines less than
two miles in length. A few months*
rental buys a first-class Telephone
that is no infringement, and works
splendid on lines for private use on
any kind of wire, and works good in
stormy weather. It makes homes

J pleasant; annihilates time; prevents
burglaries; saves many steps, and is
just what every businessman and far-

ave to connect stores, houses, depots, fac*

 

• should
tories. colleges, etc., etc. The only practicable andreb
Telephone that is sold outright and warranted to work.

' - agents. No previous experience required.
WILL NORTON, ~

DRAINAGE.—A SERIES OP VERY
excellent directions for draining railways, roads, etc.,
by Mr. Charles Paine. Contained in Scientific Ameri
can Supplement, No. 408. Price 10 cents. To he
had at this office and from : "

PERFECT

NEWSPAPER FILE

The Koch Patent File, for preserving newspapers,
magazines, and pamphlets, h;is been recently improved
and price reduced, subscribers to the Scientific Am
erican and Scientific American SrppLEMKNTcanbe
supplied for the low price of $1.50 by mall, or $1.25 at the
office of this paper. Heavy board sides; inscription
"SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN," in gilt. Necessary for
every one who wishes to preserve the paper.
Address

MTJNN & CO.,
Pnbltahflr.RCT. Jrmo Ainamui

\V0RLD Mfsj^^^^

1

NGRAVING CO

ILLUSTRATIONS »

Pbr^ooks.Ma gazir;es.]

CIRCULARS. aC.

SEND (JREErJ STAMP FOR 24 PAI^CmCULAR. - -SEdD PHOTOGRAPH, DRAWING OR PRlMT FD H ESTIMAT'

 
MITSriTXTGt. AND HOISTINO

Machinery, also, Stn I ionn rv Engines, Bollera, ami Ventilating; Faun,
made and contracts taken for constructing all kinds of Mining Muchinery.

335, SOHANTON

ICE. REFRIGERATING

and Ventilating Machines.
Jarmans Patent. VO It K
MFG. CO.. York, Pa.

 
ROCK BREAKERS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
We manufacture and supply at short notice and lowest rates. Stone and Ore Crushers con

taining the Invention described in Letters Patent , issued to Eli W . Blake. June 15th. 1858, togeth
er with New and Valuable Improvements, for which Letters Patent were granted May 11th
and Juiv liOth, lStfl. to Mr. 8. L. Marsden All Crushers supplied by us are constructed under
the superintendence of Mr. Marsden, who, lor the past fifteen years, has been connected with
the manufacture of Blako Crushers In this country and England.

FAUUKL FOUNDRY ANI> MACHINE CO., ittanufrti., AnHOnia, Conn.
COPELANli iSc BACON, Agents. New York.

ShotGun

lencthofbarrel:

28-36 INCHES.

DGES.i

THE «*ROrAL'» BREKOH-IiOABTNO
SHOT' GUN has been t^iorou- hly ii>troduc< d
in England and France when they have given
UNIVERSAI* SATISFACTION. They are
so far superior to the old style muzzli-hmdlng
Shot G ins that the "ROYAL" has entirely
superceded them. Hereto!' ■ re ;t has been tmpos-
riide tobu va KELIA1JLE BKEECII-LOAO
Eli for l. ss than $25 to $50, bu we have made
such f ivor.ib e arrangements for ttie introiluo-
tion of this G n th ougho .t the United States
that we are enabled to sell a LIMITED numb r
at the mere nominal price of $*>.00 each. The
"Royal" Breech Loading Shot Guns have
BROWNED BMtlti LS, TllOllOi OHLY
TESTED. GUARANTEED PERFECTLY
SAFE AND ACCURATE, CASE JIARlt-
ENED ANDAHANDSOMESTOCK. Length
of Ba rres, 28 to S6 inches, and I'HlN'GCENTRE-
eire reloadable shells,
the Improved patent breeoh

I makes itfor superior to, and lessliable to get out
' order than Breech-Loadera costing several

time' what we will eeil a SAMPLE of the
" Royal" for. In rrder to possess yourself of
one O' these matchless weapons at price named,
It will e necessary i or you to comply with our
req Ireme t . To more thoroughly introduce
the"KoA" 1" Breech-Loading Shot Gun t. rough-
our th- Dotted States, we hereby gree, thatupon
receipt of ONLY" $&.00 we will ship securely
tracked inavood- n ea-o, provided, however, thnt
you will CUT THIS ADVERTISEMENT
OUT and «end with your order on or before
M ARCH 11 st. 1 886- The above offer iso- ly made
to introduce t lis incomparable Gun in this c oun
try. To protect ourselve- from person? ordering
in brge quaniities wc will IN8ERTTHIS AD
VERTISEMENT ONE TIME ONLY IN
THIS PA I* r.R( henee require you to OUT IT
Ol'Tand enclose it to us with your order.
Our regular price will be charg d unless ord^r

is accompanied by this ndvertwemHnt. IN NO
CASE will we send more than one Gun with each

, Address or call on Tfce BOTAIL IMJPOB

advertisement. If you do not wish a Gun for
your own use you will have no t ouble in dis
posing of it at a handsome profit. In selling
samples of the "ROYAL " at above price we are
maki-g (.n ENORMOUS SACRIFICE, but
we feel sure thnt one Gun going into a neigh
borhood will sell Ten more at our REGULAR
PRICE. We wish to caution you against per
sons offeringGuiiH in imitation of the " Royal."
To ascertain if the Gun is genuine, order direct
from u".
THE PAPERSgoneraUy and SPORTSMEN
WHO HAVE USED THE " ROYAL"
RRECCH-I.OADING SHOT GUN. JOIN
IN PRAISING IT AS BEING ONE OF
THE MOST RELIABLE SPORTING GUNS
IN THE WORLD. REMEMBER THIS IS
A SPECIAL OFFER AN D WILL NOT AP
PEAR AGAIN, as we wish to extensively In
troduce the "Royal" in the United States as
soon as possible. WE GUARANTEE TIMS
GUN TO BE EX ACTLY AS R I PRESENT- „
ED, anil will R ETU RN T 1 1 E MONEY if found I
to be otherwise. Should you desire it, we wiU I
nd the Gun C 0. D. (with the privilege to ex- "

amine It) upon the receipt of $2, the balance to I
be paid at the express office where you receive I
the gun.
If we are strangers to you, we refer you to any I

_ ank or Express Company in New Yorlr "
IA ZOMDJSRJNO SfATE __W _II_AT_
BORE AND LENGTH OF BARREL '
WANT. For $1.00 extra we will send with the
Gun one of OUR NEW SPORTSMEN'S
CARTRIDGE BELTS AND 50 MRIALLIC
BASE, CENTRE FIRE, RELOADABLE
SHELLS. If you have friends in New York,
have them call and see us.
We have received hundreds of testimonials

frompersons whohaveusedtne "Roya "in this
country. Our Mammoth Illustrated * atalogu--
sent free. Send money at our risk by P O. Money
Order, Registered Letter or Bank Diaft pay .i 1© I
to us.

TING CO.. 247 Pearl St.. X. T. Ci

 

ECONOMIC MOTOR CO.'S

GAS ENGINES.

Best in principle, workmanship, and materials.
An unequaled small Motor adapted to all uses.
Simple. Safe. Economical, Diirnble.
Four sizes: 1 II. P., % H. P., 1 man power, and a Sewing Machine Motor,
bend for Circulars.

ECONOMIC MOTOR CO.,

9 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

USEFUL HOLIDAY BOOKS.

Relating to Mechanical, Chemical, Electrical, and Metallurgical Indn.trle., for
Manufacturer., Mechanic., and Scientific Amateurs. FOUR VOLUMES, hand
somely hound In cloth. Price, $2.00 each.

A Manual for Handicraftnmen and Amateurs. Containing 702 pages, with
1,420 Illustrations. Price, $2.50, postage prepaid.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

E. & F. N. SPON, 36 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.

SHAFTING,

PULLEYS,

HANGERS.

Pat. Steel Sliaftm i^.

PATENT FRICTION CLUTCH,

 

 

Friction Clutch.

POPULAR

SCIENCE

MONTHLY

CONDUCTED BY

E. L. & W. J. YOUMANS.

Whe POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY

for 188(i will continue, as heretofore, to supply its

readers with the results of the latest investigation

and the most valuable thought in the various depart

ments of scientific Inquiry.

Leaving the dry and technical details of science,

which are of chief concern to specialists, to the Journals

devoted to them, the Monthiy deals with those more gen

eral and practical subjects which are of the greatest in

terest and Importance to the public at large. In this

work it has achieved a foremost position, and is now the

acknowledged organ of progressive scientific ideas In

this country.

Terms: $5.00 per Annum ; Single copy, 60 cents.

De APPLETON & CO., PUBLISHERS.

I, 3, and 5 Bond Street, New York.

EAKY STAR LESSONS. By Richard A. Proctor.
WlthlH star maps and 45 other illustrations. Extra
cloth, $2.50. Will be sent postpaid by MCXN A CO., on
receipt of price.

REIS TELEPHONE.

Transmitter and
receiver, $2 each.
These electric

telephones antedate snd do not infringe any telephone
patent. G. K. MILL1KKN A CO.,

70 Wu.sliinutoi] Street, Boston, Mu.s.s.
 

Mcflel Steam Engines.

Twenty-five cents to ten dollars foi
complete set of finished parts, Inc* "
boiler. Illustrated catalogue sent i

E. P. RYDER,
38 Clermont Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

NO CAPITAL REQUIRED.

To enable any person of ordinary Intelligence to make
from *5 to $20 a day. We will pay ONE DOLLAR cash
on every subscription taken for the most popular $2
Weekly Paper In America. Never was such a large com
mission offered before. In even the smallest townsageuts
can obtain several new subscribers every day the year
round, and thus make more money than they could in
any other soliciting business. For descriptive pamphlet
write HARDKN'BROOK A CO., 240 Broadway, N. Y.

SENT FREE.

A Sample No. of the

Phrenological Journal.

7V0S *N0 ^Cft^ A YEAR $2.00.

VS* NowReaiT. "/ AND LIST OK BOOKS
HOWTO STUDYTHEM ON" PH KENO I.O G Y ,

A manual of Phrenology and H E A 1. T H, K T 0. Ad-

a.dH.S.DrayU>n.20Op.30Oilltu.40& uresa

Fowler & fells Co., 753 Broaflway, H. Y,

 

ill

Internal Glamp Couplings.

Bond tor Illustrated Circular and discount sheet.

A. & F. BROWN, 43 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

 

GOLD ANMEWELLED

MEDAL

Wnsawnrdedby the Nntioiin.1

Medical Association

TO THE AUTHOR OF THE

SCIENCE OF LIFE.

JT beinff the best Medical Treatise on Manhood, Ex-
hausted Vitality. Nervous and 1'hyslcal Debility. Pre

mature Decline In Man, the Errors of Youth, and the un
told miseries resulting from indiscretions or excess in
early life, which the author has proved may be alleviated
and positively cured. It is a standard medical work on
the above, and Is a treasure to every young and middle-
aged man. Warranted as represented or the money re
funded In every instance ; Pages, emhoused muWin,
full gilt; 125 prescriptions for all diseases. Price only $1
by mail, sealed postpaid. Illustrative sarjpJe, li cents.
Send now. This work is universally recoaffLsnded by
the press, clergy, parents, and teachers, and ©Very one of
its more than a million readers. Every man, young or
old, should read this book, and every sufferer should con
sult the author. "There is a balm in Gllead; there la a
physician there."

Address Dr. W. H. PARKER,
4 Uultinch St.; Boston. Mass.

Sai.tkh, Aug. 23, 1SH5.
W. IT. Parker, M. D.—Bear Sir: I have Just taken

the last medicine you sent me. 1 am now (thanks to your
skill) completely restored to good health. I^ast year, be
fore commencing treatment, 1 did not think my health
could be restored; but after using the llrst month's rem
edies, I knew there was hope. 1 was surprised at the
constant beneficial effect it produced. You really are the
good Samaritan, and 1 would most earnestly recommend
you to all suffering from nervous disease.

Yours truly, ALBERT R ,
Salter, Washington Co., Wis.

Book E, vol. xiii.. case 122.

CUREft°SeDEAF

Peck's Patent Improved Cushioned Ear Drams

PERFECTLY RESTORE THE HEARING,
and perform the work of the Natural Dram. Always

in position, but Invisible to others and romfortable
to wear. All Conversation and even whispers heard
distinctly. VVe refer to those using them. Send for
illustrated book with testimonials^ free. Address, F.
EOSCOX, 853 Broadway, N. T. Mention this paper.

DrirUCCC "» CAUSES and CURE, by one
EArnEilil who was deaf twi-my-elisht yoara.
—m HS.WW Treated by most of the noted speci

alists of the day with no benefit. Ourrd himself In
three months, and since then hundreds of others

by same process. A plain, f'
treatment. Address T. S. '.
York City.

IsufTerlnjrfrom the ef
fects of youthful er-

_ rors, early decay, lost
" manhood, et<j. I will send you a valuable treatise upon
the above di8eases.al»o directions for self-cure, free ol
charge. Address Prof. F. O. FOWLEB,Moodus,Conn.

OTO «™5 MEN!

 
ONLY, A Quick. Permanent
Cure for Lost^Manhood, Debility, Ner»
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Inside Page, ench in.erllnii - - - 7.jcent. u line*
Mad. Page, eueh lnneriinu - - - 91.00 a line.

(About eight words to a line.)

Kngrarmejs may head advertisements at the same rate
per line, by measurement, a the Utter press Adver
tisement* must be received at publication office as early
as Thursday moriiinq to apncar in next issue

H.W.JOHNS'

' - Roofing:, Building Felt,

Steam Packings, Boiler Coverings,

Fire Proof Paints, Cements, Etc.
1 Samples and Descriptive Price Lists Free.

H. W. JOHNS M'F'G CO., 87 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

175 Randolph St., Chicago) 170 N. 4th St.. Philadelphia

if

PATENT

JACKET KETTLES,

Plain or Porcelain Lined. Tested to 100 lb.
pressure. Send for Lists.

614 and'
TAMES C. HAND & CO..
Ml Market St., Philadelphia. 1

Tra n sin 1 s»i o n of Power.
8

Tramways,
and other applications of

WIRE ROPE

Trenton Iron Go.

WOltKS mid OPFICK. TlitiNTON, N. J.

New York Office—Coopkh. Hkwitt A Oo., 17 Burling
Slip. Philadelphia Office—il North Fourth Street. Chi
cago Office—146 ljike Street.

^lllllIMlr- CARY & MOENd

STEEL WIRE °^^W&Z+

2ic.

PULLEYS

OKDElt PKOM OUR

"SPECIAL. LIST."

THE

JohDT.NoyeMfg.Co.

BUFFALO, N. T.

4c.

VAPORATING FRUIT

Full treatise on improved
methods, >ieldn, profits, prices
and general statistics, FRKE.

AMERICAN MAN'F'G CO.
P. O. BOX K. WAYNESBORO, PA.

 

Leffel Water Wheels

With Important Improvements.

11,000 IN SUCCESSFUL OPERATION

H1TE NIW PAMPHLET FOE 1885

Sent free to thoae interested

JAMES LEFFEL k CO.,

Sprlncfleld, Ohio

110 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

 

_ - - f-j. AND FINE GRAY IRON ALSO STEEL
k/lAT T EAtJLP 7 CASTINGS FROM SPECIAL H%

J JH""" LEMIGH AVE & AMERICAN ST. PHILA. f """

rCE-PIOUSE AND REFRIGERATOR.
Directions and Dimensions for construction, with one
Illustration of cold house for preserving fruit from
season to season. The air Is kept dry and pure through*
out ihe year at a temperature of from 3*J to 38°. Con-

* 'ri Scientific Am erica \ Supplement No. 1 16.
d of all news*

t TfRR I TOR r l ICCNSCD
NOBLE HALLM0

^.m - "* j'gg^^^ , FRIT. P^,|7

TO ^ACUABIC JkaCNTS t MANUFACTUR ER S

I'rovlilencr. It. I. (Park l>t.) Six minute*' walk Weit fromeUtlon.

Original mid (Inly Builder of ihe

H A Rfc* IS-CORLISS ENCINE,

With Harris' Pat. Improvements, from 10 to 1,000 H. P.
Send for copy Engineer's and Steam User's

Manual. By J. W. Hill, M.E. Price SI. 25.

RUBBER BELTING.

AND ALI, OTHER

, HOSE,

MECHANICAL AND MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

The Largest and Moat Exieir - $1 nun tact lirora in America.

THE BUTTA PERCHA < RUBBER MFG. CO.,

New York, Chlcn C?l rnncl.ico, Toronto.

 

JE1YKIIV

Gate

MANUFA '«£

The Jenkins Disks iiK?

iROS.' VALVES.

Angle, Check, and Safety.

•ID OF BEST STEAM METAL.

Se Valves aro manufactured under our 1880 Patent, and will stand
300 lb. steam-pressure.

To avoid imposition, see that valves aro stamped "Jenkins Bros.'*

Send for Price List "A.* JETXTT^IPJQ BROS.,
71 John St., New York. 13 So. Fourth Sr.. Philn. 79 Kilby St., Boston.

Rider's New and Improved

COMPRESSION

Hot Air Pupi-i hfiie

New and Improved Designs.

INTERCHANGEABLE

MANUFACTURED BY

DELAMATER IRON WORKS,

Foot of West 13th Street, New York, U. S. A.

 

 

WITH ERBV, RUGU * RICHARDSON. Manufacturers
of Patent Woodworking Machinery of every descrip
tion. Facilities unsurpassed. Shop formerly occupied
by R. Bail it Co.. Worcester, Mass. Send for Catalogue.

VOLNEY W. MASON & CO..

FRICTION PDLLEYS CLUTCHES aid ELEVATORS.

PROVIDENCE. It. I.

MAGIC LANTERNS

And STEREOPTICONS, all prices. View* illustrating
every sub>.-t for PUBLIC EXHIBITIONS, etc.
HTA fTTtitaMe htmin*** for a out* with a nnail eaf.itaj. Also,

Lanterns for Home Amusement. 136 page Catalogue free.
MCALLISTER, Mfg. 0ptlcian,49 Nassau St., N. Y.

 

POINTERS for I sers of Steam Pomps.

Tan Duzen's Talent Steam Pump
i Hot or Cold, j Is

Can Pump ] Sandy or Impure * mmjL.n4
( Wateror Liquids. ) Kmcient-

Has no moving parts, consequently no
wear, no repairs, no trouble. Purchasers
assume no risks, as wc guarantee every
Pump. Above comparison with Jet
Pumps, Ejectors, etc., made of Iron.
Demand this Pump of your dealer and
take no cheap substitute. We make Tea

s from $7 to t>75. Capacities from 100 to
„ per hour. State for what purpose wanted

and send for Catalogue of " Pumps."
VAN DUZBN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

 

THE AMEBICAl BELL TELEFEOSE GO.

95 MILK ST., BOSTON, MASS.

This Company owns the Letters Patent

granted to Alexander Graham Bell, March

7th, 1876, No. 174,465, and January 30th,

1877, No. 186,787.

The transmission of Speech by all known

forms of Electric Speaking Telephones in-

triii^cs the right secured li> this ( 'oiiipuny

by the above patents, and renders each

individual user of telephones not furnish

ed by it or its licensees responsible for such

unlawful use, and all the consequences

thereof, and liable to suit therefor.

/ ?fl ; VI 1 A SPECIALTY ©v^'0-

- '': JOHN GREENWOOD &CU

ROCHESTER N.

Aluminum Bronze, Aluminum Silver, Aluminum Brass,

Furnished in Ingots and Castings. Rods and Wire Made to Order. We have no Sheet Metal.

Our Malleabre Castings can be made of over 100,000 pounds tensile strength, with extraordinary power to with-
stand corrosive influences, and unrivaled beauty of color. Send for pamphlet.

THE COWLES ELECTRIC SMELTING} AND ALUMINUM CO., CLEVELAND, 0.

 

I.FATHER BELTINH
best and most reliable Belt
ever Introduced. Minle by
C. A. SCIIIKRKN &CO.
47 Kerry St., New York ; 418

 

PATENTS.

MESSRS. MUNN & CO.. in connection with the publi

cation of the Scientific American, continue to ex

amine improvements, and to act as Solicitors of Patents

for Inventors.

In this line of business they have had forty yean' ex

perience, mid now nave unnjxuiled facilities for the prep

aration or Patent Drawings, Specifications, and the

prosecution of Applications for Patents in tho United

States. Canada, and Foreign Countries. Messrs Munii X

Co. also attend to the preparation of Caveats. Copyrights

for Hooks, labels. Reissues. Assignments, and Reports

on Infringements of Patents. All business Intrusted to

them Is done with special care and promptness, on very

reasonable terms.

A pamphlet sent free of charge, on application, con*

talning full Information about Parents and bow to pro

cure tliem; directions concerning Labels, Copyrights,

Designs. Patents, Appeals. Reissues, Infringements, As

signments, Rejected Cases, Hints on the Sale of Pa

tents, etc.

We also send, free of charge, a Synopsis of Foreign Pa

tent I.aws. showing the cost and method of securing

patents In all the principal countries of the world.

MIW 4c CO., Mollelfora ot Patents,

•THl Broadway. New York.

BRANCH nUMI Mm B22 and KM F Street, Pa-

offlc Hulldlny, near 7th Street, Washington, D.C.

CPATENT

OLD ROLLED

SHAFTING.

The tact that this shafting nas To per cent, greatei
xtrcngth, a finer tinlsh. and is truer t^» guuue, than any
other in use renders It nndoubtedly the most economical
We are also the sole manufacturers of the CklkbratkI)
OOLLTNB4 PAT,CouPLlso,and furnish Pulleys, Hangers,
etc.. of the most approved styles. Price list mailed on
application to JONKs A: LAC(;ilLlNS. Limited,

Try Street, 2d and Sd Avenues. Pittsburg. Pa-
Corner I-ake and Canal Sts., Chicago, ill.

rw~ Stocks of this shafting In store and for sale by
FULLER. DANA & FITZ, Boston, Mass.

Geo. Place Machinery Agencv. 121 Chambers St., N. Y.

 

Andrews' «9 Bed *™

The only Perfect Bed!! 45
10 St. Ips : ,20 up. The only,d-110 Slvlf
jllHt.l.l.'
A. H

tns|H*n>.luit .prlng.

195 IV.hash Ave. Chicago,
H. Andrews & Co.,

19 Boint SI. .New York.

 

Woodenwn re nmnufact uivrs. *» to *2,0p0 secures
countv rlKhts to inannfacinre and sell Illicitly Indors

ed new article, several of which are needed In every
house, public hullditut. Ac. Buy to manufacture.; pro
duced at small cost; profits hvnte; Canadian rights for
sale. J. BA DCKK, 42 W. l:Cid Street, New ^ ork.

 

- mechanical

• 1 boiled cleaner

i|| WATER PURIFIER

''RLM0VES»llMUDi t5' manufactured by

scale -^E.W.VANDUZEN^>.

Especially for
MILLER'S

Unequaled for wa
for oil pumps. In
sizes. «T X. H. ><,
All quantities, A1.25
most substantial
ever put together!
none out—add a n-u

 Steam Hammers.
PACKING.

ter packing, and
rope form of all

DRAWING

INSTRUMENTS.

Clark's Compressed Paper Skate Rollers.

Immensely durable Easy runnlnic.
Noslippinic. No clipped floors. Com
paratively noiseless. Sample Set Ijc-
auered.tt.Ki Nickeled. »1^0. Postaice
Si cts. additional. Slate size spindle.
Als.. .Mfr. Steel Cased Uubber Uc.ll-
6. I1EII. I'. CURB lBi.lL).

Wiuilnnr l.ocka, tit.

Illustrated catnlogue
sent on applicat ion to
Wm. T. Comstock,

6 Astor Place.
New York.

THE CURTIS

RETURN

STEAM T^L^L.F.

For returning steam condensed un
der pressure automatically Into the
iMiiler, whether taken from above or
below the boiler lever, without loss
.or waste. Manufactured by

^THE CDRTIS REGULATOR CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

HTicHTv" etc. I Send for Circular No. 1 9.

per lb. It is the] ~ -
'<«*».., m.irrri-1! ICE HOUSE AND COLD ROOM.—BY R

G. flatfleld. With directions for construction. Four

 

Pack with It-take
nd whenever there

is'riToin fnrTt" " MILLER PACKING WOllK,.,
133K ButtonwisHi St., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A

enicravinics. Contained In Scientific Amkhk-an Sjjp-
1'I.k.iient, 39. I 'rice Iff cents, lo be had at this office

and of all newsdealers.

 

THE NEW « (JEESHAM " PATENT

Automatic Re starting: Injector.

A most remarkable boiler feeder, which has just taken the first

premium at the Inventors' Exhibition in England. May be used

aa a lifter or a non-lifter; restarts immediately without any

manipulation whatsoever, after Interruption of tho feed from

any cause. The most effective Injector ever placed on the market

for stationary or portable boilers. Reliable and cheap.

 
ThtmomMert, PtiotoerajAit Out.

Umcmw,. spectacles. W. II. WAIJls).
successors to It. & .I.Heek, Philadelphia
rice List free to any address.

EOTODKL, and ■ Send lorCirculars.

XPERIMEHTAT.C EJ»;S&Br«.A U tWCWMTI, B.

WUKIV SPECIALTY. ™(M<mUon tbi. p.p«^

For Private Line..
,» Straiicht or Crooked ; Call

"ltj.W Bella, Kur-Phone, en-. 4
Styles; Very Best Made; 5 Patents, Prices Low. Bend
for lllus. Circular. J. Ilolcomb <1- Co., Cleveland, O.

TELEPHONES

Barnes' Patent Foot and Hand Po

MACHINERY, #15.

Contractors and Builders, Jobbers
in Wood or Metal, who have no
steam power, can, by using outfits
of these machines, bid lower and
save more money than by any other
means for doing their work. Illus
trated Catalogue FRKE.

W. F. .V John Barnes Co.,

Address 1W9 Main St., Hockford, 111.

 

The Scientific American.

THE MOST POPULAR SCIENTIFIC PAPER

IN THE WORLD.

Published Weekly, *8.*0 » Year; #1.60 Six Manthi.

This unrivaled periodical, now in Its fortf-flrsi yenr,

continues to maintain its high reputation for excellence,

and enjoys the largest circulation ever attained by sny

scientific pub

Every i
printed, elegantly Illustrated; It presents In popular

style a descriptive record of the most novel, interesting,

and Important advances in Science, Arts, and .Manufac

tures. It shows the progress of the World In respect to

New Discoveries and Improvements, embracing Machin

ery, Mechanical Works. Engineering In all branches.

Chemistry, Metallurgy. Electricity. Light. Heat, Archi

tecture, Domestic Economy. Agriculture, Natural His

tory, etc. It abounds with fresh and Interesting subjects

for discussion, thought, or experiment; furnishes f

dreds of uselul suggestions for bnslness. It ]

Industry, Progress. Thrift, and

community where It circulates.

The HciENTirrc American should have a place in

every Dwelling. Shop, Office, School, or Library. Work

men, Foremen. Engineers. Superintendents, Directors,

Presidents. Officials, Merchants, Farmers, Teachers,

Lawyers, Physicians, Clergymen, people In every walk

and profession In life, will derive benefit from a regular

reading of Thk SriKNTinc Amkiucak.

Terms for tbe United States and Canada, *3.20 a yean

*1.4X) six months. Specimen copies free. Kemlt by

Post&I Order or Check.

IHUNN A CO., Publishers,

34J1 Brondwny, New York.

Sole Representatives In the United States and Canada,

Nathan Manufacturing Co.,

92 & 94 LIBERTY ST., N. Y.

1"H £1

Scientific American Supplement.

Thk Scikntipic Amkricax Supplement Is a sepa

rate and distinct publication from Thk Scikntipic Am

erican, but Is uniform therewith In slxe, every number

containing sixteen large pages. The Scikntipic Am

erican Supplement is published weekly, and includes

a very wide range of contents. It presents tbe most re

cent pujters by eminent writers in all the principal de

partments of Science and the Useful Arts, embracing

Biology, Geology, Mineralogy, Natural History, Geo

graphy. Archa-ology. Astronomy. Chemistry, Electricity,

Light Heat, Mechanical Engineering. Steam and Rail

way Engineering, Mining, Ship Building, Murine En

gineering. Photography, Techhnology, Manufacturing

Industries, Sanitary Engineering. Agriculture. Horti

culture, Domestic Economy, Biography, Medicine, etc

A vast amount of fresh and valuable Information per

taining to these and allied subjects is given, the whole

profusely Illustrated with engravings.

The- most important Enoincering Works,

and Manufactures at home and abroad an

and described In tbe Supplement.

Price for the Stppi emknt for the United J

Canada, |5.00 a year, or one copy of the Scikntipic Am

erican and one copy of tbe Supplement, both mailed

for one year for $7.00. Address and remit by postal

order or check,

IHUNN A Co.. 361 Broadway, N. Y.,

Publishers Scientific American.

To I hi nun Subscribers.—Under the facilities of

thePostal Union, the Scientific American Is now sent

by post direct from New York, with regularity, to snb-

scrfbers in Great Britain India. Australia, and all <

British colonies ; to France, Austria, Belgium, <

Russia, and all other European States; Japan. Brazil,

Mexico, and all States of Central and South America,

Terms, when sent to foreign countries, Canada excepted,

$4, gold, for Scientific American, one year; $9, gold,

for both Scientific American and Sppplemknt for

one year This includes postage, 'ffiilch we pay. Remit

by postal order or draft to order of

MUNN & CO., 361 Hroadway, New York,

PRINTING INKS.
'■pHE "Scientific American" is prinUni with CHAS-

X ENETJ JOHNSON & CO.'S DTK. Tenth and Lorn
bard .-is. Phila.. and 47 Rose St., opp. Donne St., N. Y,
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